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DESIGNED WITHOUT COMPROMISE eec.3--e---se 1 

Whether you are tuning in to far-flung stations or listening to cricket on longwave, the eton El gives 

powerful reception through its digitally synthesized PLL tuner with synchronous detector. Offering rich 

sound, the latest in radio technology, 1700 station presets and memory scan function, the El gives you 

direct access to news, sports, and music from around the world. 

FREQUENCY COVERAGE 

OPERATING MODES 

RECEIVER TYPE 

MEMORIES 

TUNING MODES 

TUNING METHOD 

IF BANDWIDTHS 

IF ADJUSTMENT 

AGC 

SIGNAL STRENGTH METER 

TONE CONTROLS 

100 kHz - 30 MHz DISPLAY 

87 MHz - 108 MHz FM 

AM, Synchronous AM, BACKLIGHTING 

USB, LSB, CVV AUDIO AMPLIFIER TYPE 

FM Stereo (87-108MHz) 

Dual conversion superhet with excellent 
sensitivity and high dynamic range 

500 freely programmable 
1200 country memories 

Direct frequency input 
or rotary tuning knob 

Phase-locked loop ( PLL) 

2.5kHz, 4.0kHz, 7.0kHz 

IF Pass Band Tuning (PBT)   

Switchable fast/slow 

Calibrated to S9+60dB 

Separate bass & treble 

CLOCKS 

TIMERS 

CONNECTIVITY 

ANTENNAS 

POWER SOURCE 

DIMENSIONS 

WEIGHT 

nevada call our sales hotline 023 9231 3090 

5.7" square graphic LCD 
240 x 320 pixel 

Full display white backlight 

Bridge Tied Load 

Two, individually settable  

Two event timers, 
programmable ON/OFF 

Headphone socket 
Line Input (stereo) 

Line Output (stereo) 
Shortwave aerial 
FM aerial 

SW / FM telescopic 
Internal LW / MW 

4 x D alkaline (not supplied) 
Mains adaptor (supplied) 

333 x 180 x 58.4 mm 

1.9kg 

£399.95 
P&P£1 0 

erbert Spur Farlington Portsmouth PO6 1TT sal vada.co.uk www.etoncorp.co.uk 
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£89.95 
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SSE 

£69.95 
P&P £ 10 

Il ILI —I, ILl. 

£59.95 
P&P £ 10 

Designed without compromise 
For the ultimate in portable technology the E5 is the 

latest edition to the Etón Elite range and demonstrates 
that form and function can work in harmony. 

• FM Stereo, AM and full Shortwave coverage 

1711 - 29999kHz 

• PLL dual conversion AM/SW circuitry with SSB 

• 700 programmable memory presets with Memory Scan 

and Auto Tuning Storage (ATS) 

• Clock, Sleep Timer and Alarm functions with world 

zone settings 

• Tunes via auto Scan, manual Scan, direct key- in entry 

and tuning knob 

• Internally recharges Ni-MH batteries 

• Station name input 

El0 
AM/FM/Shortwave Radio 
Intelligent Features, Strong Performance 

• Shortwave range of 1711 - 29,999 KHz 

• 550 programmable memories 

• Memory page customization 

• Manual & auto scan 

• Direct keypad frequency entry 

• Internally recharges included Ni-MH batteries 

• Clock with alarm, sleep timer & snooze functions 

DIMENSIONS 

WEIGHT 

POWER 

190W x 114H x 38D mm 

0.48KG 

4 x AA BATTERIES (INCLUDED); 

AC ADAPTER/CHARGER (INCLUDED) 

Fl nn 
AM/FM/Shortwave Radio 
Full-Size Features in Your Palm or Pocket 

• Shortwave range of 1711 - 29,999 KHz 

• 200 programmable memories 

• Memory page customization 

• Manual & auto scan 

• Direct keypad frequency entry 

• Clock with alarm, sleep timer & snooze functions 

DIMENSIONS 

WEIGHT 

POWER 

127W x 76H x 32D mm 

0.2xc 

2 X AA BATTERIES (NOT INCLUDED); 

AC ADAPTER (NOT INCLUDED 

NEVADA: UK Distributors of -e, also available from our stockists throughout the UK 
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40 LM&S - Readers' broadcast logs and news. 

50 Long Wave Maritime Beacons 

Features 

the UK Scanning 
-D irectOrY sti' Edition 

16 The Wait is Over 
The UK Scanning Directory is the essential book for all scanner 

owners and frequency collectors - and it's available now! 

20 Computers & Radio Part 5b - The Benefits 
of the Marriage! «. 
The compelling connection between radio receiver and - 
computer and how it can enhance your radio listening is 

discussed by Jack Weber. 

24 DRM Update 
Lawrie Hallett takes a critical look at the progress made 

over the past two years by Digital Radio Mondiale in the 

world of broadcasting. 

29 Index 
Looking for your favourite article that you just know has 

been published but can't quite find it? Look no further. 

58 SWM Club Listing 
If you want to meet others with a passion for radio, then 

look no further. Use our comprehensive and most up-to-

date guide to local clubs. Please note this is now split 

into three parts running on a rotating basis. 

59 SWM International Club Listing 
If you want to get involved with an international radio 

club, here's a list of a few you make like to try. 

rttt.— 

Looking to the Future 
As this issue goes to press it marks the beginning of a new era. 

The editorial team would like to remind all advertisers, readers 

and contributors that radiouser goes on sale on 22 December, 

bringing you the best of both SWM and Radio Active in one 

great magazine. 

Featuring your favourite columns, as well as exciting new 

features. radiouser will offer something for all active 

listeners, short wave and scanning enthusiasts - in fact 

something for 'radio users' everywhere. As we look forward to 

the future, pictured here a few memories of SWM- a heritage 

that will not be forgotten but that will continue to grow 

within the pages of radiouser. 

The editorial team invite you to join us in this exciting venture. 

See you next month. 

PYIPUBUSHING LTD. alE Copyright in all drawings, logos, photographs and articles published M Short Wave Magazine is 
fully protected and reproduction or imitator in whole or in part is expressly forbidden, All reasonable precautions are taken by 
Short Wave Magazine to ensure that the advice and data given to our readers is reliable. We cannot however, guarantee it and 
we cannot accept legal responsibility for it Prices are those current as we go to press. Short Wave Magazine, USPS No. 9%, 
is published monthly for 061Uld per year by PW Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BHI8 
8PW. Printed by Holbrooks Printers Ltd. Second Class Postage paid at South Hackensack. Postmaster Send USA address 
changes to Royal Mail International, do Yellowstone International, 2375 Pratt Boulevard, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007-5931. 

DISCUUMFA Short Wave Magazine wishes in no way to either condone, or encourage, listeners to monitor frequencies and 
services which are prohibited by law We respectfully refer you all to both the Wireless Telegraphy Act 949, and the Interception of 
Communicators Act1985. Some of the products offered for sale in adverhsements in this magazine may have been obtained from 
abroad or from unauthorised sources. Short Wave Magazine advises readers contemplating mail order to enquire whether the 
products are suitable for use in the UK and have full after-sales back-up available The Publishers of Short Wave Magazine wish to 
point out that his the responsibility of readers to ascertain the legality or otherwise of items offered for sale by advertisers in this 
magazine. 

SW111, December 2005 
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ra louser 
The January 2006 issue of 

radiouser is on sale 22 December 

radiouser January 2006 Issue. 84-page 
magazine filled to the brim with radio, radio and more 
radio! Featuring: 

• Military Matters 

• New Product News 

• Scanning Scene 

• Elad FDM-77 Review 

• Broadcast Matters 

• Comms From Europe 

...and so much more 

join in with the 

on-line action on the new 

RU Readers' E-mail 

Forum. Send an E-mail to: 

radiouser-on 

@pwpublishing.ltd.uk 

radiouser 
incorporating the very best of short 
wave magazine & radio active 

CIPAW 
Uliciate 

cover subject: The Radioscape 

R5500 module has been 
launched as an affordable, 
integrated multi-standard, 
digital radio receiver in these 
times of DRM growth. Lawrie 
Hallett updates us on the latest 
news. 

thie 
pbvpublishing 

see 
page 34 
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SWM Services 

corrmerts 

Components For SWM Projects 

in general all components used in 

ccrstrxt.ng SWM projects are 

available from a variety of 
corripcment suppliers Where 

special, or difficult to obtain, 

components are specified, a 

supplier wil, be quoted in rye 

article 

Photocopies & Back Issues 

'Ne have a selection of back issues. 

covering the toast three years of 

SW/1.1. If you are looking for an 

anice or review that you missed 
fi,st trne around, we can heip.if 

we don't have the whole issue we 

can always supply a photocopy of 

the artcle. Back issues for SWM 

are £5.00 inc P&P each and 

photocopies are £3.00 per article 

mc P&P 

Binders are also available leach 

binder takes one volume) for £6 50 

plus £ 1.50 P&P for one binder, 

£2 75 P&P for two or more. UK or 

overseas. Prices include VAT where 

appropriate. 
A complete review listing for 

SWM/PW is also available front 

the Editorial Offices for £2 inc P&P 

Pleclep An Order 
Orders for back nor  binders 

and toms 'rum our Book Store 

,hruld h. ,Fr• ir PW Publishing 

Ltd., Post Sales Department, 

Arrovusmith Court, Station 

Approach, Broadstone Dorset 

BOW 8PW, with details of your 

credit card or a cheque or postal 

order payable to PW Publishing Ltd 

Cheques with overseas orders must 

be drawn onu London Clearing 

Bank and in Sterling. Credit card 

orders !Access. Mastercard. 

Eurocard, AMEX ix VIsa) are also 

welcome by telephone to 

Broadst one 011224 nu. An 
answering machine will accept 
you, order out of office hours and 

during busy periods in the office. 

You can also FAX an order, giving 

full details to Broadstone 

1870 U4 78f». 

The &read address is 

beeltmeereOpwpabilthInp.ltd.ek 

Technical Help 

We regret that due to Editorial time 
scales, replies to technical queries 

cannot be given over the telephone 

Any technical queries by Email are 
very unlikely to receive immediate 

attention either. So, if you require 

help with problems relating to 

topics covered by SWM, then 

please were to the Editorial 

Offices, we will do our best to help 

and reply by mail 

Problem Solved 
As those of you who read Lawrence Harris' 

monthly column ' Info In Orbit' will know, there is 

a major problem with APT reception from NOAA 

18, the latest WXSAT launched by the USA's 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration. The problem, that of 

significant interference, is caused by the 

unfortunate choice of down-link 

frequency for the APT broadcasts. The 

chosen frequency of 137.825MHz places the 

weak (on earth) signal very close to the UK 

paging band. The result of the close 

proximity of the weak APT transmission to 

the very much stronger pager base-stations is 

that there is the effect of cross modulation 

and desensitisation in all but the very best of 

the UK's WXSAT receive stations. At the time of 

launch of NOAA 18 it was unclear, which 

frequency would be used by NOAA for the 

transmission of APT as the satellite was 

with two channel capability. Only 

when the spacecraft was in its final 

orbit did it become apparent that it 

was the problematic frequency that 

had been chosen. 

Almost straight away, Lawrence set 

to work for the benefit of all the UK's 

WXSAT community to see what the 

extent of the problem was. On 

discovering that all areas of the UK 

were suffering from serious problems, 

he entered into dialogue with NOAA. As 

a direct result of Lawrence's efforts, 

recently NOAA have confirmed that NOAA 

18's APT frequency will be changed to 

137.100MHz (VTX-1). We all owe Lawrence Harris 

a huge debt of gratitude. 

The Nature of Change 
I have always been a firm believer that change 

usually happens for the best reasons. It is, as you 

will have noticed within the pages of this and 

other PWP magazines, time for a change. My 

employers, PW Publishing Ltd. are taking the 

positive step of merging both Short Wave 

Magazine and Radio Active and re- branding the 

titles into a bigger, better magazine, radiouser. 

Audi 
I'm sure those who are involved will make it a 

popular and appealing read. I am personally 

taking this opportunity to move on to new and 

exciting challenges in a hobby radio related area, 

that for me represents a change of direction. 

It really doesn't seem as though it's nearly 12 

years since I joined PW 

Publishing Ltd., the publishers 

of Short Wave Magazine 

since 1988. The previous 

Editor, Dick Ganderton, 

introduced me to the 

readers back in the June 

1994 issue. I had been a 

reader of Short Wave 

Magazine for a 

considerable number of 

years at that time and 

I'd never imagined that 

I'd end up working on 

the magazine, let alone 

becoming Editor! I'm compelled to 

say that every day since has ' 

continued to be a learning process 

and I'm pleased to say I'll be taking 

much with me from my time at 

the keyboard here in the SWM 

offices in Broadstone. I'm pleased 

beyond belief to have had the 

opportunity to have been on the 

staff of this well loved radio 

journal that's read in some very 

important (from a radio 

perspective) places. So it's 

time to say my farewells to 

everyone here at PW Publishing 

Ltd. and move on. Thanks to all the readers of 

SWM for their loyalty and interest over the years. 

So it's a change - but for for the better - just look 

out for the new radiouser front cover at your 

newsagent from 22nd December, or if you are a 

current subscriber to either Short Wave Magazine 

and/or Radio Active, it will drop through your 

letterbox a couple of days earlier, as usual. 

/«* 7_?eitteeit 
SWAT. 1./ecember 2005 



SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE is CHANGIN 
From the January 2006 issue onwards, Short Wave Magazine and its sister title Radio Active are merging 

to bring you an 

exciting new magazine: 

ill"..."*»." MI I -.-eallifessmi 

ra 
ShcrtWaveMatiazi-e swm 
Scenring 

The UK's 
authoritative 
magazine 
dedicated to all 
types of radio 
spectrum 
monitoring. 

RA covers all 
aspects of radio 
communications 

scanners, cb. 
PMR446. 

sw listening and 
much more. 

incorporatinr, N,e-ry best of 

short wave magazine 
3( radio active 

seminal* 

la % FS 
'orate. OR 601 

III  

Combining the very best of both Short Wave 

Magazine & Radio Active, is set to 

become the UK's favourite radio magazine. 

• News & reviews of the 

latest equipment 

• Short Wave Listening 

• Scanning 

• Monitoring the Military 

• Amateur 

• DAB 

• Utility Receiving & Decoding 

• Broadcast Stations 

• Airband 

• Info in Orbit 

• CB 

• Cellular 

• Satellite 

• TV 

• PMR 446 

...and lots more each month! 

With all the best features, articles, news and reviews from two 

superb magazines together in one place, radiourer will not only 

be a terrific read but also marvellous value for money. 

On sale 22 December 2005. 
Price £3.25 

FI PW Publishing L:d., Arreirmitn Ccurt, Stance. Apprcer.h. brcaletcn.t. Dose ISH:6 e FN. UK 
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White Stick Log 

D
on Ward GOMDO, after updating his Easilog program from DOS to Windows, was 
surprised to find it in use with members of the St. Dunstan's Amateur Radio 
Society. They had previously been using the DOS version but found that newer 

versions of screen readers, such as HAL, JAWS and WIN-EYES, were no longer compatible 
with DOS programs. They contacted Don with suggestions for changes to the new 
Windows Easilog to make 
it easier for them to use, 
which led to Don, writing 
a new logging program 
specifically for their use 
and so White Stick 
Log(WSLog) evolved. 

Don says: " It's not 
easy for a sighted user ti 
appreciate the needs o' 
the visually impaired but 
with the use of all the 
screen readers mentione- -
and the advise of the St. 
Dunstan's members I 
think I have been able to 
produce a program that 
should satify their needs. I 
have sent copies to the Radio Amateur Invalid and Blind Club (RAIBC) who have 
evaluated it and have written a review for their magazine Radial". The WSLog is available 
free to all visually impaired Amateurs from Don's website at http://come.to/gOmdo A 
Morse Tutor program version for the visually impaired, WSMorse, also available free. Don't 
forget that all users of any version of Easilog are entitled to free copies and updates of 
Easilog for Windows. 

Annual BWFB Station 

The Braintree Amateur Radio 
Club ran its annual station for 
the British Wireless for the 

Blind Event over the weekend of 
24/25th September. The society has a 
link with this event as their club 
callsign - GX3XG/P - was ' donated' 
by Alan Robinson G3XG, a long 
time member of the society, who has 
sadly lost his sight. 

This year the Braintree club 
operated from a new location, the 
old USAF airfield at Gosfield in Essex, 
with kind permission from the 
landowner. The station was set-up in 
the club tent on the Friday afternoon 
and very soon the contacts were 
being made. 

Over the weekend 28 club 
members visited and operated the 
station making a total of 109 
contacts on h.f. and 144MHz. 
Members always enjoy these events 
as they make for good social 
occasions and at the same time are 
able to help, in some small way, 
others less fortunate. 
Find out more about the Braintree 
Club at www.badars.org.uk 

In The Public Eye 

0
 ver the last few months 
members of Norfolk Amateur 
Radio Club (NARC) have been 

busy demonstrating amateur radio at 
public events across Norfolk. 

In July NARC took to the air with 
GB6NAS from Seething Observatory as 
part of Norwich Astronomical 
Society's (NAS) 60th anniversary 
celebrations. Over the course of one 
weekend 332 QS0s were made with 
amateurs around the world, with one of 
the notable contacts being with 
GM4OLG, the Chairman of the Ayrshire 
Astronomical Society, who exchanged 
greetings messages with the Norwich 
Astronomical Society Chairman. 

In August 20 NARC members braved 
some of the best wintery summer winds 
the Norfolk coast could muster as they 
ran their second special event station of 
the year, activating Happisburgh 
Lighthouse for International Lighthouses 
Weekend. Three stations took to the air 
from the distinctive red and white 
lighthouses making over 350 contacts on 
all bands using voice, c.w.and 
datamodes. 

By September NARC were out and 
about once again, this time at Norfolk 

Police's Gala day. This annual event 
attracts over 20,000 visitors and this year 
coincided with SSB field day, so not only 
did club members provide an extensive 
display of amateur radio past and 
present, but also participated in SS8 field 
day enabling the clubs newer licensees 
to experience contest operating for the 
first time. 

After a busy 2005 NARC are already 
preparing for 2006 when they hope to 
activate a number of special event 
stations at public events around Norfolk. 
Norfolk Amateur Radio Club is a thriving 
organisation with over 80 members and 
anyone interested in radio, 
communications or electronics is 
welcome to join. The club meets weekly 
on Wednesday evenings from 1900 at 
the Norwich Aviation Centre, Norwich 
Airport. 

For more information about Norfolk 
Amateur Radio Club E-mail: 
prenorfolkamateurradio.org 

SWfrf 



publishes on 22 December 2005 - to get your product, company, special event news etc 
published please keep those press releases coming to donna@pwpublishing.ltd.uk 

New Book 

Air Tattoo - Full Speed Ahead 

0
 rganisers of the Royal International Air Tattoo have revealed that ' Speed' will be at 
the heart of the 2006 Airshow. The Air Tattoo, which will take place at RAF Fairford 
in Gloucestershire on Saturday 15 July and Sunday 16 July, will focus on the ability 

of Armed Forces to react quickly and decisively to events around the globe. These range 
trom natural disasters like the 2004 Asian tsunami and the recent earthquake in Pakistan, to 
t.nfolding dramas such as the freeing of trapped Russian submariners by a British- led rescue 
team who were delivered to the scene by the RAF. 

Called Rapid Global Effect, the operational theme will show how some of the world's 
largest and most flexible aircraft, such as the USAF's C-5 Galaxy and the RAF's C-17 
Globemaster Ill, combine with smaller aircraft, often helicopters, to get people and resources 
where they need to be, fast. Tattoo Director Tim Prince said: " Nowadays, when we see 
tlumanitarian disasters unfolding on our TV screens, we sometimes take for granted the fact 
the Armed Forces are often capable of mobilising quickly and reaching far flung places with 
the personnel and equipment needed to bring relief. But to achieve this takes skill, 
it reparation, teamwork and some of the most sophisticated aircraft and technology 
available.We would like to demonstrate to the public just what these brave people and 
awesome aircraft are capable of and look at the different ways in which they are able to 
'each around the world quickly and effectively in order to achieve the best result." 
A number of exciting speed-related set pieces - both on the ground and in the air - are 

a lready being planned for the 2006 Air Tattoo and invitations have gone out to air forces 
across the world to take part. 

For a limited period, a special Earlybird ticket has already gone on sale, priced £ 25.95, 
'epresenting a saving of more than £ 9 on the on-the-gate price. Earlybird tickets are 
available until the 28th February 2006. Accompanied children aged 15 and under go free. 

For more details as they oecome available take a look at www.rafcte.com 

Get Kitted Out! 

T
,... Chelmsford Amateur Radio Society tCARS) have recently 
produced a range of CARS orandeo clothes for members, was 
the idea of Martyn G1 EFL who, as well as being Secretary, has 

taken on the role of CARS clothing sales Manager. 
The clothing range has proven extremely popular with members 

and the club frequently has to re-order new stock to meet the 
demand from the 149 CARS members. The clothing also produces a 
consistant club image when demonstrations are given to the general 
public. The photograph here shows Marlyn G1EFL wearing the CARS 
baseball cap, fleece and sweatshirt. 

The Chelmsford Amateur Radio Society meets on the 1st Tuesday 
in each month at the Marconi Social Club, Beehive Lane, Great 
Baddow. Doors open at 1915 and visitors are most welcome. Car 
parking is free and a bar is available for refreshments. 

For further information contact the Secretan,' Marlyn G I EFL, Tel: 
(01245) 469008, E-mail: info2005@g0mwt.org.uk,Website: 
wwvv.g0mwt.org.uk 

NoYembe- 21, I ha keco.sh Hey lakes ziace tcdav at Si. Marca 

Pane r-eal: Peddle' RoacieBroadeone Hal Read South 

Reddsh. Stockpat. Doors wen 100D. Admission L• There ..m11 
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Noventer 27 The e.'est Man:has:err 1c Cut is holding its 

RED ROSE WINTER RALLY. at LoMon Civic Centre, lust ott the 
A.580 East Lancs. Rona, ne is a supero venue al on crie lewd. 

Mir dSii lac Hies aye free parking. There will be a bee cost 

Bring & B...y. FISGB bookstYk us..al trade stenos, component 

ano specie interest gro..ps icensed bar. excellent cateeng aro 
Iarge social area in which to mingle ....nth feiow amateurs. Tale-in 
on S22. Openng at I OCO am. Info ou the cup's wetedte 
11Niumnirc.org.u4 Further cetais tom the rety meager: Stew 

1X1 101942t 895198. 

Decaen-bac 4. The bishop Auckianc Hadio Amateurs Cub 

BARACI 2005 Rally wit take ;dace al the Spenmemoct Lastre 

CfNed ThiS venue s ktoaly stater for but,' ifauer aro tisaben 

visitors ash boasts gcol padiing an:I access melee grcti-K1 

flay ha I There will he the usua redo. compeer. electronics aria 

Bnrid & Sui stets. as 'eel as cater ano bar laceres. NActse 
tees be avale on Canard AS vcu can imagine there is a 

lot to on for ai the fan* wen the ocintres of •.ne leisure centre 

tor those ot the famiry not interested in radio. Doors open at 1030 
1100C for disabteo LiSitorsi and admission is 01.50, under 14s 

free or charge inith en aduh. Tale-in on S22 Akie dcmlaturi 

firm Rilly Organser ttirk G(XFG on n1388) 745353 or firm 

DeOutY Rate Organ sec Bran G7OCK on O1388) 762678. 

-user publishes on 22 December 2005 - to get 

your special event mentioned please keep those press 

releases coming to donnalgtawisublishing.ltd.uk 

Practical Recording Techniques 
The Step-by-Step Approach to Professional 
Audio Recording 
4th edition by Bruce and Jenny Bartlett 

T
his is a nands-on practical guide for all 
aspects of recording, ideal for beginning 
and intermediate recording engineers, 

producers, musicians and audio enthusiasts. It 
covers the latest digital techniques for 
professional and home studios, as well as 
recording on location. The book also includes 
essential information on computer recording, an 
accompanying audio CD, and a detailed 
instrument frequency range char The book 
has 632 pages and is priced f24.99 ISBN: 
0-240-80685-9. 

Christmas Hog Roast & 
Boot Fair 

T
r ie ML&S Cnnstmas Hog Roast & Boot 
l air takes place on Saturday 3 December. 
With over 500 people attending last year, 

the success of Lynch's Open Days just seems to 
get stronger. Once again, the Big Three (Yaesu, 
Icom & Kenwood) are sponsoring the Hog Roast 
and promoting the new FT-DX9000, IC-7000 
and the rest of their product range. Special paces 
and extra savings across all of the ML&S product 
range will be on offer. 

Also on site is the Boot Fair (with Talk-In on 
S22) managed by trie Vvhiton Amateur Radio 
Club. Admission is FREE - just turn up and set 
your own tables up. The ML&S Christmas Hog 
Roast & Boot runs from 0900 through to 16.00 
hours. Check out www.hamradio.co.uk for 
more details. 

Ringing in Morse 

A
ndy Booth is a ringtone programmer 
for one of the largest wholesalers of 
hngtones in the UK, as well as being a 

musician and composer with 20 years 
experience. In his spare time, he is also to be 
found surfing the h.f. band using the oldest of 
digital communication systems - Morse Code. 

Although, mobile 'phones have had Morse 
alerts programmed into them since the early 
days, there has never been an easy (or free) way 
to get personalised ringtones in Morse Code 
until now. Andy turned his attention and his love 
of the medium to the problem and has created a 
completely free web resource 
:www.planetofnoise.com) that generates 
Morse Code nngtones playable on most mobile 
'phones from whatever the user types in. 

Andy says " The site is less than a month old 
but its already been getting more than 5000 hits 
a day on average and the feedback and thanks 
I've had is fantastic, which shows the broad love 
affair people still have with Morse. Whether its a 
genuinely useful tool to them, something that 
has a ' romantic appeal' from the first half of the 
last century or just something thats cool or just a 
novelty - people love it!". 
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To get the best out of your 
receiver, use one of these. 

Also good for DAB 

ACTIVE ANTENNAS - 
THE NEW ARA RANGE 

ASK ABO,.1 UURSVcAHA 10h MDX AND 

NOW THE ARA 2000 HDX BOTH HIGH 

PERFORMANCE ACTIVE ANTENNAS 

The world famous 
active antennas 

Dress er 
SME IMPI:RTERS C6TRIBUTORS WITH 

SAM AND SOME 

celeomm- a lotinternet.com 
Internet: 

www.dressler.com 

is/ta&s 

Lt/Christmas gifts 

ARA 60 Also, high performance model 
ARA 110111 NDX available row. 

TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE:\ 

Frequency range 

Out impedance 

Connector to Rx 

Gain 

Intercept Point 

DC power supply 

Mast diameter 

Dimensions 

• 
40kHz.-60MHz full performar.cel 60 
120Mliz 
2-3dB less gain 

50 75 ohm coaxial 

Pl. hype delivered as 
standard. Other standards can be fitted 
on request 

10dB -/ 0.2dBs 

+50dBm IP 3rd order 110MHz/12V1 

11.513 volt DC at 8OrnA 
(230V/12V DC stabilised mains 
adaptor is supplied with the antenna} 

30-50mni can be final 

115crn total length. Antenna tube 
50trim x I 60iiim 

Ideal for base stations 

4 

ARA 2100 :NEW MODEL' 

r- TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE 

Frequency range 
Output impedance 
Gain 

Noise figure 

3rd order /P 

Output impedance 
Connector standards 

Power supp.ry 

Dimensions 

Weight 
Accessories 

50 2100MHz 
50-75 ohms coaxial 

Mt000MHz 
00MHz 

6dB -2100MHz 
1.5-2dB - 1000MHz 
1.8 2.5dB - 1500MHz 
2.5-4dB -2000MIlz 
+38dBm typical 
PidB . - 22dBni 
SO-75 ohms coaxial 
N type connector at the antenna. 
BNC male connector to the receiver 
I2V DC at 160tnA DC. Power 
supply for 230V AC is delivered 

.....çueywith the antenna 

1 't "Length 450mm 
i Diameter 90min 

' 41afine 
Mains wall plug adaptor (230V 

A/stipl 2p1‘yfunDC) it'li.112nmterf.acexiat.mi cable remote 

mast 

11 Mulberry Close, Gidea Park, Essex RM2 6DX r-
Tel/Fax: 01708 782079 Visa, Mastercard, Switch, Amex, etc accepted 

Your own personal IT helpdesk at 
your fingertips all day, everyday... 

Are you getting the most out of your PC? 
Probably not, but you don't have the time to take a course or wade through dull 

study manuals. 

There is another way: 

• The How Do I Do IT desktop IT solution provides access to over 70,000 multimedia 

tutorials online. 

• Easy to Use modules with audio & visual capability giving you the exact skills 

required at your fingertips. 

• Compatible with all major Office & Internet applications and cross referenced to 

support the national curriculum. 

• Comprehensive online support & monthly newsletter providing Help, Hints & Tips. 

• Motivational personal profile tracking facility providing a summary of 

achievements & learning history. 

less tilan 

209 
per diaNI 

how do I do der 

For a demo or to buy online go to \,\Jytiv,hr_lir_11,5,u•Ipwp 
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Amateur Radio Enrichment 
Lessons 

p
eter Treadwell G7PCT who works as a classroom supervisor at 
King Edward VII Secondary School and Technology College 
in Melton Mowbray, which is a combined High School and Upper 

School with 2000 pupils in the age range 11-18, has managed to get 
Amateur Radio on the curriculum. 

Peter takes up the story: " I use Amateur Radio where possible in 
lessons to capture the pupils' imaginations, always carrying a hand-held 
with me. In one particular instance the school network was down for 
an ICI lesson, so I concentrated on the ' C' for communication and used 
my local repeater GB3LE for some contacts. On another occasion I 
spoke with a contact in Australia via a local Internet gateway to ask 
pupils questions in an art lesson (the work was on Australia)". 

Peter continues: " To promote an interest in radio, the school radio 
club was started with the callsign MOMKE, meeting once a week and 
getting a regular attendance of over 15 pupils. Following a successful 
Foundation course held during the last week of the summer term, run 
by Geoff Griffiths G3STG. a Melton Mowbray Amateur Radio Society 
colleague. I was aole to make the suggestion that radio would make a 
good subject for the 'enrichment' lessons that were going to be 
introduced for the new intake of 14 to 15 year olds. The purpose of 
these lessons is to give the pupils additional skills and interests that will 
help them when choosing a career, and of course from the Radio 
Amateur point of view, to make it fun, and hopefully give them 
a hobby that they will take up! These lessons are in addition to the 
national 
curriculum. 

Making the 
case for radio, 
with the subject of 
Amateur Radio in 
particular, I 
stressed its 
curriculum link. 
particularly in 
Physics, Maths ariu 
Electronics. In 

`Fessenden' Special 
Event Station 

A
group of local radio enthusiasts have 
been given the go-ahead by licensing 
authority Ofcom, to re-activate the 

original Fessenden 1905/06 radio site at 
Machrihanish. Moves were made to broadcast 
from the site after approaches were initially 
received from a group across the Atlantic in 
Brant Rock, Massachusetts, the other end of 
this historic, 100 year old radio link 

The local group, led by Duncan McArthur 
and friends, have organised a number of events 
to mark the centenary of the transmission. The 
site at Machrihanish was built by Reginald 
Fessenden in 1905 and from there the first 
voice transmissions were sent across the 
Atlantic. Until then the site had only been using 
Morse code when, by accident, a voice 
transmission, which was only intended to go 
between Brant Rock and Cobb Island nearby 
was received at Machrihanish. At this station it 
was the first time c.w. contacts were repeatedly 
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Peter G7PCT with some of his Amateur Radio pupils. 

addition it would have an impact on Humanities and Modern Foreign 
Languages. This was agreed and I was asked to take two classes twice a 
week for the academic year. Each class has over 20 pupils. To validate 
the work I registered with the RSGB as a Foundation Licence instructor. 

The first term's work is based on the Foundation syllabus, the 
second term will look at broadcast radio, looking at what the job 
prospects will be and building links with Melton's new community radio 
station. We will script a programme and intend to produce it as a 
downloadable podcast. The third term we will re-visit the Foundation 
work in preparation for the exam. In addition I will be taking material 
from the Intermediate syllabus and will look at model engineering. I am 
trying to make the course as practical as possible and we have now 
started building Slinky Hula antennas, as featured in PW. 

Peter concludes " I was in the right place at the right time, being 
licensed and working with pupils but not being a teacher as such; it 
was easier for me to take on the responsibility of the enrichment 
lessons. I would like to thank the Head, Deputy Head and the Assistant 
Head who set-up the enrichment programme for their support, as well 
as the Melton Mowbray Amateur Radio Society, who have supplied me 
with some equipment, as well as advice". 

The pupils seem to enjoy the practical 
element of Peter G7PCT's teaching. 

received both ways across the Atlantic as 
opposed to Marconi's claimed one way. 

The station will be reactivated at the 
beginning of January 2006 for two to three 
days. This time around the group will be using 
the IcomIC-756PRO111 h.f /50MHz all-mode 
transceiver provided by corn UK Ltd. 

Fessenden was way ahead of Marconi in 
many ways but, sadly, has become the 
forgotten man, Marconi having had a group of 
large financial backers whilst Fessenden, brilliant 
in many areas, was seen as an 'also ran' and 
remembered only by a few. Fessenden was 
credited as having given the first ever broadcast 
programme when, in 1906, he alerted his then 
Morse code stations to listen out at a particular 
time. The operators, expecting an important 
message were astounded to hear Fessenden 
reciting from the Bible and playing " Silent 
Night, Holy Night" on his Violin. 

To commemorate the centenary of the 
station, Laggan Community Council is hoping 
to erect a permanent memorial on the site, 
while a link is also planned between Scotland's 
Argyll FM and WATD, the radio station for the 
Brant Rock Area of the USA. 

Scarborough Special 
Events 
The Scarborough Special Events Group have 
ended their 2005 series of special event 
stations with GB200 to commemorate the 
200th Anniversary of the Battle of Trafalgar. 
The QSL card for the event shows Nelson's 
flagship HMS Victory at dusk. 

Members of the Scarborough Special Events 
Group are looking forward to taking part in 
more events during 2006. Keep an eye on their 
website www.sseg.co.uk for news as the 
events are announced. 
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Jamboree On The Air Report 
By Mike Richards 

I
f you've not been involved in Scouting you 
could be forgiven for not knowing about 
JOTA or Jamboree On The Air to give it its 

full title. JOTA is a world-wide event that's 
organised by the Scouting Movement to 
promote international communications between 

scouts. The event has a very long history and 
this year's event was the 48th JOTA. All JOTA 

events rely heavily on volunteers from the 
Amateur radio and electronics enthusiast 
communities to bring the event to life. In 
essence, the Scouts use amateur radio to 

communicate to other scouts across the World. 
Although they are not allowed to operate the 
rigs directly, they are allowed to use the 

microphone and speak on-air to pass greeting 
messages and exchange ideas about scouting 
experiences. 

The JOTA event takes place on the third 
weekend in October every year and this year 
was held over 15/16th October, JOTA lasts two 
full days from 0000h on Saturday through to 
2359 on Sunday evening. Few stations actually 
operate for the entire period and most of the 
activity is concentrated on the daylight hours of 
Saturday and Sunday. In addition to passing 

messages to other Scouts, JOTA is an ideal 
occasion for some badge work and most Scout 
Groups will combine JOTA with electronic 
project work. 

Our Station 
This year was my first attempt at a 

JOTA station as I've only recently 
joined the scouting movement. 
Our local scout group, 3rd 
Ringwood, like so many, was 
struggling for help and I 
volunteered to join in. This has 
proved to be very enjoyable and 
the JOTA station was the first 
major event I had attempted to 

pull together. 
Fortunately, I was able to use my trade 

contacts to help pull a station together very 
quickly. The team at Yaesu UK were brilliant and 
came up with a Yaesu F7-897 transceiver 
complete with automatic a.t.u. and full 
coverage of all the h.f. bands plus 50, 144 and 
432MHz! Graham from bhi also helped-out 
with the last minute supply of a data lead for 

the FT-897 and I'm also grateful to the 
Shortwave Shop in Christchurch for helping out 

with cable and connectors. 
As I intended to operate using data modes, 

as well as s.s.b., I needed some suitable software 
that I could load on my daughter's laptop. After 
checking around the usual online sources I 
settled on an old favourite, Win Warbler. In 
addition to the transmitting station, I thought it 
would be useful to set up a listening post, so 

arranged to use my HF-350 along with the 
excellent and very compact AOR loop antenna 
that I reviewed in last month's SWM. 
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Other than making sure we had some 
Scouts available, I needed to get a special event 

GBORWS, from the RSGB and pull 
together a suitably impressive QSL card. The 
RSGB were very helpful, especially considering 
we nut our anplication in far too late! 

Organising the Day 
As the Scout hall was only going to be available 
for the Sunday we decided we would run the 
station from 1100 hours through to around 
1830hours. The late afternoon finish was to 

make sure we were around to try and catch 
some grey-line DX at the end of the day. 

As well as running the JOTA station, I 
wanted to start the Scouts working towards 
their Radio Communicator Badge. A number of 
the main activities for that badge linked well 

with JOTA, i.e. they had to log 25 amateur radio 
stations, show they could tune a simple 
communications receiver plus recognise callsigns 
from the UK and near continent. 

On The Day 
Our day started at 10am on the Sunday with a 

hectic set-up. We had hoped to be able to 
prepare on the Friday, but that didn't go to plan, 
so all the work had to be done on the Sunday. 
Fortunately, we had lots of help and the station 

was set-up and 
ready to go by 
about 1100 as 
:planned. 

However, I 
paid the price 
for poor 
p,eparation 

almost immediately when I 

attempted to tune-up the rig 
and antenna. I had used the 

wrong combination of 
antenna and a.t.u! The 
automatic a.t.u. that was 
supplied with the F7-897 was 
brilliant and extremely 
convenient, but its not 
designed for use with a tuned 
feeder as per my G5RV. If I'd 
tested it properly on the Friday 
I would have spotted this in 
time to change over to a 
trapped dipole or similar. 'Be Prepared' was 
starting to sound like a slogan I was going to 
have to take to heart very quickly! 

The scouts all arrived as expected and we 
had a really good turn-out. When things got 
going, I spotted my second mistake. Trying to 
run two stations in a largely empty hall with 
hard floors and lots of echo was not such a 

good idea Although the Lowe receiver and 
Yaesu rig were at opposite ends of the hall, the 
sound was echoing around making it very 
difficult to resolve much at all. 

The other point I hadn't fully appreciated 
was just how difficult it is to understand s.s.b. if 
you're not used to it. Because I've been listening 
for years, it all sounded fine to me, but I could 
see from the look on the Scouts' faces that the 
combination of 'donald duck' s.s.b. voices and 

extensive use of the phonetic alphabet was very 
difficult to cope with! 

Another point that made life difficult was the 

amateur contests that seemed to dominate 
most bands. There was an RTTY contest all over 
the lower end of the band and a German s.s.b. 

contest all over the s.s.b. section. The RTTY 
contest was handy for checking the station, as it 
was relatively easy to answer CO calls and get a 
quick response. However, this was of little 
interest to the Scouts, as all the contest station 
wanted was to get a callsign and serial number 

and disappear off to the next contact! 
The Communicator badge work was very 

well received by the Scouts with about 12 
Scouts wanting to take part. As I mentioned 
earlier the hall was not the best place to run 

JOTA but ,t at least got them started. 

Learning 
As this was my first JOTA it was intended as an 
experiment, so I was expecting to learn lots! First 
rule for next year is Be Prepared! Not only do I 
need to make sure I have the right kit and check 
that it all works together ok, but there are lots 
of other aspects to consider. 

It would be good to have more skilled help 

available and I will have a word with one of the 
local radio clubs to get a few willing volunteers 
along next time. I'd also avoid setting-up two 
stations in the Scout Hall - much better to have 
smaller units located in side rooms. 

Finally, I will be on air for a few weeks prior 
to JOTA setting-up a few Skeds with JOTA 
stations or other willing amateurs to make sure 
we can find someone for the Scouts to 
exchange greetings with. Despite the problems 
with our first JOTA, it was great fun and I will 
certainly be having another go next year. So 
listen out for us next year! 
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IC-P20 
The NEW IC-R20 handheld receiver covers 150MHz-3304.999MHz in 

SSB, CVV, AM, FM and WFM modes and boasts a built-in 32MB 260 minute 

IC recorder. Icom's latest dual-watch receiver also features an ultra-fast 
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11 hours of continuous receive and a 
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Every UK TV broadcast channel is 
programmed into the IC- RS. Listen 

to AM and FM radio stations, utility 
comms and much more. For the 

motor racing fan, the IC-R5 can get 

you so close to the asphalt that only 

the man on the track experiences 

more! 
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T
he World Rally Championship's 
(WRC) Welsh stages were 

rendered inconsequential by the 

death of Michael Park in a crash 

on a special stage. The WRC is a 

heavy radio user as has been reported before, 

with the Welsh stages always providing 

interesting monitoring. 

Once again regular listener and 

correspondent Chris has sent me a log of his 

findings. Piecing this information together 

with that gleaned from other sources has 

given a fairly comprehensive view of the 

frequencies in use on the 17 September. (All 

are f.m.) 

.cene 

traffic on 29.790 f.m. and posted details on an 

Internet discussion list. 

An American accented voice called 

another station and then asked the second 

station to go 'Green'. This is a term indicating 

encrypted transmissions. They did and their 

conversation continued digitally for a while. 

At the conclusion one station said 

”WQCA370 Clear Apparently that call 

pertains to someone in Virginia USA who 

read the posting but gave no indication as to 

why he'd be using encrypted voice and 

military terminology. Certainly an interesting 

capture! 

Frequency Heard 

(MHz) 

162.475 Voices in English. 

162.725 French voices. Another listener established that this was the Peugeot team with 

an input frequency of 159.875. 

163.250 Voices in English. The input was identified as being on 158.300. 

163.275 French speakers - again another monitor reported this as being the Citroen team 

with input on 159.325. 

163.375 Chris identified this as being a control station that issued information regarding 

road and weather conditions to the teams who would then relay them to their 

drivers. This was a busy frequency and many languages were heard. 157.600 was 

the input. 

163.4875 Monitored by several people but no one has positively identified the users. 

163.5125 This frequency was used to report movements on the various stages. 

163.625 Input was 158.975 Chris didn't know who the user was but another monitor seems 

sure that it was in use by Subaru. 

163.6375 Again the user was not positively determined. Input frequency 159.0125 

163.8875 with the input of 157.700 it seems that this maybe was in use by Skoda. 

164.1625 English speakers - thought to be a Ford Channel. Input on 159.1625. 

Some low-band frequencies were also heard 

by other monitors with 82.675 and 82.6875 

being in use. Marshalls were heard on 

173.0625, 172.175, 160.2625, 164.0625 

and 173.0875. Chris heard 461.2375 and 

463.02 in use, as well with a rebroadcast 

frequency of 455.550 running. As for air band 

he heard Swansea Tower using 119.700 a.m. 

while another monitor heard the helicopters 

associated with the event using 122.950 a.m. 

I feel exhausted just reporting this stuff. 

Chris and others must have had an interesting 

day or two. On the 18th he says that the 

Swansea end of things had really quietened 

down with everyone shoving off to Port Talbot 

and Cardiff. At least he could get a rest! 

Low v.h.f. skip was floating around on the 

24 September. Someone in the UK heard 

Encrypted Traffic 
I recently heard encrypted traffic on marine 

channel 77 ( 156.875) I had a go at cracking it 

with the invert program but no luck. In the 

past Invert has come up trumps but it wasn't 

happening on this occasion. 

The last time that I spent hours trying to 

decipher encrypted transmissions I fought 

with the computer, only to eventually hear a 

couple of Irish fishermen whingeing on about 

a lack of fish - not exactly a great reward for 

all that hard work! I'm told that the users 

were fisheries protection vessels so that 

explains why my freebie program was no 

match for their encryption. However, this 

doesn't mean that I'll give up! 

The crew of an east coast fishing boat also 

hit the news when they settled down to watch 

a film called Crash as their vessel chugged out 

of harbour to the fishing grounds. It seems that 

they left their v.h.f. marine band set on 

transmit as they viewed the movie. The 

subject matter is not one that would appeal to 

most. It seems that the yarn centres on people 

who find car crashes erotic - I mean it takes 

all sorts doesn't it? 

Anyway, the crew of the Oceania managed 

somehow to get a clock radio jammed up 

against the transmit switch on their radio thus 

jamming channel 16 ( 156.800) for some 

hours. The lifeboat eventually caught up with 

them in calm seas and informed them of their 

broadcast. George Mair, the skipper, 

apologised for the error. The film was 

broadcast on Channel Four and was weird 

more than mucky. I mean car crashes? Erotic? 

I've had loads, and they didn't do anything for 

me. 

Uniden News 
Recently Melv, from Midland Scanner has 

made enquiries of Uniden to see whether they 

would consider manufacturing a scanner that 

handles the MPT1327 standard. The 

MPT1327 is the standard trunking radio 

standard in use in nearly all UK trunked radio 

systems, as well as those in New Zealand and 

Australia and some other far away places. 

Uniden stated that they'd consider it if 

enough people were interested. Well, I'm 

interested and I guess many others are. At the 

moment MPT1327 is only trackable using a 

computer with a program like FTRUNK 

running and, of course, a computer controlled 

scanner. 

If you want to register an interest in such a 

receiver if Uniden decide to put one together, 

then ( if you have E-mail) send a messdge to 

info@ukmidlandscanner.co.uk should Uniden 

decide to go ahead with the project then it 

would be a popular decision in many parts of 

the world. 

Uniden are very serious about their 

commitment to radio enthusiasts and 

professionals who need scanning receivers. 

The news is that they have released details of 

their latest scanning radio. It's the BCD996T 

and apart from having practically every 

feature ever devised including 'Close Call' (it's 

like reaction tuning) and almost every 

trunking system used in the US including the 

APCO25 digital system, it has the facility to 

be connected to a CPS receiver. The idea 

being that although you may be able to 

monitor a radio system you may not need to. 

If for instance you were driving to Port 

Angeles in Washington State, you would 

probably be able to hear transmissions from 

the police on 453.400, 460.100, 155.475 and 

154.770 but you may not want to hear them 

until you were in the area covered by the 

town police. You can program the GPS and 

the scanner to automatically start scanning 

those frequencies (or trunked systems - or 

anything) only when you are within the town 

limits. When you leave the area those 

frequencies will no longer automatically be 

scanned. This can be programmed for any 

number of coordinates. 
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It's very clever stuff indeed. Imagine that 
facility combined with MPT1327 scanning. 
Receiver coverage is from 25MHz to 1.3GHz 

with cellular frequencies and u.h.f. TV 
frequencies excluded. It boasts 6000, yes six 
thousand frequencies and computer control 
(well it would have to wouldn't it). The 

receiver, a BCD996T, is the size of that 
designed for mobile use and seems to be 

another impressive offering from Uniden. The 
BCD996T will be on sale in the spring of 

2006 in the USA. The cost to Americans will 
be around $850 and if it's ever imported into 

Britain you can bet that the pound price will 

have the same numbers. 

Miner's Path 
Mike from Coventry writes thai he recently 
hiked up the Miner's Path on Mount 
Snowdon. On arriving at the summit he 

noticed that the Rangers were using uhf. 
hand-held radios that looked like Motorola 

sets. A quick scan around on his 'corn R2 
scanner revealed that they seemed to be using 

p.m.r. channel 2 (446.01875). 
Mike says that the radios looked like 

professional p.m.r. gear rather than the PMR 
446 radios that mostly seem to look pretty 
much the same. (Alinco and others 

manufacture 'pro' type 446 stuff and the cost 
is correspondingly high). 

After diving into a pile of papers I think 

that the radios that he spotted could be the 
Motorola XTN446 (Mike's not so sure). It's 
interesting to find just what serious use 446 is 
being put to. 

Toyota Cars 
Toyota cars enjoy a well-deserved reputation 
for reliability and the company is at the 

forefront of automotive innovation. It looks as 
though they are now using a frequency near 
2440MHz as part of a remote controlled 

vehicle security/keyless entry system. 
Reports are coming in that when Toyotas 

are parked and unattended they emit a signal 
on or near that frequency in the 13cm band. 
Signals are reported to be very strong. One 

item posted on the Internet even refers to the 

signal sometimes causing overwhelming 
interference to an amateur television repeater. 
That's pretty strong! Does anyone have a late 
model Toyota and a receiver that covers the 

frequency? 

Tracker System 
Tracker is the system that is activated if a car 
is stolen. It transmits a code that identifies the 
vehicle and the idea is that it can be 

monitored by suitably equipped police 
vehicles using a Doppler Direction Finding 
set which. In theory this leads to tracing the 
location of the vehicle and capture of the 
baddies so that they can be immediately 

bailed and eventually be sentenced to 

probation or community service. The police 
cars so equipped are usually identified by 
four small vertical antennas mounted on the 

roof in a diamond pattern. 
It may well be worthwhile entering the 

tracker frequencies in the scanner as, who 
knows, you may hear a Tracker activation 
yourself. The channels are 164.175 and 

163.1625. 

UK Scanning Directory 
I believe the UK Scanning Directory is well 
worth the money. It's the only reliable UK 
frequency guide and is compiled from 

information supplied to Paul Wey's Internet 

list by scanning monitors who actually listen 
to traffic on a daily basis and then submit 
frequency and other information on-line. It's a 
useful guide when you don't have a computer 

handy to look-up specific frequencies. 

American Radio Community 
Back in the USA the radio amateur 

community consists of about 675000 
licensees. Following the constant threat of 
terrorist attack and increasingly extreme 

weather conditions including Hurricane 
Katrina, that pretty much wiped New 
Orleans, Biloxi and other coastal towns off 

the map, an American radio amateur, Eric 
Knight KB1EHE, has proposed a National SOS 

Radio Network. 

Eric's idea is that in times of trouble 
amateurs would listen on Family Radio 

Service (the US equivalent of PMR 446) 
channel 1 - 462.5625 f.m. The public at large 

should be educated that if they need 
assistance, a call on Channel 1 would be 

monitored by a local radio amateur, who 
would then relay the call for assistance to the 
appropriate authority by any means possible 
but using amateur radio if land-lines and cell 

'phones are out of action. 

The «Kona aireocistion Ir 

AMATEUR RADIO 

The proposal has gone to the American 
Radio Relay League (ARRL) for discussion. It's 
certainly an inexpensive and simple solution 

that would have probably saved lives 

following the devastation wrought by 
Hurricane Katrina. 

Paging Frequencies 
Here in the northwest, the 153MHz paging 

frequencies became silent this year following 
the decision by British Telecom to withdraw 
paging services. Although the 'official' 

termination date was the end of 2004 in fact 
the paging signals continued for another 
month with every other message containing a 
warning to the customers that their service 

was about to be discontinued. 
In mid-October I had a scanner running 

through 500 pre-programmed channels when 
the squelch was broken by the unmistakeable 
din of paging transmissions. Two channels are 

audible here, one on 153.025 is sending FLEX 

and good old POCSAG is rattling in on 
153.330, a channel definitely in use by Page 

One who have started to use some of the old 

BT equipment and have resumed the service. 
Apart from me it seems that the UK rail 

network is a BT customer and I suppose the 

business was too good to ignore. Even if a 
channel goes temporarily quiet it's not a good 
idea to terminate it prematurely, is it? 
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the 
publishing 

The wait is 
over! 
The UK Scanning Directory - 

the essential book for all 

scanner owners and 

frequency collectors 

is available right now! 

Place your order today. 

THIS BOOK 
WILL NOT 

DISAPPOINT 

r - 

The UK Scanning 
Directory 

9th Edition 
Britain's Most 

fver cu,yeellensrv eFrequency list 
Covers ythIne from Aircraft to Zoos 

Thousands of Venfies1 FrequenciesSled 

"Mew 

The UK Scanning Directory is Britain's largest and best selling 
VHF/UHF frequency directory and the undisputed leader in the 
field. No other book dares to list so many frequencies and in such 

great detail. 

Order BY PHONE . 0870 224 7830 Order BY FAX . 0870 224 7850 
For credit card orders. Fill in the form below and Fax it to us. 

Or send this completed form to: 
PW Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH 1 8 8PW 
Photocopies of the form are acceptable. 

Frequencies Covered: 
' • Aeronautical Navigation 
• Amateur Radio 

• Ambulance Service 

• CB 

• Civil Aviation 

• Commercial Broadcasting 

• 
e 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

Digital Radio 

Fire Brigade 

Maritime 

Military Aviation 

Mobile Telephones 

Ministry of Defence 

Outside Broadcasting Links 

Paging 

PMR 

Point - Point Links 

Police 

Radio Microphones 

Satellite Links 

Satellite Navigation 

TV Broadcasting 

• The 9th edition of The UK Scanning Directory is pacited 

full o' VHF/UHF frequeivc es • from 26MHz to 2.5GHz. 
covers everything from covert government frequencies 
to local council traffic wardens and dust cals. It has 
beer completely updated: old frequencies have been 

discarded and thousands of new, verifiec ores added. 
This is the definitive t.eqaercy guide and that's why its 
used not only by radio enthusiasts ano frequency 
collectors but also by : ndustry and the military, the 
police and various other government deeartrnerts. 

• Everybody's amazed by the information we print. We list 
frequencies for Chit and Military Aviation. Any, Ney. 
Police. DSS Snoopers, GCHQ, Prisons. Eye-in-the•Sivy 
Licks. Bailiffs. Outside Broadcasting. Motor Racing, 
l.nverscies. Railways. Telephones, Couriers ail mary 
more we dare rot mention. All frequencies are listed n 
a logical order under the relevant seniors of the reel° 
spectrum to make it easier to you to ffoi the ones 
you're looking for and to help you to explore new amas. 

• The Aviation Bands senior covers both Military and 
Civilian Aviation and a separate section lists every 
airport and military airfield ir alphabetical drder to 
rniaise finding frequencies easier and quicker. 

• As well as frequency lists. there am also articles or 
scanning and the law, scanning for beginners. how to 
monitor PMR, the military and the civilian aviation 
banos. Formula Ore and rallies aid a late news sectici-
for the very latest discoveles Whether you're an 
experienced scanner user or just starting out, this 
book will help you to get the most out of the hobby. 

Please send me   copies of the UK Scanning Directory - 9th 
Edition @ £ 19.75 each, plus P&P. 

Postage Charges 

UK £ 1.75 P&P for one item, £2.75 for two or more (UK) 

Airmail £2.75 P&P for one, £4. 25 for two, 75p extra per item for three or more 

Total cost of order including postage Price (£)  

Recipient's Details 

Name  

Address  

Telephone ( Daytime)   

Postcode   

I.   

Expiry Date  Security No 

Expiry Date   

Payment Details 

I enclose my Cheque/Postal Order for £  

(Cheques MUST made payable to PW Publishing Ltd ) 

71111:14i î ' LISA 
116:, 

or please debit my Access/Visa/Amex 

or please debit my Maestro/Solo Clià 
ILL. i Fr ILI 1171 it! 

Security No. LLIII 
Start date   Issue No ( if on card)  

Signature  

Please note: For security purposes, you must include your 
house number and postcode 

Please allow 28 days tor delivery P,ces correr or the time of going ro press 

Please note all payments must be made in Sterling ; cash not accepted 



MI'S martin lynch & sons 
Stop»one of Corn., •- nebona Itoulornernt 

I 

Outline House, 73 Guildford Street, 
Chertsey, Surrey KT16 9AS 

TEL: 0845 2300 5 
FAX: 0845 2300 339 

E-MAIL soles@homroclio.auk WEB: w 
pe n 6 doe Sol 3Com 5 

IDEAL' 
CHRISTMAS 
PRESENT 

Plus 
Buy new.& 
pay at the 
end of 2006 
Interest Free! 

YAESU 
VR-5000 

local call 
number 

rodio.o.uk 

Elad - FIRM 
SOR RF 
Receiver 

FDM-77 all mode 

LW. MW and SW 

Software Defined 

Radio Receiver. MISS are the aphonned UK o Ircl utor turtle (lad-Flail 

51135-1 Real-time Virtual Radar 
Combining state-of-the-art electronics and new technological advances has 

enabled Kinetic Avionic Products Limited to produce the revolutionary SBS-1. 

For the first time aircraft enthusiasts worldwide are able to directly monitor the sides in an unprecedented 

fashion. Additionally, the SBS-1 provides small and medium sized airfields with many of the safety and 

operational benefits previously only available to large international airports - at a fraction of current radar costs. 
Coupled with a Mode-SIADS-B transponder the SBS 1 becomes an invaluable tool in flight training operations. 

Key Product Features 
• Connects ro lapropilesktop PC via USB • Trac* Mode-SADS-6 equipped aircraft in real time' C An invaluable tool for aircraft 

enthusiasts • Enhances operational efficiency at airfields • Easy to install, portable and lightweight • ReatTime aircraft position 

and identity data • Connect to laptop:desktop PC via Use • Powerfiil Str-1 Basesration software included • Package includes all 

necessary components to connect to your PC 

'OK emperun rr,, Ainel,/, 2006 roi fo, convorss nee y erspece worn Mere /09a 

The receiver module connects to your PC via USB 11.1 or 2.01. An external magnetic mount and DC 
power supply are provided for instant operation. The SBS 1 is designed for portable or base use and 
can be powered directly from the USB port ( provided the port can supply up to 330mA}. Additional 
tuned antennas, mounts and extension cables are also available. 

SBS-1 £499.95 inc VAT ht nia uj LID DO (UK ry dl t. 

BS-1100-Kit-A External Antenna 
An external Base antenna for far greater range complete with 10m low loss coax. 

£115.00 

SBS-1 with IBM PC & TFT Monitor 
A complete SBS-1 System including a new IBM PC, high resolution 17 monitor and SBS-1 Virtual 

Radar package. Ideal for those who want a plug & go set up. A complete system comprising: 

• SBS-1 Virtual Radar Receiver, Antenna & PSU • IBM Home PC, 17" Acer TFT Monitor. PC Spec: 1 x 

Celeron D 2.8GHz - RAM 256 MB, 40GB Hard Drive, DVD Rom, LAN EN, with SBS-1 Base Station 

Software & XP home pre- installed. 1yr RTB warranty. COMPLETE SYSTEM: £999.95 
Inc VAT shipping, WO [UK Mninli-inr11 

Oft+ saved ro status 

%Oda-

&Teri AS 

PRESe-bil 

Use SBS-?from home Use Besestalron in your car 

This amazing Oesktop scanner is the only scanner u cfer true dua receive. 
Coverage is from Kilohertz to gigahertz offering all modes and has optional 
DSP for enhanced shortwave reception. 
• Frequency coverage: 100 KHz-2599.99998 MHz 
• Modes CW, LSE USB. AM. AM-N. WAN. FM-N, WFM • Real lime oand 

scope • DSP Bandeass notch and noise ,eduction filers loptional) 
• 2C00 Memo), Channels • World Doc« • Del Voce Recorder 
• Case Size: 180 ISM X 70 ( H1 X 203 ( 0: n'T 111 Weiont fact:rout. 1 9 ko 

ML&S Package Deal VR-5000+3 
• DSP-1 Cigna Sigral Processor £94.95 
• DVS4 Digra Voce Recorder £29.95 
• New Uhmale Scarnng Guide with Free CD:1995 

Total RRP: £344 ML&S Only £624.95 or it) 
Or 'bare-bones VR-5000....0n1 £489.95 

SAVE 
£2191 

Congratulations, and thanks, 
toeport Wave Magaziné for 
therliast 68 years. 

WVFsee you next month in 
th _eiaew RadioUser, which 
welW happy to support, as 
o ti and Radio Active 
iter e temake a bigger and 
bet magazine. 

•to 

-1 M. 

Bases• iation is perfect for 
spotters 

ARA-60 Active Antenna. f239.95 

frequency range • eietziellitt true 
cerformarcel 60.12CMHz 
2.3cf3 less Or 

Ocapit knoodance 50.15 oren cossai 
Coress-rc,izÑo PL type deleted es 

standard. Other standards cat 
te fitted on reQ./051 

Gen 13,13 2d3s 

erercepr net •50dBm 1P 3M order 
:1014>tvI2V) 

OC power Abe 15-13 Yoh DC at Kota typ 
230V,12ti DC «abased mitre 
Klee( is award with the 
«moat 
30.50mm ow he fated 
115un leaf wise Antenna 
lib. 50mrns160nyn 
Mel for tame dada* 

Ale' allele« 
Denerisiom 

I 
ARA-2100 Active Antenna. f239.95 
Frequency rime 5020kez 
Detour needance 5015 ohms coaxle 
Gast 15:18.100014-tz 

4c18.150Crair 
603.2100ketr 
I 5-2.113-1030,4,2 
1.6.2.5131500Ataq 
2.5.408.2000Mriz 

3rd «0« ••AcrEfer typca 
Ftd19 -. 2265m 

Output mpeoence 50-75 erns coma 
CCIIIKIC, standards ei type crameclor at Inst 

OM anima MC Mae crynector 
to tee feces 
tzv DC et ttárriA DC Power 
steely for 23CV 4C n delreree 
comes sylen me antenna 

Dimensions Lane, 450mm 
Diameter 9Orrso 

Accessories els wai pas; adaixor :23CW 
Weer 

14,12V DC, Inlerfroe unit 
trance iucely uriftit2rn 
coma cade bra west 
rnoultro Carnes 

Nose rçure 

fOne, 51,0015' 

ML&S are appointed distributors for the 

SBS-1 and associated products. 

For full details see our website: 

www.S88-1.co.wk 
Overseas distributors required 

E mail: KinetictISBS.1.co.uk 

ICOR1 IC-120 
"DUALWATCH"RECENE1 
Aimed as the successor lo the IG-810, 

the IG-R2(1 has many adtanced leatures 

incorporated silo ils clean stylish 

design including dual watch: built in 

digital audiel recorder function, 

urideliand coverage in all modes, high 

speed scan capahility and a standard 

Lithium Ion battery. the IL- 820 will appeal to such 

users as scanner hobbyists, security,Surreillance 

companies. government agencies and other 

professional users. 

Freguency range. I 5011112 - 1 3GHr 

1250 memory channels, all mode 

RRP: £ 499.95 

=Eel 

1 

SAVE 
£200! 

o ly 
£0.91 

per month 

x  ML&S £299.95 mont36hs! 

NEW! Maldol 
GDX-50 
Wide -Band Discone 
TX1RX Antenna 
TX: 612/70. Power 50W. 
RX: 50MHz-I500MHz 
LENGTH:1360mm. WEIGHT: 
910q. DIAMETER: 530mm 
SUITABLE MAST: 60mm 

Only £ 69.95 

• RF front-end with 
S0239 and BNC 
inputs for external 
and indoor 
a ntenna 

• 50 KHz to 60MHz 
continuous 
coverage 

• 1Hz to 1MHz tuning 
steps and keyboard 
direct frequency 
input 

• USB 2.0 full speed 
interface to the PC 

• 12KHz output to the 
PC sound card 

• ELAD software 
radio for AM, LSB, 
USB, FM, CW, DRM 
demodulation 

• Graphical User 
Interface for 
W2 K.:XP 
environment 

£449.95 
Included Accessories: 
A nun, 1,13" 3 5rnm stereo pas 
nude to male cable IL-2m1 
A NH USA 2.0 cable A to B 
IL- 1 Sell 
A 230 V AC.12 DC power 
supply 

Maycom 
AR-108 
The AR- 108 is a 
paim sized 
scanner 
covering 108 to 
180 MHz. It 
gives the best 
possible receive 
sensitivity in the CIVIL 
AIRBAND. The radio covers 
108 180MHz with the VFO 
covering this frequency in 
two bands. 108 - 136.975MHz 
for the Civil Airband and 136 
- 180MHz for the rest of the 
VHF band. The frequency is 
changed by use of the 
upiclown buttons on the 
selected digit. It holds a 99 
memory bank for each of 
these bands, which are set 
independently. There are also 
facilities to lock in 
frequencies in the memories 

to pass an. •£64.94 

New! AOR SR-2000 
The SR20013 is an ultra-
fast spectrum display 
monitor with an 
embedded high quality 
triple-conversion receiver. 

• 25MHz - 3000MHz 
• AM, NFM, WFM, 
SFM 

• 1000 channels, 
40 Search Banks 

• CATC 

£1589 
or 36 x £57.77 p.m 

Halm Lyme can alter tnarue terms up to 
48 months watt ro deposit. At welcome 
your part exchange against any new toe 
used, product prowled ri n dean and in 
good working order call the Sales Desk 
today! Usual APR- 19.9'e. Payment 
protection is also available up to 48 
months. Si into are brand new and 
boxed and offered wilh fall mantel:es 
R113 warranty. All pores quoted ion 
caslucheque or Switch,Delta card fin 
additional charges for credit cards Martin 
Lynch 15 d 11(efICed credit broker. Full 
written details are ayalabée cot requelt 
Finance is smNnt to status f'D p&p on all 
reap( tems EIOE 

lOoret foroœll I oves_aas dfoo ugaloronnoct netOO•Clast for fen.. followtoo 5 AC-J. 4. OP. IL-ta.1. 
I< nowt-n-5,1 . irAnio Lout, 1v1.J. Kn. Ar ToKyo-s-fvooveor. Toro roen. C:nourfloof_l, 
Too-. Polotor. C-51oroort fag-, I ton, flow' 7 



www.radioworid.co.uk 

RADIO WORLD 
ICOM IC- R8500 

£1349.00 
Call for BHI IDSF 
fitting 

ICOM IC-R20 

LATEST Nov. 

150kHz lo 3 3Ghz 
Multi-Mode 

Digital Recorder 

£289.00 
2 YEAR WARRANTY 

ICOM IC-R10 

50kHz-1 3GHz 
All Mode 
Alt 8. NB 

£265.00 
2 YEAR WARRANTY 

ICOM IC-R5 

485kHz-1309Mhz 
AM. FM WFM 
1250 Channels 

Inc. Nicads A Charger 

£139.00 
Sothvare CS-RS £22 49 

YAESU VR-5000 

0.1mHZ-28Ghz 
All Mode 

Dual Receive 
Scope 

£479.95 
-..9RANTY 

AOR AR-ONE 

Top of the Range 
10kHz-3 3Ghz 
Freq Coherent 
Detachable Front 

£3,599.00 

AOR AR-5000A/A+3 

'Lev:(41: MM..> 
:COO females ' Dec, 
row Ennbrale vet 
tekC-ftle Se WWI 

AR-5000A 

£1,493.00 

AR-5000A+3 

£1,699.00 

AOR SR-2000 

The SR2.31:t" 
epoctto- t 
eat, al • 
quoltle t... . 

251,1., • 10Dree-1, 

£1,499.00 

AOR AR-3000A 

100kHz-2038Mhz 
AN Mode 

400 Channels 

£799.00 
us.. £425.00 

AOR AR-8600mkil 

0 1Mhz-3Ghz 
All Mode 

Alt Noise Limiter 
Bandscope 

£549.00 

YAESU VR-500 AOR AR-8200mk111 

0 1Mhz-1 3Ghz 
All Mode 

1091 Channels 

£197.00 
2 YEAR WARRANTY 

YAESU VR120 

100kH2-1 3Ghz AM-FM à 

. ,i AR WANRANI , 

VR-120D 

£117.00 
VR 120 

£109.00 

530kHz-3Ghz 
Al! Mode 

Alpha Tagging 

Inc. thcads d Charger 

£357.00 
Options available. 

UBC-780XLT 

25-1300 Mhz 
500 Mee-rones 
7", unkTracket 

£229.00 

ALBRECHT AE 7711 UBC-3000+3300XLT 

Handhets Scanner 
coverage 
66-88MHz 
108-137MHzIAM 
137-174MHz 
406-512MHz 

£89.95 

UBC 3000XLT 

£187.00 
UBC-3300XLT 

£169.00 
,EATURES +rum %bee 

www.radioworld.co.tik www.radiowOrld.co.uk 

ORDER HOTLINE 

Email sales@radioworki co uk 

111P3er cfriffiertms To ALL OUR CUSTOMERS 

4. bruum Left: 

Great Wyrley. 
Walsall WS6 680 
Tel. 0192 414796. 

MVT-9000mkil 

530kHz-2039Mhz 
All Mode 
1000 Memories 

£329.95 

MVT-7100 

100khz-1650Mhz 
All Mode 
1000 Memones 

£199.00 
Inc. Nicads & Charger 

MVT-7300 

521kHz-1320Mhz 
All Mode 
8 33kHz Airband 

Na,, 7100 

£219.00 
inc. Nicads A Charger 

MVT-3300 

66-88Mhz 108 
-170Mhz 300 
-470Mhz 806 
-1000Mhz 

£127.00 

GRE PSR-295 

25-88e411: Ire-1371Mo 13 
7-174e/re.2151-225 Mu 22 
5 0125-400Iteu.400 0125-
512elez Ot36-6141.11v.1124 5 
1C0-8134A1hz.894 0125-56 
CiOu.1240-1300e0v 

£149.95 

ALINCO DJ-X2000 

1
 g= 149 9911Hz gode. 
AllIfIdetWFNI.CW.U513 . '-.: 
rooftree ‘-.eotor•cy ( .., • r ., 
13.4 C.,. ., 

£334.95 

MAYCOM AR-108 

108-136 975Mhz 

Power saving 
99 Memory 
Channels 
Dual channel 

£65_00 

ICON IC-R3 
2 Y 

0.495 ,4,, ,t3.11t, 
FM WI- M AM 
Col TFT Screen 

£320.00 

www.radioworld co.uk 



Credit Cards Accepted 

se. ntre CAW 
VISA 

Electron 

i'ADIOWORLD' Order - 01922 414796 

All in stock items will be shipped within 241-fr: 

• el> 

GRE Scanners 

PSR-214 £89 95 
ca-se.137-174.3e-512mne Hane•se 
PSR-216  £119.95 
108.174 380-512.80S-9806tHz8-88 Handheld 

PSR-255 £84.95 
70-54 09-8R • 37- 74 387 -51214He Handneld 
PSP-275 £79 95 

GRUNDIG 
Ii 

INS 

YACHT BOY 400 
144kHZ-30Mhz 
SW FM.MW LW 

£99.95 
SATTELLIT 800 

0 1-30Mhz 
87-108Mhz 
118-137Mhz 

£549.00 
£350.00 

b.h.i 

The NES10-2 Norse Eliminating 
Speaker incorporates the latest Meal 
Signal Processing t DSP 1 technology 
lo remove unwanted background 
noise 

£89.95 
NES10-2 External Speaker £89 95 
NEIM-1031 In-Line Module £ 129 95 
NEDSP-1061 PCB Module £89 95 
210 Switch Box £19 95 

ANTENNAS 

DIAMOND Antenna 
Diamond D-707E HF-VHF £109.95 
Universal Adapter suit above .£ 14 95 
Diamond D- 130M 25-1 3GHz £79 95 
Diamond D-190 100-1500MHz£69 95 

SIRIO 
SISTSDOU 25-1300Mhz £69 95 

SCANAMASTER 
LP1300 £129 00 
B128   £129 00 
AirMaster £129 00 

WATSON 
WD15.-MW Dipole £49 95 

ALINCO SCANNERS 

DJX-2000 
DJX-10E 
DJ-X3 

100kHz-2149Mhz 
All Mode 

2000 Memories 
Bug Detector 
Freq counter 

£334.95 

. £334 95 

. £209.95 
. £109.95 

SECOND HAND LIST. 

pm e 
match 

Quality Used Equipment. 
3 Month Warranty 

ee-50 70cms Amp 5Cw SH Mkt. 432.5 £99 00 
AEA PK-232 MSS INC Ssi PR-232E125 oc 
AKD 8001 6rn FM Tr. Ski AKID 8301 £135. 00 
Alan HO-2000 SWR r1/Vatt Meter SH HO 2003 £25 OC 
Am-co DJ-G5EY Dual Bend Handhed SH DJ G5EY 30 
Almo DJ-V5 Handheld SH DJ V5 [99 CC 
Ahnco DJ-010 Wele Band Pi, SH DJ 010 £200 00 
Air« DJ-03 SH DA-X3 (89 03 
Aireo DR•150 2,nlm SH DR 150 £ 15C 00 
Alinco DR-805 2 170cm SH DR 8C5 £175 OC 
Fdrco DR4A08SX SH DR-MMISX £ 13900 
Ounce 13R-k110 10m To Ski DR M10 E99 00 
Atizo 00-70TH HF 06i, Tri, SH DX 70TH [475 DO 
Urea DX-77 HF Base SM DX 77 £399 00 
Armulnan DSK.5 SH OSO S UDC 00 
AOR 5000 Re SH AR 5000 £899 CO 
AOR AR- 1500 Ri. SH AR 1503 £129 00 
AOR AR-32100 SH OR-3000 £349 00 
AOR AR-30000 SH-AR30001 £425 CC 
AOR AR-3030 HF Re SH AR 3030 £350 00 
AOR AR-7030 SH AR-7030 £550 00 
AOR AR-8-300 SH AR-8003 £ 189 00 
AOR AR-8200 2 SH AR-820D £ 190 00 
AOR AR500C/1.3 HF Re SH AR 5001)* £ 1599 00 
AOR After:CI:MU AR-13600Mk11 £449 CO 
AOR SOU- 5503 SH SOU-5803 £849 CO 
Beare« BC7134:XLT SH BC-7800L1 £19900 
Beam« UBC-278 XLI Scanner SH USG 278 £99 DC 
BH HEM DSP SH HEM £89 CO 
Bros 20AMP PSU SH BNOS 20 £89 00 
Bros LP50-3-50 Arno SH BNOS LP50 EBB CO 
Cornet CO-2700 Male. SI-I CD 2700 £4920 
Comm-tel Corm-225 Ro SH Comm 225 £ 150 00 
Dan«, CNA-1001 SH CHA-ICC1 £14900 
Dales CS-201 2 Way Swart SH CS 201 £10 00 
Datong FL2 Mule mode Ftlter SH FL2 £89 CO 
Osmond SX-100 Meter SH SX 100 E85.00 
0-amond SX-200 Meter SH SR 200 £60 03 
Feeneven R0-500 COmm Ri, SH RD sco E299 CC 
Fairneven RO.503VX Comm Re SH RD scevx £499 00 
FRT-7700 SH FRT.77C0 £69 00 
FI-290R 2m Mull. mode SH FT-290R £ 15033 
FI-7 low SSEICW SH FT- 7 £175 OC 
FT-817 SH FT-817 £ 75.00 
Fujian F-20000 Finder F 20)30(99 00 
Med BM.10-5 Headset SH BM-10-5 £50 CO 
Icorn AT- 180 ATV SH AT- 180 £225 00 
Korn IC-207H 2 ) 70 SH IC 207H £199 DO 
Kent IC-2100.1 2rn FU Mabee 544 21CCH E150 00 
Korn IC-251E 2m SH IC 251E C249 OC 
Korn IC-2710H Dual Band SH IC 2710M £225 CO 
Korn IC.2725E 2/70 metre SH IC 2725E £200 00 
Korn IC- 703 NF r 8.n SH IC 723 £450 CO 
Korn IC- 70664911G DSP SH IC.706Mk1 £849 00 
Korn IC- 718 HF Mode Base SM IC 718 £375 OC 
Korn IC- 726 Mobs« Base SH IC 726 £400 00 
loam MF MOO* Base SH IC 735 C299 DO 
Korn IC- 740 HF SH IC 740 £375 00 
Mom IC-7402 SH IC-7400 £899 OC 
Korn IC- 746 HF 16:2 SH IC 746 £875 00 
Korn IC-756 PRO HF ! 6 Base SH IC 756 PR £ 199 CC 
Icon, IC-756 PRO2 SH IC 758 PR £' 499 DO 
Korn IC-756Pro SH IC-758Pre £995 CC 
loam DSP Beim SH IC 775 E1499 CO 
loom IC-RI O Hand he4d Scanner SH IC II 10 £229 CC 
Korn 1C-R3 Hand held Scanner SI. IC R3 £25000 
ICOHI IC- 25 Hand held Scanner SH IC FI5 £ 125 00 
corn IC-R70 HF Ri, SH IC R70 £299 OC 
c«n IC-R7000 SH IC-07M0 £399 CO 
co,n ec-R7oce MIII Comed« SH IC R7000 £550 00 
corn IC-R7100 Re SH IC R7100 £425 00 
corn IC-R72 Reuse« SH IC R72 £350 00 
core IC-R75 SH IC-R75 £440 30 
corn IC-R8500 RO 5H IC R8500 £Q99 CO 
corn IC-18E SH EISIO 30 
corn IC-W31E Due UPC'« SF. IC 0031E £183 00 
corn PCR-1000 PC RO SH PCR-'0D0 £249 CO 
com PS- IS PSU Matches all Korn SH PS 15 £ 99 03 
JI 5000 Male, SH J,. SOSO £ 15 00 
JPS MIR-10 Noise Une SH MIR 10 £99 CO 
June« Puma Key SH JP Key £75 DO 
Kamtones KAM Mulemode INC SFI KAMTNCÉ140 OC 
Kent RA Paddle Key SH KP KEY [40 00 
Kerraood 01300 Tuner SH AT 300 E275 00 
Kerrueel 07E 2170 INC SH 07E £225 OD 
Kenwood ,75 2 r 73 Harlot:Ma SH F7E £ 189 00 
Kenwoad IF232 SH IF232 £50 00 
Kamm:tool MEI-2C 1 SH M8201 £20 OC 
Karywoad MO- 1 Base Me SH MOI MO OC 
Kenwcoa PS-430 PSU SH PS.13D £100 00 
Keriwoad R-2D00 Fleoever £200 OC 
Kerr...co:I R-5000 Rue.« SH R5OCC £499 00 
Itenwoac SM.220 Scope SH SM 220 U99 00 
Kenwoad SP-430 Speaker SH SP430 £45 00 
Kenwooa TH-79E IN-79E '88 DO 
Kerweed TH.F7E SH TH-F7E (189 CC 
Kernvocta IN-071E Dusiband Hand« SH TM 071 £129 CC 
Kerywcera 1H-02E 2m Hand« SM TH 52E £99 00 
Kermeed TM-D7E uth INC SH TM 07E £220 00 
Norwood TM.V7E 2/ 70 SH TM V7E £250 CO 
KerwroacITNIG 707 2m 73cm mobil SN INIG 707 (199 00 
Kernvock) ' P-751E 2m Melt, moos SH IR 251E £25000 
Kenwoad TS-2000 ml Sabo Base SH TS 2C00 £119900 
Norwood TS-50S SM TS-505 £399 00 
Kerrwool TS-570 OGE HF Metre SH IS 570 IDG £675 DO 
Kenkroad 7S-5700GE SH TS-570DGE £850 OC 
Kerr-mud TS.570S HF , 6 130e SH IS 5735 E825 CO 
Kerrwox115.790E 2/70 Base SH IS 790E £750 OC 
Kernexel TS-870S St. TS-VOS E899 CO 
Kenwoxl *5-870S HF DSP Base SH IS 8708 £899 00 
Kenvortad TS•950S1:1 HF1gOky Dgp gage (. 200 Da 
Kenueta IL-932 Amodu SH TL-922 £85000 
Kerreoxl 15850 SAT HF SH IS 650SAT £t199 OD 
Linear Amp UK Chaden9ar SH LAUK CHAL £12oc oo 
Linear Amp UK Hum« 750 SH Hunter750 £899 DO 

ILLSAcos 144000 SH MML144.10 C19 00 
WU«. 432,50 SH KoAL432..so £98 00 
Magnum 257 SH NAG 257 £139 00 
MFJ 94060 9406X 6n, Tri, SH MFJ 94050 EB9 03 
MFJ-127213 INCI M SedIcn SH MF -.1127213 £20 00 
MFJ-442 Eleo • Memory keyer SH MFJ 442 £89 00 
MFJ-704 Low pass User SS. MFJ 734 [30 OD 
MFJ-722 CW'SSS Fetes SH MFJ 722 £59 CO 
MFJ-784 DSP Filter Sel MFJ 784 £149 00 
SAFJ -9015 15m ov Trx SH MFJ 9015 ESA 28 
MFJ-921 VHF 200 VVatl ATU SH MFJ 921 £50 00 
MFJ-946 ATU SH MFJ eta £89 00 
MFJ-949E ATU SH MFJ 949E £109 CC 
NIFJ-969 ATU SH MFJ 969 £130 00 
Mini-sial PT 135 PSU SH PT 135 £ 12C OD 
Mutuho ATU SH MIZ ATU £40 OC 
MML432.30L SH MML432,10 £89 CO 
N'sse DC 300 GL 300 PSU SH DC 300 £80 00 
Skase RS-402 2,73 SWR Meer SH RS 402 £40 0C 
Patslar PS-30N PSU SM PS 30N £79 CO 
Pit-9C0 SM RR 900 £200 DO 
Presderl Wean 28.30 mt.% SH PRES UNC £ 165 CC 
Pro-2036 SH Pro- 2006 £99 Ct 
Proset.Plus SH-PROSET-PL £ 109 OC 
Realete DX-394 SS. 00-394 £119 00 
Realete PRO20.12 Base Scenes SH PRO 2042 £140 OC 
Sony. -5-er7 SH1CF.SW77 E240 DO 
Standard C.156E 2m Flanoraid SF. C-158E £ 125 00 
Standard C-5900 Mollie 872:70 SH C.5902 £299 CC 
Target HF31-1F3 RX SH FIF3 £99 OID 
Tent« Paragon MF Base me Speaker SH IT PARA £700 CC 
TenTec RX-350 HF Recover SH TT RX 350 £999 00 
Tetley's.« DSPS.• Elden.« DSP tine SH DSP9• £99 00 
Tanewaye PK-12 Perlier SH PK12 £9.2 00 
Tho PS-430 Kermexl PSU SH PS 430 [ 103 03 
Tna R-1000 SH R-1003 £ 149 00 
Tre TR-21302m mutt, made S1.1 TR 0130 E220 00 
TS-480..1% SH TS48CMX £792 CC 
TS-480S r AT TS-480S/AT £649 CO 
W-25-AM 25A PSU SM W-25-AM £70 00 
Yassu DSV2 Voice recorder  SN rtes2 £ 139 03 
laser FC-20 ATU Sor FT-847 SH FC-20 £175 CO 
Yam., Fc-30 All,) loi FT-847 SH FC-30 £15000 
Maseru FC-700 ATU SH FC-700 £911 00 
laser FL-2025 Amplifier SH FL-2025 £90 00 
'ram, FP-707 PSU SS1 FP-707 £ 110 CO 
V5514 FP-7570X 757 PSU SH FP-757 £99 00 
Yaesu FR-101 HF RO SH FR-101 £399 00 
Tutu FRG-100 HF Reran« SH FRG-103 £299.00 
Ye/mu FRG-8800 RO SH FRG-8800 £ 19900 
Yaesu FRG-8800 RO Convener SH FRG-8800. £299 Ci-
Vessa FAT-7700 SH FRT 7703 £70 03 
Teem FRV-7700 Convert« lor FRG-7700 £80 00 
Vas«, FT-'00064kV SF. FT- 100014k £1499 00 
Yaeau FT-. DOOMP AC HF Base SH FT-ICU:MP £999 00 
\Ulm FT-. 07 HF Inc el FT-107 £375 00 
Yam. FT-2900 Mk II 2m mull. mode SH FT 2800 £250 00 
mush. FT-41R Handfreld Transoms« SH FT 41R £120 OC 
Vanna FT-470R Dung BUM Handhekt SH FT 4700 £129 00 
Yaesu FT-480 2rn SH FT 480 £ 150 00 
maeau ET-890Rmet2 Slm Mule mode Ss. FT 690 MK £275 OC. 
mayor FT-71DOM 2m r 7Dters Motu Transcamer £220 00 
Yuba FT-738R 2-70 Bate SH FT 736R2 0550 00 
lust' ET-7360 8-2.70 Base SM FT 736R3 £750.00 
vSetta FI-747 HF Trx SH FT 747 £299 00 
yaesu FT-76R 70 cms Handheld Transoms'« SH FT 76 £99 DO 
laser FT-7802270 mobil SH FT 7800 £ 199 00 
Yenta FT-790 SI-I FT-790R £159 00 
yaesu FT-8.10 SH F1-840 £299.00 
Yaesu FT-847 SH FI-847 £849 00 
Tutu FI-817 HF-8-2-70 Base SFI F1047 £899 00 
Yaesu FI-6902 SH FT-8902 £270 30 
'rued FT-897 Poatde  Shl FT 897 £549 00 
Yaesu FI-9200F HF 16M Base SH F*920 £899 ce 
'Mesa FT- 990 !AC SH FT-SSO 0899 00 
Yaesu FIS-1330 200 W Trareverter SH FTV 100C EATS 00 
Matsu M0-100 SH MD- 00 £80 00 
Vicia 640.200 Cesk Me SH MD200 £175 00 
Vaasa MW- 1 Renate Control  MC SH MWI LK CC 
Yassu NC70 gaudery Charger SH NC70 Eel 00 
Yore,. (Madre 1KW Amp • PSU SH Quiera £2750 DO 
YatisA VR-500 SH VR 500 £ 149 00 
Tutu k/R.500C SH VR-5000 £399 00 
Vaasa VR-500C Top Chia Base Scarner SH VR 5000 £399 20 
Yaesu VX•110 SH VO 110 [89 DO 
Yedneu VX-1R Hare. SH VX1 £89 00 
Yucelem MVT-225 SH MVT-225 £ 149 00 
Yupileru Mol-7000 SM l'AVT 7000 E129 CC 
Yupderu SAVT-7100 SH SAVT 7100 E140 CO 
Yupitem MVT-7300 SH MVT-7300 £179 00 
Yupdru SAVT-0C00 SH MVI WOO £20C CC 

PLUS SO MUCK MORE.. CALL FOR DETAILS 

ALSO CLICK AND BUY USED ONLINE 

www.radloworld.co.uk 

42 Brook Lane 
Great Wyrley 

Walsall WS6 680 

We are Premier UK Dealers for ICOM, Kenwood, Yaesu. • 
Full UK Warranty with full peace of mind. • 

RADIOWORLD) d r-,ik11 
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The possible applications for the combination of 

radio receiver and computer running various 

programs are limited mainly by imagination. This 

month lack Weber continues his investigation 

into the many benefits of the marriage. 

• Fig.4: The Shortwave 

Log program 

ent ourages users to 

share their loggings 

on-line, allowing you 

to download details 

of what others have 

heard so y.ou tan 

pursue them 

ourself. 

1p
icking up from where I left off last month, once 
you've enabled computer control of one or more 
of your radios, then it's a short step to allowing 
that contol to be extended to an other, remote 
location. 

Remote Monitoring 
One very useful feature in any receiver control program is 
the ability to operate and hear the radio over a network. As 
we've seen, Shortwave Log features this in a big way, but 

several others, including I-1RD and Ergo, also include servers 
that can share a receiver over your home network or the 
Internet. There are all sorts of ways you could use this. 

For example, if you have a decent size garden, you could 

put the receiver plus a cheap PC or laptop into a shed that's 
well away from all the electrical noise of the house, and 
then listen from the comfort of your armchair via a wireless 
network. Extending this idea to broadband Internet, you 

.11 ,•••••••.1.......e., -"""`""'"""'""^"-w-• Jan 
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might be able to install the gear at a friend's house in some 
electrically quiet rural location and listen in peace from the 

middle of the city. I'll stop short of suggesting that you 
operate your home receiver over the Internet while away on 
holiday. But you could. 
' This sort of remote monitoring is a big thing in 
professional circles and receiver control software makes it 
available to everyone now. Any type of computer-controlled 
radio would do but, for a permanent set up, it would be 

particularly well suited to one of the black-box receivers, 
such as the Icom PCR1000 or Ten-Tec RX-320D. 

Suppose you've looked at the available software and 

decided that none of it is quite right for you. What then? 
Well, the obvious solution is to write your own. I won't 

pretend that this is entirely easy, but neither is it as difficult 
as it might appear. If you've never done any programming 

before, there'll be a bit of a steep learning curve to begin 
with. After that, the actual coding is not difficult and the 
benefits are that you will have something tailored to your 
own needs and your own ideas of what constitutes a 
comfortable interface. 

Roll Your Own 
If you're already familiar with a traditional language such as 

C++ or BASIC, then you'll know just what to do. If not, then 
I'd suggest going down a different route altogether. These 
days, there are various scripting tools, also sometimes 
known as Rapid Application Development ( RAD) tools, 

which are significantly easier to learn and have a lot of 
built-in facilities to help you create an effective and 

attractive interface with much less effort than if you were 
having to program it from scratch. If you want to try this 
approach, have a look at Runtime Revolution, which works 
on both Macs and Windows PCs. 

Another option is to use a programmable database 
application. One of my ongoing projects at the moment is to 
create a flexible control interface that will allow several 
different receivers to be operated from a database of 
frequency listings. This means I can click an entry in the list 
and immediately tune to it with the correct mode and other 

settings or, conversely, create an entry in the database from 
the radio's current settings. You can see my work in progress 
in Fig. 6. The system is nowhere near finished yet and the 

interface is still very much under construction, but most of 
the basic receiver control took less than a day to write and 
works very well. 

There are various database applications that you could 
use, including among others Microsoft Access, 4D and 
FileMaker Pro. My own choice was FileMaker Pro (available 

for both Windows and Macs) because its scripting is 
powerful enough to do what I need, but very easy to leam. 
The only thing it can't manage directly is sending and 

receiving data through the RS-232 interface, but there's a 
handy plug-in available (Troj Serial Plug-in from Troi 
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Automatisering in Holland) that does this very effectively. 
Any receiver that's capable of being controlled by 

computer will have its own command list which can 
generally be found in the operating manual. One crucial 

thing to check is whether the commands need to be sent in 

ASCII, hexadecimal or some unique code of their own. 
ASCII is the code that computers use to represent standard 
text and punctuation characters. If your radio supports ASCII 
commands - as, for example, many JRC and AOR receivers 
do - then you can communicate with it simply by typing the 

actual code sequence of letters and numbers that's 
presented in the manual and sending that to the RS-232 

port. 
Hexadecimal is a base-16 number system (we normally 

count in the base-10 or decimal system) where the numbers 

0-9 have their normal meaning, but the values 10-15 are 
represented by the letters A-F. Some receivers - for example, 

many of those made by Icom - use hexadecimal codes. If 
you look in the manual and see a command like 
"FEFE4AE0060501FD" (which to an Icom receiver means 

"Set the mode to c.w.") you can't simply send that string of 
characters to the radio because it isn't actually a string of 

characters at all, it's a sequence of hexadecimal numbers, 

which need to be translated into ASCII first. Fortunately, 
some programming environments have hex-ASCII 
translation built in, but not all do. 

Idiosyncratic System 
A few radios use their own unique codes - some of the older 
Yaesu receivers for example, as well as the AOR AR7030, 
which has an idiosyncratic system that's so far defeated my 
attempts at programming. If you have a choice, try to start 
with a radio that accepts ASCII commands. Once you have 
that working, moving to hexadecimal codes will be a fairly 
straightforward step. 

Creating an application that will rival HRD or 

MacLoggerDX would demand really serious programming 

skills, but even something very much simpler can be 
extremely useful if it's designed to serve your own specific 

needs. My home-brew control program doesn't do anything 

that couldn't be done by most of the free or commercial 
programs. But it does it the way I want and fits in with a 
database that's made the way I want it to be, without any 
extraneous features that I don't want. Admittedly, it also 

lacks various features that I do want but haven't yet worked 

out how to create, but I'll get them sorted out in time and it's 
worth it for the satisfaction of having made it myself. 

Having dwelt on the advantages of 

computer control, what about the 
disadvantages? One obvious limitation is 

that you don't get the tactile response 
that you do with a real tuning knob and 
real switches and buttons. Learning to 

operate a receiver well is like learning to 

play an instrument - you need to get the 
skill into your fingers so that it can 

happen without thinking. And that's 

much easier to do with real rather than 
virtual controls. 

Things are looking up though, 
because you can now buy a standalone 
computerised tuning knob that helps to 
bring back some of the authentic tuning 
experience. It's called the Griffin 

PowerMate (see Fig. 7) and it's basically 
a solid aluminium knob mounted on a 

circular base that links to your computer 

via a USB port. Inside is a digital 
encoder that can be set to emulate any 
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repeated key press as you rotate it. This won't work with all 

control programs because some don't support keyboard 
tuning, but for those that do, it's ideal. For example, when 

I'm using my WiNRADi0 G313 or RFSpace SDR-14 
software-defined radios, the PowerMate is set to emulate the 

Right and Left Arrow keys on the keyboard. These are 
recognised by the receivers' control software as commands 
to change frequency up or down by the current tuning step, 
so turning the PowerMate is just like turning a real tuning 

knob. It costs about £35 and is available from many 
computer dealers. 

Traditional Front Panel 
For now, that's as close as you'll get to re-creating a 

traditional front panel, but there's no reason why entirely 
software-based receivers can't have physical hardware 
controls. A good precedent already exists in the world of 

audio, where professional sound editors and recording 
engineers quickly saw the benefits of computer-based non-

linear editing systems and digital mixing desks, but needed 
something far more efficient than a mouse and keyboard for 

driving the software. Manufacturers responded by creating 
so-called 'control surfaces', which are traditional control 

0011 680.0008ft 

• rig. 5: Dog Park 

Software produces a 

number of very 

polished amateur 

radio applications for 

the Mac. Among them 

is MacLoggerDX. 

which can control 

receivers or 

transceivers, and do 

much more besides. 

• Fig. 6: Still very much 

under development, 

this is a receiver 

control application 

scripted within a 

FileMaker Pro 

database. In this view 

the database is part of 

the HFCC list of short 

wave broadcasters. 

Clicking the small 

round dot beside any 

line automatically 

tunes the receiver to 

that station's 

frequency. 
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• fig. 7: The Griffin PowerMate provides a decent 

tuning knob that will work with many compiler-

controlled radios, 

panels with real knobs, switches, faders and 

so on. However, instead of controlling the 
audio signals directly, the control surface 
simply sends out digital commands. These 

go to a computer which does all of the 
actual audio processing. 

The communications receiver market 

may not be as large or as wealthy as the 
professional recording market and so may 

not support the necessary investment, but I 
do hope that some enterprising radio 
manufacturer will follow the example of the 
recording industry. A control surface 

designed for radio, with a high-quality tuning 
knob and a range of programmable and 

reassignable rotary, sliding and switched controls would be 
an immense benefit to anyone using the new generation of 

computer-based or computer-controlled receivers. And it 
would leave the screen clear for doing its main job of 

Useful Sources 

Ham Radio Deluxe can be downloaded from 

http://hrd.ham-radio.ch/ 

Shortwave Log can be downloaded from 

vvww.shortwavelog.com/default-english.html 

Details of the Ergo 4 receiver control application are at 

http://swIdx.com/ 

The RxWings program is available from 

http://home.wxs.n1/-jarkest/swl/swl.html 

MacLoggerDX by Dog Park Software is available from 

www.dogparksoftware.com/MacloggerDX.html 

MacR-1000 can be downloaded from 

http://manoverboard.org/ 

Information about Runtime Revolution is at 

www.runrev.com/ 

Details of File/Maker Pro are at 

www.filemaker.co.uk/ and the Serial Plug-in for FileMaker Pro is 

available from Troi Automatisering at 

www.troi.com/software/serialplugin.html 

You can get more details of the Griffin PowerMate from 

www.griffintechnology.com/products/powermate/ 

displaying the irequenc y readout, spectrum analyser plots, 
filter profiles etc. without excessive control clutter. 

Having started out by advocating computer control in 

preference to the radio's own front panel, I'm now arguing 
for fitting a physical panel to the computer. Inconsistent? I 
don't think so. Computer control frees us from the 
limitations of a fixed panel which, these days, invariably has 

to handle many more functions than it has space to 
accommodate. 

Computer control also opens up your receiver to 
integration with databases, maps, etc., and to local and 

global networking. What it can't yet do is give every user the 
freedom to decide how they want to interact with it all. 
Some people are happy tuning with a scroll-wheel mbuse, 

some prefer traditional controls, others would like to use a 
keyboard. It's only by combining computer control with 
flexible and programmable hardware that I believe we'll 
make the most of what is now on offer. Then, finally, we'll 
be able to move fully to the next generation of radio 

receivers. And move we must! 

Changed Forever 
The days of big receivers with bakelite knobs and switches 
that go 'clunk' will never come back. Even the modern 
desktop communications receiver is rapidly heading towards 

extinction. The number of models available has been falling 
for some years and, just in the last few months, two more 
classic radios - the Drake R8B and the lcom IC-R8500 - have 
been discontinued. Meanwhile, the new receivers that have 
appeared in the past year or so are all black box models for 
connection to a computer, or software-defined radios to fit 

inside or alongside a computer. 
Like it or not, the face of receiver design has changed for 

ever. Personally, t think this is a very exciting time in radio 

with recent introduc lions like the AOR SR2000, the RFSpace 
SDR-14 and the WiNRADi0 G313 really showing the 
potential of the new technology and pointing to amazing 

possibilities for the future. I intend to make the most of those 
possibilities, however I have no intention of giving up my 

traditional receivers. Classic radios, whether ancient, like the 
BRT4000, or modern, like the AR7030. have a timeless 
appeal. I look forward to the day when the first classic of the 

digital age comes along to join them. 
SWM 
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This year is the 60th anniversary of 
the bestselling directory of world 
broadcasting on LW, MW, SW & FM 

An extended Features section includes 
special anniversary articles on The History 

of WRTH, 60 Years of Reception. 50 years 
DXing, 60 Years of Technology, and The 
Future of Radio 

The remaining pages are, as usual, full of 
information on: 

• National and International broadcasts and 
broadcasters by country with frequencies, 
powers, languages. station addresses, email. 
web, phone and fax, leading personnel, QSL 
policy, and more 

• Clandestine and other target broadcasters 

• MW frequency listings by region 

• International and domestic SW frequency 
listings 

• International SW broadcasts in English, 
French, German, Portuguese & Spanish. 
listed by UTC 

Available December 2005 
for more information visit www.wrth.com 

"WRTH has been THE 
authority for my SWL for 
20 years. Thanks for the 

most concise and inform-

ative radio reference" 
R Larkin, USA 

• Equipment reviews, Digital update and more 

• TV by country 

• Reference section with Transmitter Site 
Location Table, Standard Time & Frequency 
Transmissions, DX clubs, Internet 
Resources, and much more 

SOME COMMENTS ON WRTH 2005: 

"World Radio TV Handbook 2005, bible of SW 
broadcasting community, is as complete as it can 

possibly be" Glenn Hauser WORLD OF RADIO # 1256 

"WRTH is the one and only authoritative source of 
information for everyone involved in international 
broadcasting" Prof. Wolf Harranth. ORF/Austrian 
Broadcasting Corporation 

"Thanks for a stunning document — still the best 
value for money" Ed van den Heever. South Africa 

"This edition is the best one yet ( I have been buying 
the book, off and on, since the 1960s) It really is 
indispensible" Joe Analssandrini. USA 

-Again this year. I can 

recommend serious DX-
ers to buy this ' DX-ers 
Bible'! It really is a MUST" 
Anker Petersen. Danish 
SW Club International 

-WRTH is now at its peak 
again" E Wyman, UK 

1.1,.„„„ 000,, 
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Res GLød  

Lawrie Hallett takes a critical look a the progress made 

over the past two years by Digital Radio Mondiale In the 

world of broadcasting. 

D
igital Kadio Mondiale (DRM) 
has come a long way over the 

past couple of years, the 
number of stations using this 

new digital broadcasting 
technology, and the number of hours 
broadcast have both increased steadily since 

the system was officially launched in June 
2003. 

Success has been particularly apparent on 
those short wave frequencies used for 
international broadcasting. Major 
international broadcasters such as the BBC, 
Deutsche Welle and RTL have all invested 

heavily in a technology, which they clearly 

recognize will dramatically improve the 
delivery of their various services over long 

and often interference prone signal paths. 

How Effective 
In domestic broadcasting things have not 
moved so far forward. Test transmissions are 
currently being carried out in the UK and 

various other countries, both on the 
traditional domestic a.m. broadcasting bands 

(long wave and medium wave), as well as on 
short wave frequencies in the 26MHz band. 

Here the idea is to use such frequencies for 
local services rather than for long distance 

reception. The idea is to employ near vertical 
Incident (NV1S) techniques to broadcast to 
local listeners. By using about 100W of 
radiated power into an antenna system, 
which fires the signal straight up into the 
ionosphere results in signals being 'bounced' 
straight back down to provide a service area 

of several kilometres radius around the 

transmitter site. Tests are ongoing to examine 
how effective this method of domestic 
broadcasting is likely to be, and to evaluate 

the effect of the sun-spot cycle on the delivery 
of signals via such techniques. 

Whatever frequencies are being used to 
carry DRM signals, in effect this is at present a 

kind of 'phoney broadcasting'. The signals are 
there alright, but the number of receivers 
available to receive and decode them is still 

infinitesimally small. It is this fact, which 

above all explains the different pace of 
development between international and 
domestic broadcasters as far as the use of this 

new 'second generation' digital broadcasting 
standard is concerned. 

International Arena 
In the international arena, many state 

broadcasters are running DRM services as a 
sort of 'carrot' to encourage receiver 
manufacturers to commit to marketing 
suitable receivers. International commercial 
broadcasters see room for new development 

of their services, or, as in the case of RTL, the 
chance to re-create famous old brands such 
as '208 Radio Luxembourg The 'Station of the 

Stars' is scheduled for re-launch, probably 
later this year, on its old medium-wave 

frequency, broadcasting in English to the UK, 

but using DRM as the modulation scheme 
and thus avoiding the famous luxy-fade'! 

For domestic broadcasters, the situation is 
somewhat different. First and foremost, these 
broadcasters (public and private) are only 

interested in technologies that deliver large 
numbers of listeners. (This is why they have 
invested heavily in the satellite and terrestrial 
digital TV platforms and so often streatn their 

output over the Internet). In addition, 

particularly in the UK, these broadcasters are 
already investing heavily in the first-

generation digital radio standard, DAB 
(Eureka 147 T-DAB). DRM is something that 
many of these organisations have recently 

begun to take an interest in, but it remains a 
technology that they will only begin to put 
serious money into once receivers begin to 

become available in much larger numbers. 

For several years, the backers of the older 
DAB standard were, to a large extent, hostile 

towards DRM, perceiving it to be some kind 
of threat that might slow the uptake of their 

preferred technology. However, over time, 
this view has gradually changed, and there is 
now considerable co-operation and 
collaboration between the two camps. This 
turn-around has undoubtedly been, helped by 
the fact than numerous broadcasters, not to 

mention some regulators, clearly consider the 

two technologies to be mutually beneficial for 
each other and for the development of radio 
broadcasting as a whole. 

Practical Benefit 
One practical benefit of increased 

co-operation with supporters of DAB is the 
imminent arrival of multi-standard digital 

radios. Module designer and manufacturer, 
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RadioScape, announced its first such module 

earlier this year, and confidently expects 
finished products to be available from well 

known radio receiver manufacturers in time 
for the Christmas rush this year. The 
RadioScape RS500 module uses the 
company's "soft-ware radio" approach and 

allows manufacturers to produce designs that 
can resolve not only DRM and DAB digital 
signals, but also AM and FM (stereo & RDS) 

analogue transmissions. Although no receiver 
manufacturer was quite ready to talk about 
additions to their product line at the time this 
article was written in mid 2005, the general 
expectation is that it will be high-end 
consumer models that make it into the shops 
first. These are likely to feature general 

coverage (DRM and AM, LW. MW & SW) up 

to 30MHz, FM Band II (87.5 to 108MHz) and 
DAB (Band Ill and L-Band blocks). 

Advanced features such as Pause, Rewind 
and Record to MMC card, as well as the 
ability to display and use Electronic 
Programme Guide (EPG) data are also 
included on the module and can be 

implemented or not as the receiver 
manufacturers decides on a product by 
product basis. RadioScape are predicting that 
end-user prices for products based on their 

latest module should begin at around the 
£1 50 mark. 

Although the DRM standard is now 
finalised for frequencies up to 30MHz, the 
system itself is still evolving in other areas. In 
March of this year, the DRM consortium 
publicly announced plans to introduce a new 
version of their standard for use on 
frequencies up to 120MHz. Full details of this 

new implementation of DRM are not yet fully 
developed, but, plainly, the idea is to make 

the extended frequency version of the 
standard the natural 'plug in replacement' 
technology for analogue FM transmissions on 
Band II. The DRM consortium expects to be 

demonstrating its new v.h.f. system within the 
next couple of years with the intention to 
begin its proper introduction around 

2008/2010. 

Not Quite So Rosy 
Of course everything in the DRM garden is 
not quite as rosy as broadcasters might like! 
Although the threat of Power Line 
Transmission (PLT) systems being used to 

deliver Internet services over power supply 
cables has not yet materialised to any great 
extent, those behind this technology have 
certainly not given up yet! For broadcasters 
and listeners, the fundamental problem with 

such systems is that the power cable 

WORLD'S FIRST! 
Affordable, integrated, multi-standard, digital radio receivers 
RaoluScape, on of the worki leaders in Software Del neo Digital Rada solutions. presenteo muiti-standard 
digital radios based on its recently launched RadioScape RS500 module at IFA 2005 Berlin held back in 

September. RadioScape has worked with several leading manufacturers who also launching their digital 
radios at the show. These sets can receive Digital Radio Mondiale (DAM) as well as Digital Audio Broadcast 
(DAB), f.m. with RDS. I.w.. mw. and s.w. 

DRM featured at two IFA locations this year, where the new DRM/DAB radios were displayed. The DAM 
receivers booth was organised by RTL Group, Deutsche Welle, Radio Netherlands, BBC, Deutschlandradio, 
Voice of Russia, Truckradio, DRF, Radio de la Mer and Littoral AM, these participants promoting their plans for 

DRM services across Europe. The other location with a DRM theme was the DRM Consortium stand, which 
focused on DAM products and technology. 

At the show Dave HavvIcias, Vice Presisdent of RadioScape's Receivers Business explained that, "IFA is 

one of the most important consumer electronics events and was the perfect showcase for the first, consumer-
priced OHM/DAB radios.The event will help DRM take off with the general public. Our unique software 

architecture has enabled us to create cost-effective, multi-standard, multi-application modules by using 
software stacks running on a powerful Texas Instruments DSP engine. DRM is a complex technology, but our 

expertise in developing with many other radio standards has enabled us to create and verify a complete, multi-
standard radio solution in record time. DAM broadcasters have been waiting for the launch of consumer-priced 
receivers and, through our close cooperation with a number of leading radio manufacturers and broadcasters. 
we will enable this to happen right on schedule for the run up to the 2005 Christmas market. DRM will be the 
hot technology at IFA this year with many broadcasters and manufacturers making OHM announcements. As a 

result, 2006 will be the year that DRM becomes mainstream!". 

RadioScape 
The RadioScape RS500 module supports capabilities such as the highly popular Pause. Rewind and Record 

to MMC card features as well as the ability to display and use Electronic Programme Guide ( EPGI data. 

Sample modules are now available to select customers and will be generally available after IFA. RadioScape 
forecasts that multi-standard, multi-band receivers based on the RS500 could have end user prices below 

£130, almost a quarter the price of existing DAM receivers. 

RadioScape is the world's only developer of end-to-end digital audio broadcasting solutions giving 
RadioScape unmatched systems knowledge and enabling it to ensure that customers receive the highest 
levels of quality, robustness and reception at all stages. Its Digital Radio broadcast suite is used extensively 
throughout the world including the largest DAB installation to date - the UK's commercial DAB network. 

The company was founded in 1996, RadioScape's investors include Atlas Venture, Royal Bank Ventures, 

Scottish Equity Partners, JAFC0, Texas Instruments, Yasuda Enterprise Development, iGlobe Partners, Psion 
and NR. RadioScape is headquartered in London, England with offices in Singapore and Hong Kong. For wore 
information visi www.radioscape.com 

DRM Consortium 

DAM is the worlds only, non-proprietary global standard for the digital transmission of s w., mw. and I w 
broadcasting. Additionally, the DRM consortium recently voted to begin the process of extending the DRM 
system into the broadcasting bands up to 120MHz. Able to cover great distances and provide near "FM 
quality" audio using lower transmission powers and compatible channel allocations, DRM is currently being 

adopted in markets worldwide to provide new and higher quality broadcasts for local, national and 
international audiences. Over 20 Broadcasters are already broadcasting using DRM across the globe and 
include the BBC (World Service), Deutsche Welle, RTL Group. Radio Netherlands, and TDF. More information 
can be found at www.drm.org 

infrastructure was simply not designed to 
carry such signals. The result is that when 
they are introduced, they tend to leak out of 
the cables and appear as interference on 

nearby radio receivers! Although 
developments in DSL technology in terms of 

speed/data carrying capacity have made this 
technology look increasingly less interesting 

in countries such as the UK, elsewhere, 
interest is still strong. In the US for example, 
the Internet Company, Google, recently 
invested in a PLI company looking to roll out 

such services in the USA and elsewhere. 
Another problem for DRM lies in its public 

profile. For many, the three initials have 

nothing to do with broadcasting and a great 
deal to do with computers and the fast 
evolving area of Digital Restrictions 

Management, or Digital Rights Management 
as its proponents prefer to call it! There is no 
doubt that the existing DRM standard, not to 

mention the emerging v.h.f. version, really do 
have the potential to significantly enhance 
and in some ways revolutionise, the future 
reception of broadcast radio signals. 
However, in a world of ever more choice and 
variety, with its increased competition for 

consumer spending. it may well be that the 

DRM consortium, perhaps in conjunction 
with supporters of DAB and the wider 
broadcast radio industry as a whole, will need 
to come up with a somewhat snappier title for 
its system if it is to succeed in establishing 
sufficient profile to spark the imagination of 

the general public in the near future. 
SWM 
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The NEW Waters & Stanton 

UK Radio Communications 
Equipment Guide 2006 

AVAILABLE NOW ! II 

to, 
RApto 

tiimmmutecti.‘ e 
Ce°0.L-i"ip.,,s,f341 GUM 

2006 £3.95 + £1.75P&P 

• Free Cankigu Yourncis • 400 Pages • Full 

Colour • Articles & Reviews • Detailed Spec on 
every piece of Ham Gear • Over 4000 Products 

SEM Noise Cancelling 
Headphones from Fujikon 

NC-2 NC-4 

£18 95 B £19.95 B 
These Active Noise Cancelling Headphones, 

from Fupkon. blackout annoying ambient 

background noise Powered by an AAA 

battery noise canceling is controlled by an 

on/off switch NC-4 has a folding design for 
easy storage 

PAY NOTHING TIL 2006! el 
BUY NOW PAY LATER AT ALL 3 STORES 

AVAILABLE ON ALL SALES OVER £200 

You won't find a better deal! 
Proof that at W&S you gel the best possible deal Or 
selected items it is now possible to pay nothing for a 

whole year without incurring any interest charge Amazing 
but true And what s more, you get probabh/ the besl 

prices in the business. Give us a cal today or visit one of 
our branches 

0% APR TYPICAL EXAMPLE OF BUY NOW PAY LATER. 
CASH PRICE £600. PAT NO DEPOSIT ANO PAY THE FULL AMOUNT 

BY THE DUE OATE. PAY NO INTEREST. 

OR 
29.8% APR REPAY £31 5 ._ 3 PER MONTH IOR 36 

MONTHS. 4, II 12 mcivrm PERIOD . TOTAL AINCUNT DUE 

£1135.08. INTEREST IS CALULATED ram THE DATE OF THE 

AGREEMENT. 

ALL FINANCE SUBJECT TO STATUS WRITTEN QUOTATION ON 

REQUEST. 

Christmas Opening Times 

Hockley: Closed Sun 25 Dec - Tue 27 Dec 

Closed Sun 1Jan - Mon 2 Jan 

Lowe: Closed Sat 24 Dec - Mon 2 Jan 
Jaycee: Closed Sat 24 Dec - Mon 26 Dec 

Closed Sat 31 Dec - Mon 2 Jan 

Please check www.ws.lc.com 

Two Great New Scanners with 8.33kHz Airband 
AC power Adaptor and Ni-MH batteries! 

UBC-72XLT Uniden-Bearcat of Japan 
These scannais offer amazing value and cover 

25 - 174MHz and 406 - 512MHz. You get FM 

reception plus AM on the airband channels 

With 200 memory storage ( 100 on UBC72) and 

10 banks, you have bags of scope for storage 

and scanning. Direct digital entry makes for fast 

monitoring and the back-lighted LCD readout is 
a delight to use. Top controls comprise volume 

and squelch and there is a key-lock and chan-

nel lockout (unction. &mulled with Flexible 
antenna. AC adaptor. belt clip and  
sag§ 

£89. 9 5 B 

UBC-92XLT 

Alinco 
Scanners 

ALINCO DJ-X3 a 
Many extra features make this 
a top-selling budget scanner ( OEM 

00kHz-1300MHz Ilan/ 
'AM, FM. WFM 
700 Memories / 8 33kHz 

'Stereo FM 
(with headphones) 

'Audio Descrambler 

'Bug Detector 
'3x.AA dry call battery case £109 B 
DJ-X2000E £334 B 
100sHz - 2 15Gi-lz ad males 2000 ',emotes 

DJ-X10E £209 B 
Covers 103ItHr tO 2Sliz ail modes, 1 2ce mernones 

AR-8600 MK!! 
'530kHz-2040MHz 
'FM, AM. SSB CW 
1000 memories 
'Tuning steps 
programmable 

'8 33kHz arband spacing RS232 PC inter-
face fined ' Power 10 8-16V DC Telescopic 

antenna 'Optional slot card £599 c 
sockets 

AR-8200 MKIII £359 B 
All mode nar dhed scanner, 5.30krtz.3030MHz 

GEM 
GRE PSR-282 
66-88/118-137/137-174/ 
380-512MHz «Modes AM. FM 
•Memones 200 ( 10x201 
'Search speed 50 steps/sec 
•Scan speed 25Clisec 
'4kOne-touch search banks 

'8 33kHz steps in airband 
'Audio 1BOniW alo 8 Ohms irt 

spkr 'AxAA {not includedi ext 

power 9V DC £89.95 B 

PSR-255 £69.95 B 
26-Wi8-85/37-174.380-512MHz. 5.3 rnerno-ies 

PSR-295 £139.95 B 
25-88/1 18-174i'215-512/13D5-13001.1Hz 

Icorn 
Scanners 

ICOM IC-R5 

'150kt-1z-1310MHz 
'AM. FM. WFM 
•1250 Memones 
'Name Tagging 
«AM Ferrite antenna 
'Civil & Military 
•Emergency Services 
'2xAA cells ( extra) 

IC-R20 
£159 B 

£289 B 
1506Hz-3304.995MHz. '.250 mern:ras 

IC-R3 £339 B 
495-2450.095iklz. 450 meals. TFT Wiper deploy 

Yupiteru 
Scanners 

YUPITERU MW-9000 MKII 

'530kHz - 2039MHz 
•NFB WFM NAM WAM USB 
LSE!. CW 
•1000 memories 
'500 Pass channels 
25 tuning steps 
'Voice reversed scrambled 
decoder 
•4kAA Ni-Cds 
'12V DC/230V AC mains 

Lower Price £339 B 
MVT-7300 £239 B 
531kiiz - 1323Vhz Si 'nozles 000 merncees 

MVT-7100 £199 B 
Covers 530krt to 1650M-tz al mes 1043 merm-es 

MVT-3300 £129 B 
et-N106- 173t300-470e6-1 00MHz, 230 memories 

OEM 
YAESU VR-500 

•100kHz-1300MHz 
▪ It/FM. AM. USB. LAB CW 
•1000 Memories 
•100 Skip channels 
'Smart search feature 
'8 char alphanumeric display 
'Band scope 
'PC programmable £199 

VR-5000 £489 C 
130Mt-2599 99ktriz al modes base scanner 

VR-120D £139 B 
100101z.13ineliz. 64 memories 

UBC-3300XLT 

•25 - 1300MHz with gaps 
'NFM. WFM, AM 
•1000 Ch/10 Barks Memory 
system 10 Priority channels 
'Turbo Search 300chs per sec 
"4 BV 1500mAh Ni-MH pack 
AC charger •LCD with back ligni 
•BNC antenna socket 

UBC-780XLT £279 
25-35a.lit & 1240- 1300k1-z 50,3mems base scarce. 

UBC-280XLT £159 B 
25-88/'08-512.106-9587.4Hz 203 Hemee s 

UBC-180XLT £119 B 
25-9EZMHz %gripes 100 memories 

UBC-120XLT £99 
86-512MHz vain gaps 100 memories 

UBC-105XLT £79 
25-87108-17414C6-512/806-960MHz 8 331.1-z steps 

UBC-72XLT £89 
25-512MHz • Arband. 100 me-notes 

UBC-60XLT £69 
66-512W-1z Nth gaps, 7memc4ies 

Carriage Mimes: Awn 146; C4'11 
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AOR 
Receivers 

AOR AR-5000A/AR-5000A+ 

The new AR-5030A 
rON CAWS a frequercv 
coverage of the enbre 
recto spetrum lhal s 
pracbcal to cover The 
+3 version cers even more will synchronous AM 
(USBA.SBISISBI AFC & Noise Blanker 

AR-5000A AR-5000A+ 

£1599 C 
AR-ONE 

£1799 C 
£3195 C 

13k1-17-33COAlt-y. 11Y0 rien-crea 

AR-8600 MKII £599 C 
133kHz 3COSIMHz 1CO3 memories 

AR-7030 £699 

0-32/41z. 10C memories 

AR-7030+ £829 C 
Enhanced version 

AOR SR2000 

Sr-2000 Frequency 

Monitor is a digital 

scope which 

covers 25MHz-

3GHz. AM / NFM / 

WFM / SFM £1589 C 
ICOM 

Receivers 

IC-PCR-1000IS £299 B 
Computer controlled receiver. 100kHz-

1300MHz imth all mode IWFM, FM AM, 

C'ej receive capability 

Mk» 
JRC NRD-545C 

•100kHz - 
29 99MHz 

"LSA USO 
CW RTTY 
AM FM 
'1000 Memories 'Bandwidths 1Cetz - 01Hz 
'Mule-function display ' Tuning steps • riz to 
100kHz '32 programmable feattres 

PSU or 12V Eid £1399 C 

.111.11, 

NVA-319 
Eat. Sçeaker 6 Orals 

ST-3 

Commence», Headoncrtes 

CGD-197 
Tcxo He stein, Crystal 
CHE-199W 
vHFru-ir-- C,orreener acds Fld 

£199.95 C 

£79.95 B 

£89.95 B 

£299.95 B 

GEM 
YAESU VR-5000 

•100kHz 
2599MHz 

'FM. AM, SSB CW 
"Large digital display 
'Real-time band scope 
'DSP Noise & notch filters ( OPI) 

'Super HF performance 
"Autunistk, Tape recorder cow £489 c 

Sony 
Receivers 

SONY ¡CF-SW-7600G 

76-108MHz 
'AM. SM. CW .: EMI 
•190 rremory presets 
'Audio ouipul 380mW 
'Supply 4 AA 
"Size 190 x 118 6 x 35 3mm 

"Ateight 608g £119 B 
Mizuho 

Active Loop Antenna 

UZ-77 Ult L 
'530kHz - 1600kHz 
*DX & Local switch 

'Front-panel tune centro 
•Size 115 x 35 a 110mm 
'Weight 400g batts 

'Loop 200 x 210min 
'Loop weight 206g 

Works great on scanners *hat cover the 
medium wave band We received European 

stations during daylight Rotate for best 
reception or to null out signals 

• 

7. 7 7, 

£89.95 B 

Mizuho 
Receiver ATU 

MIZUHO KX-S9 

'Freq 3 5-52MHz 

'Pwr input 5W 

max ORP 

'Input Impedence 

50-600 Ohms 

*Coring PI-C 

network 

'For all types of 

antennas 

'Sockets ZitSO-239 

two 
& 2x Terminal 

Post 

'Size 

162x55x130mm 

'Weight 800g 

£99.95 B 
Power 

Stations 

0111RD-7021 

£24.95 B 
CH-1-150 

Self-contained power 

station output 12V at up to 
12 Amps plus lA outputs 
for 3 / 6 / 9V Bud' in lamp 
Includes AC & DC charger 

Power station with built-in 

150W Inverter 
'12V out up to 15A'230V 
out up to 150W •200K 
candie power spot 'Dual 
fluorescent lantern 'Cigar 
socket 'Blinking warning 
light ' Cartridge tuse 'AC 
wall charger £32.95 B 

Watson 
Dipole Antenna 

WDP-30 

_ 30mH, 
'8 5rn tong 

'1Orn feeder with PL25 s 

'Impedance 50 Ohms 

'Balanced Low riots° 

Especially for use with receivers Comes with 
balun. wire, insulators and 10m feeder with 
PL259S for Balun to receiver connection 

Easy to put up either straight or inverted V 
ideal for small gardens 

£49.95 B 

Pid'eàgd Par'*o 

Optoelectronics 
Frequency Counters 

X-SWEEPER 

A fully featured nearfield 
receiver that displays 
analogue signals in 
spectrum format 
'30M1z-3GHz 
'FM Anatogue 
'64x128 graphical display 
'2000 Mernortes 
"Sens 1000V @ 500MHz 
'Per 8MA alkaline or AC adaptor 
rophonah 12V/OC 354mA 
X-SWEEPER with GPS: E1599.95 

£1399.95 C 
XPLORER £659.95 B 
Near? elc "es1 Receiver 30Mlizi2Gliz, LCD display 

DIGITAL-SCOUT £429.95 C 
Digital Frequency Aecorder 60MHz-2 5'Gitz 

SCOUT £299.95 B 
Freguenc, Recorder. 10041-1z-14GHz, LCD dnolao 

CUB £129.95 B 
Cuele 1PAHz-213C,Hz. LCD display 

Watson 
Frequency Counters 

WATSON FC-130 

'Off-ai' Frequency 
Counter • 10MHz - 3GHz 
range '4 Switched Gale 

Spreads 'Hold Display 
Button '2 Swnched ranges - 
'Internal Ni-Cad battery 
'Wile Antenna 'AC Charger £59.95 
HUNTER £49.95 B 

10MHz-3Gliz 8091 day. Impel 50 Oars 

SUPER HUNTER £149.95 B 

tot42-3Gilz. 10 digit readOut. ImPeO 5C Chms 

bhi 
DSP Equipment 

bhi NES 10-2 MKII 
NES10-2 Combined 
speaker and Pro-
grammable DSP unit. 
now with On/Off 
bypass switch Offers 
dramatic noise reduc-
tion even reduces 
annoying hetrodYnes 

B Ohms 8 filter settings £99.95 B 
3 5mm plug. 12-24V DC 

NES-5 £79.95 B 
Flied level DSP nose cancelagon Speaker 

NEIM-1031 £129.95 B 
Noise ehnnaung in-line module, 8 levels of reductor 

WATSON SP-28 
•Tarcred response for speech 

'Cast alcy construction 
'Extremely Rugged 
'Matches modern 'adios 
'Includes patch lead 
'Size 12W x 18H x 11D cm 
'Weight 0 85kg £29.95 
HP-200 £22.95 B 
Heath:me yeti padcec expecies. 8 Ctrs 2C0Hz-101rHz 

HP-100 £19.95 B 
Lightweight Headphones 8 (frms 20Cfiz-9kHz 

rtmi,(h. 

zliz Navidad 

11111 

CD 

NEW STOCK 

& OFFERS 

SGC ADSP-2 
DSP Speaker 

• Built-in DSP 
Fiitering 
• Amazing noise 
reduction 
' Works with any receiver 
' Plugs directly into 3 5mm socket 
• Requires 12V DC 500mA 

£44-ege s.seee £69.95 B 

get Heil HCS 
DSP Speaker 

The Deluxe Heil 
Clear Speech DSP 

Sneaker has easy to 
use controls Inc a 5-
step DSP bevel switch 
tone and volume 
controls as well as 
by-pass switch £169.95 B 

MFJ-935B 
"Magic Circle" 
Loop Tuner 
This is the most amazing 
indoor antenna we have 
seen in years For opti-
mum results lake a wire 
around 1/51h wave long. 
and make a square loop 
(14ft for 20m = 3 511 
square) Then attach ta 
MFJ-9358 to get tea 
low indoor noise and 
real OX reception 
Works on any band from 
40m - 10m You make 
the bop the tuner does 
the rest, The loop veil 
also tune up to 0 75 of 
lowest frequency 

tee 
£179.95 B 

Watson 
Handheld Antennas 

A WSMA-450 £12.95 
SVA 2e.73cm Rutter Duck 4 5= keg 

WDB-32 £12.95 
ONO 2miticfn Rutter Dear 4 5cm ong 

WSMA-7000 £14.95 
SMA 2mi70cm Ritte, Duck 17 7 cm king 

WHX-7000 £14.95 A 
ONO 2rni70cm Rutter Cock 2m long 

WHSM-270 £19.95 
SMA 2rni70cm Ratter Duck 40cm long 

WHXX-270 £19.95 
ONO 2nY70cm Rutter Duck 4m long 

WSMA-801 £12.95 
SMA RegrGain 25-1900MHz 21cm bng 

W-801 £12.95 A 
84C Paean 25-1902MHz 21or long 

WSMA-881 £19.95 
WA Super-Gene 25-19COMmz 40cm ten 

W-881 £19.95 A 

A 

A 

A 

ONO Super-Gaine 25-19.COMHz 40cm long 

W-901 £19.95 A 
VHFitlie artand ties 10cm eng BNC 

ANT-60 £9.95 A 
Portade SW a-tonne 7m krg 35erm iaor 

A 

A 

A 
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If you need it, PASSPORT TO W ORLD BAND RADIO 

has it within almost 600 pages. 

PASSPORT'S frequency-by-frequency 

"Blue Pages" are nearly a book unto 

themselves, covering every station on the air. 

This quick-access guide shows schedules, 

often confirmed by global monitoring, for 

each transmitter—times and days, locations 

and powers, target zones, networks, 

languages and whether there is jamming. 

PASSPORT'S "What's On Tonight" builds upon this with hour- by-hour 

summaries of news, music, sports and entertainment programmes in 

English. Station contacts, verifications and Webcasts? PASSPORT'S 

"Addresses PLUS" chapter is the industry standard, crammed with 

useful tips. There's also a separate section on The China Connection. 

(Edition 2006: 

PASSPORT REPORTS tests, evaluates and scores dozens of the latest 

portable, portatop, PC controlled, professional and tabletop 

receivers—outdoor and indoor antennas, too. Outside magazine 

minces no words, " The best. They tell you what's good about 

the good, bad about the bad, and advertisers be damned." 

PASSPORT TO W ORLD BAND RADIO iS the world's favourite guide to shortwave listening. 

Available from major U.K. dealers and bookshops, PW Publishing/SWM, Gazelle Book Services 

(Lancaster), or direct via Global Priority Air from the publisher: 

PASSPORT 

Box 300 

Penn's Park, PA 18943 USA 

£17.50, ISBN 0-914941-61-5 

24/7 automatic ordering (215) 598-9018 

Fax +1 (215) 598 3794 

mktg@passband.com 

vvww.passband.com 
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Air Traffic Control Part 1 ion Doyle  June 36 

Air Traffic Control Part 2 Ion Doyle July 26 

Airband Antennas - Sky High Special Part I Peter Bond Aug 26 

Airwave - Scanning Special Dave Roberts  July 18 

AIS Monitoring - Decode Special Mike Richards  Sep 20 

AISLive - A Service for all Involved with The Sea Rob Mannion G3XFD May 18 

All At Sea Dave Roberts Nov 18 

An Introduction to AVL Ian Wraith March 27 

ARCC - Kinloss Rescue - SSB Utilities Special Ben Hogan June 18 

Computers 8, Radio Part 1 Jack Weber March 19 

Computers & Radio Part 2 Jock Weber May 21 

Computers 8, Radio Part 3 Jock Weber July 32 

Computers & Radio Part 4aJock Weber Sep 36 

Computers & Radio Part 4b Jack Weber Oct 26 

Computers 8/ Radio Part Sa Jack Weber Nov 28 
Computers & Radio Part Sb Jack Weber Dec 20 

Discrete Frequencies 2005 - Sky High Special Part 2 Peter Bond  Aug 31 

DRM Makes Good Progress Lawrie Hallett Dec 24 

Free Radio Jason Walsh June 27 

Full Circle: Working in China Radio International Connor Walsh A 30 
P Hands on Airband Monitoring & APR SR2000 Sky High Special Part 2 ter Bond Aprugil  36 

HF FAX - Decode Special Mike Richards  Sep 18 

How to Make a Doppler Radar Set Dennis Wort Feb 27 

In The Ed's Shack - At Last - The NRD-545 Kevin Nice March 40 

In The Ed's Shack - uhf. MilSat Monitoring Kevin Nice  Aptil 40 

In The Ed's Shack Kevin Nice May 28 

In The Ed's Shack TVC101 Video Controller - 2 Kevin Nice Jan 32 

Long- Distance TV & FM Reception - DXTV Special Keith Hamer & Garry Smith  Jan 22 

Starting Out - Part 7 Brian Oddy G3FEX Jan 39 

Starting Out - Part 8 Brian Oddy G3FEX Feb 48 

Starting Out - Part 9 Brian Oddy G3FEX June 32 

Storm Dave Roberts March 33 

Tattoo Talk! Looking After Communications at RIAT Kevin Nice   Aug 19 
The G8 Summit - Scotland 2005 Kevin Paterson Sep 30 
The Mobius Antenna Rod Watson GOMKG A 32 

The Shack Dennis Easterling  April 26 

Weather Satellites - An Introduction for Beginners - Info in Orbit Special Lawrence Harris May 38 

What Is SSB? - SSB Utilities Special Ben Hogan   June 25 

VVRN - Global Perspectives Jason Walsh Feb 44 

Projects 
Phased Vertical Array Antennas Joe Carr K4IPV Feb 36 

Reviews 
AOR LA 380 Compact Active Antenna Mike Richards Nov 24 
AOR SR2000 FFT Scanner and Display Jock Weber July 13 

Bearcat UBC- I05XLT Dave Roberts  June 12 

Digital World Traveller Martin Peters Feb 24 

G3131 Software Update Jack Weber Aug 40 

Keep The Noise Down bhi NEDSP1062-KBD Kevin Nice  April 29 

Kinetic Avionics SBS-1 Real Time Virtual Radar Peter Bond Oct 18 

Roberts RD- 1 Simon Hockenhuf/ Jan 36 

The G313 Breaks Out! Jack Weber Nov 22 

UBC72XLT Dove Roberts Oct 12 

Uniden Bearcat UBC3300XLT Dave Roberts Aug 12 

USA Import CloseCall Equipped Uniden 8C2467 Martin Peters Sep 12 

Free Gifts 
Airband Data Card No 3 April 
File 2005 & UK Military Exercise Review 32-page Magazine  July 

Scanning Scene Extra 32- page magazine March 

Don't forget we still have stocks of SWM back issues for 2005, as well as 2004, 2003, 2002 and 2001. but hurry as stocks 

are limited. To order back issues, please use the order form on page 37 of this issue or call the Credit Card Hotline 

number on 0870 224 7830. Back issues are available for £5 including P&P. 
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I fend skiihiginemptet;hirig.itcttik 

T
he later part of September 
onwards saw a selection of 
interesting visitors to the UK 
from ' across the pond'. One 
of the rarer US visitors to our 

shores were four F/A-18As from VMFA-
112 of the US Marine Corps based at NAS 
Fort Worth, Texas. These arrived at 
Boscombe Down on 20 September as 
RETRO 1 — 4, they were supported by 
KC- 10A, callsign BLUE 51, which 
positioned into Mildenhall. Further 
support at Boscombe came from two 
USMC KC-130s, RANGER 87 from 
VMGR-234 and YANKEE 93 from VMGR-
252. The F/A-18s were here for Exercise 
'Urgent Quest' which took place, 
primarily over Salisbury Plain from 26 
September until 6 October. Sadly, for 
photographers they were all in a fairly low 
visibility two-tone grey colour scheme. 
On Sunday 23rd, I was sent an E-mail 

reporting that two of the F/A-18s were on 
their first mission using the callsigns 
PHANTOM 11/12 but this proved to be 
two Danish Air Force F- 16s also operating 
from Boscombe Down. The first F-18 
mission was on Monday 24th as 
COWBOY 11/12. There was a bit of a 
bonus for any enthusiasts sitting at ' Line-
A-Ham', (their pronunciation) at around 
1015 as the two aircraft requested an 
approach and overshoot, (Lyneham of 
course). Missions continued during the 
next 10 days with COWBOY 11/12 and 
21/22 being the only callsigns that I have 
seen reported. 

Common Frequency 
Whilst over Salisbury Plain it was 
interesting to note that on several 
occasions the F- 18s used the Army Air 
Corp common frequency of 252.9MHz as 
their primary air-to-air channel. I've not 
seen any other air-to-air frequencies 
reported. The return RETRO flight to the 
USA was postponed and so the aircraft 
re-positioned to Mildenhall on 6 October 
with two of them eventually departing for 
the USA on the 8th as RETRO 01-02. 
Two remained at Mildenhall with 
technical problems. Their arrival rather 
upset a friend of mine who lives close to 
Mildenhall though, as six days earlier he 
had travelled all the way to Boscombe to 
see the F- 18s! 
Another very rare visitor to the UK was 

a NASA WB-57F, (a sort of Canberra GTi). 
Using the callsign NASA 928, the aircraft 
arrived at Mildenhall on the 11th. I 
thought this was the second visit to the 
UK by this aircraft, the first being in the 
late 1960s but the press release said it was 
the first visit. The NASA research aircraft 
will be flying high-altitude missions.over 
the United Kingdom collecting cosmic 
dust for study by the space agency's 
scientists. 
The dust, which is smaller than the 

human eye can see comes from asteroids 
and comets. The WB-57 is scheduled to 
fly four, five-hour missions from 
Mildenhall at altitudes up to 55,000 feet, 
it is capable of operating up to height of 
65,000 feet if required. The microscopic 
particles are gathered by two small 
receptors mounted beneath the aircraft's 
122-foot wings. It was due to depart back 
to the USA on 22 October. 

Fairford was already fairly busy with the 
Brize Norton aircraft having moved in 
between 10 and 15 September. This is due 
to runway re-surfacing work which is 
scheduled to be completed by 28 
February 2006. Adding to the Brize 
aircraft on the 23rd were two B-52s from 
the 2nd BW which arrived as SKULL 
21/22 and two B- is from the 7th BW 
which arrived as DARK 48/49, (having 
already hit the ranges at Donna Nook and 
Holbeach). Support was provided by two 
KC- 135s from the USAF Reserve 
Command, 434 ARW using the callsigns 
INDY 51/52, (52 has not been confirmed). 
The tankers departed on 25 September 

as INDY 51 and MASH 52. The B-52s 
used the SKULL callsign throughout their 
stay and have been reported using 
300.125 as an operational frequency, 
(BOMBER OPS). This is a new Ops-
frequency for Fairford according to my 
records, I only have it listed as a 
Flamborough air refuelling frequency. 
DARK 41/42 hit the ranges again on the 
26th changing their callsigns to DARK 
43/44 for part of the mission. All of the 
B- is and B-52s had left Fairford by the 
first of October. 

Unidentified! 
It is not often that I hear an aircraft call on 
the airbands that I cannot identify by one 
means or another but on 28 September 
this happened! Whilst scanning the usual 

London/Swanwick military frequencies the 
radio stopped on 233.8, (Swanwick 
Southeast). The aircrafts callsign was 
CHALLIS FOXTROT and initially I thought it 
was a US accent but I later became 
confident that he was an Australian. 
Unfortunately, he was heading north away 
from me and the signal started to deteriorate 
and so I couldn't monitor him for long. 
The aircraft requested to go to a discrete 

frequency "... if possible like we did on the 
way to Egypt" for the next part of his 
mission. He was passed to Boulmer on 
282.975 (Stud 148) and then proceeded to 
call QUID 80 presumably for refuelling off 
of Flamborough. He also asked if a message 
could be passed to his home base at what 
sounded like TIKA? Unfortunately, I then lost 
an audible signal. There was a New Zealand 
Air Force Boeing 757 in Fairford a couple of 
days earlier but that is the closest, rather 
tenuous link that I can make. Having 
checked in a couple of books I can find no 
military airfields in Australia or New 
Zealand with a name anything like' TIKA'. 
I could also find no other reports on (he 
Internet news groups and so it remains 
unidentified. Anyone got any ideas? 

A Request 
I have had a request from Martin P to ask if I 
know of a current list of the transmitter sites 
and their frequency allocations for London 
and Scottish Military. I don't have a recent 
listing myself so I had a word with Photavia 
Press who produce the frequency directory 
Airwaves, which contains such a list. 
Unfortunately, they have not been able to 
obtain a more recent listing than February 
2003. This listing is not particularly 
confidential and I understand that it is 
available in a couple of Military documents 
but recent copies seem to be rather hard to 
come by. Can any of the 'Skyhigh' readers 
help out with a more recent transmitter 
site/frequency listing? If you can, I will 
include it in this column in the future. 

Good News - Bad News 
The good news, that the Typhoon squadrons 
forming this year at Coningsby, was 
somewhat balanced by the bad news of 
further squadrons, bases and aircraft types 
disappearing. The USAF's biggest aviation 
hub in Europe, Frankfurt Rhein-Main ceased 
USA military operations on 26 September 
with the departure of the last scheduled 
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One of the recent residents at RAF 
Fairford was this U-25,80-1077 of the 
9th Mk from Beale Air Force Hase. 

movement, a USAF C-17 03-3116 . 
Although military flights will continue to 
operate whilst the withdrawal of 
equipment takes place the formal closure 
ceremony was actually on 10 October. 
The massive pull-out of equipment will 

now leave the way free for the future 
expansion of the primarily civilian 
Frankfurt Airport. Rhein-Mains strategic 
airlift capability is being moved to the 
bases at Ramstein and Spangdahlem, 
sadly not to Mildenhall as some had 
hoped, (although Mildenhall may still 
hopefully get some extra traffic). 
On 19 September last, a ceremony took 

place at the Naval Base at Rota on the 
west coast of Spain to mark the end of 
VQ-2s stay at this airfield. This base has 
been the home to US Navy's P-3s and EP-
3s for many years. Both of these aircraft 
were occasional visitors to the UK. On 21 
September the last VQ-2 Orion left Rota 
on its way to their new home at Naval Air 
Station Whidbey Island, Washington. 

Just over 40 years since the first visit, 
another era ended when C- 141C 40637 
departed Mildenhall on 24 September. In 
theory, this was the last C-141 ever to visit 
the UK as it was announced by the 445th 
Airlift Wing on the first of October that all 
future Starlifter operations would be 
internal US flights only. And then only 
until their retirement in the spring of next 
year. The very final C-141 flight from 
Europe began when 60177, homeward 
bound to Wright Patterson, departed from 
Frankfurt on 11 October. Yet another 
aircraft type passes into UK history! 

Sadly, yet another change was the 
disbanding of RAF 10 Squadron on 14 
October 2005. Another government 

rationalisation meant that their VC- 10s 
would pass onto 101 Squadron leaving 
them as the sole operator of the long 
serving aircraft with the Royal Air Force, 
(VC- 10 tankers first flew in 1962). 
Unfortunately for them, they were not 
even at their home airfield at Brize 
Norton but were deployed to Fairford 
whilst the runway is being re-surfaced. 

More SBS-1 
The arrival of the SBS-1, (reviewed in the 
October 2005 issue of SWM), seems to 
have almost taken the aviation world by 
storm. Reports are appearing in all sort of 
newsgroups and the level of interest is 
obviously high. Aviation and Airband 
enthusiasts have always been keen on 
collating information that is relevant to 
the various elements of the hobby. 
Consequently, lists of serials, callsigns, 
frequencies, registrations, etc have been 
with us for many years. 
The introduction of the SBS-1 has 

opened another source of information to 
collect. The new collectable data, is the 
Hex Code to Registration/Serial tie-ups. 
When I wrote the review I commented 
that databases of information would soon 
start appearing and this now appears to 
be the case. I have had an E-mail from a 
reader who just signed himself as ' AI'. 
Reader Al writes: ' Having been in the 

aviation industry for almost 20 years I 
have been fortunate to have access to 
quite a lot of aircraft data. When I heard 
on the grapevine about the SBS-1 back in 
April, I realised, as an aircraft enthusiast, 
that there would soon be a need for a Hex 
Code/Serial database and consequently 
using various sources of information I 

started to compile a listing in May. By mid 
October it consisted of well over a quarter 
of a million entries and is increasing 
rapidly, the final database will probably 
have in excess of 500,000 records. 
"My plan is to produce a cut-down 

version for enthusiasts that will primarily 
include airliners, biz-jets and military 
aircraft that can be seen throughout the 
UK and Europe, (including overflights). It 
will not only contain the Hex Code and 
Registration but also the Type, Operator 
and Construction Number and possibly 
other information. This smaller database 
will probably contain around 15,000 to 
20,000 entries and I hope to have it 
completed by the spring of 2006, I will let 
you know when it nears completion". 

I sent another two E-mails to AJ, asking 
exactly what the status of this database 
would be? Would it be downloadable 
from the web? Was it on CDROM or in 
book form? Was it free? Or will you need 
to purchase it? Unfortunately the reply 
just said that no further information was 
available at present. I have no doubt that 
such a listing would be of great help to 
the SBS-1 user by tying up Hex Codes to 
Registrations/Serials. But with some 
countries already placing information in 
the public domain and others working on 
similar projects, I suspect that this sort of 
information this will be appearing from all 
sorts of sources before next Spring! 

Lastly, a .5VtiM reader is attempting to 
compile a similar listing of RAF/USAF 
and other Military Hex Codes, (not such 
an easy task as it is with Civil craft). If 
anyone has made any Hex/Serial tie-ups 
if you E-mail them to me I will pass them 
on. 
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- -SPECIAL 
PRICE 

R20 

'Intelligent' scanning 
receiver 

• Covers 1001411 - 2,149 99MHz 
• 2000 channel memory 
• Alvt..NFM.WFM: LSEVUSBICW 
• Flashtune 
• Transweeper 
• Field strength meter 
• Record up to 160 seconds 

of audio 
• Descrambler 
• CTCSS decoder b search la: I 
• FM Stereo receive 

¡Joss 1jji • Two level attenu.,...: , 
vein«, • • PC progranimable 

x • Frequency counter 
rwra. reek • S Meter 
ire • FM Stereo receive 

eiwg £299.00 P&P F10 

• Amband: 108-136.975MHz 
VHF: 136.180MHz 

• Selectee Channel Steps: 
5.10 12.5. 15 25. 1MFtz 
• Mudes: AM or FM 
• Memories 99 
• Supplied c:vo Belt 
Cep. Carrying Strap 

Mains Charger 
£8.95 E2.75,87 

lififlegé £59.95 P&P 

Wideband Scanner + 1V 

• 495kHz - 2451MHz 
• 450 memories 
• FM, AM, WFM. 

AM.111, FM-TV 
• Supplied ew 

• Telescopic antenna 
• Belt clip 
• Charger 
• 11.1014 battery pack 

£349.95 Par £10 

NEW IGOM R28 CID 
Ultra Widebaad 
Scanning receiver 

With 
• Twin Band (Kelm 
• Record facility 
• RF gain control 
• fret: 150kHz to 3.3 GHz 
• Memories: 1050 
• Modes AIWFM.SSB/CW 
• pies Ion more teems 

NOW ONLY £299 

311WM.Mazenreiro 

• 495 kHz.1309.995MHz 
• AM. FM, WFM modes 
• PC programmable 
• 1250 memory channels 
• Dynamic Memory Scan 
• CTCSS 

DTCS Decoder 
• Auto Squelch SAVE 

£20 

14441 £ 149.95 P&P fin 

CABLE DEALS at 

HIGH QUALITY MILITARY SPEC 

5052 Coax per 100 metre drums flO) 
RGS8 CrU Ml spec  i60 f30 
116213U Mil spec low Loss  186£75 
RG213T141 Economy cable  44 £65 
0100 Stem Airspaced 446 £88 
Wattles 103 Ultra Low Loss see) £95 
Mlni 8 Double screened  6Q £50 
300 Ohm Twin feeder ! slotted'  480 £69 
450 Ohm Twin lender ! siottedl £79 

FLEXWEAVE (style) ANTENNA WIRE 
HIGH QUALITY VERY FLEXIBLE 

• 168 strands of 14 AWG copper wire 
• Ideal for all your antenna projects 

FLEXWEAVE 
,r r 55p • ; 7•Imerre P&P 

' 140 fri S?flur 

PALSTAR 
R30C 
Portable 

* 

Don't just 
take our 

word for it! 
Check out the 
user reviews 
on chum net 
where the 

Palatal R3I3C 
consistently 
gee 

Advanced featured 
scanning receiver 

• Covers 100kHz - 2000MHz 
• 1200 channel memory 
• AFAiNFM,WFM1SB..1JSB:CW 
• Peak search 
• MSS decoder b search 
lamely 

• Switchable attenuator 
• Channel scope with 

peak search 
• S meter 
• Programmable scan 
• Mode scan 
• Beeinnerlexperl mode 

Personal DAB/FM 
Stereo Player 

• Concernent and easy to use 
• Compact package 160g 
• Digital display, dynamic text 
• DAB' Band 1111170.240 MHz' 
FM: 87.5 - 108MHz 

• 12 memones 6 DAB/6 FM 
• Display: 128 e 64 backlit LCD 
• Headphone supplied 
• Batteries: 2 x AA NiAth 
rechargeable { supplied Y 

• Size: 60w x 96h x 22d rnm 

£79.95 POP £11 

All Mode Handheld 
Scanner 

• 530KHz - 2039MHz 
• AMiNeM,WFM.ISEI/USBICW 
• 1000 Memones 
• Bard Scope 
• Prcgrommable search 
• 14 step sizes 50Hz-100kHz 
• Power supply. 

13.8 VDC. As AA cells 
• Weight: 4109 tine anteena, 

battenesI 
• Size: 66W o 155H e 40D mm 

Top of the range airband 
handlteld with 8.33 kHz steps 

• 520kHz - 1 32Gliz 
• I COO Meniarie> 
• 8.33kHz Airhanr, 
• Duplex reception 
• AWINFM,WFMASeirL/SB/CW 
• Sealed ci'w Mains adaptor, 

'2V OC lead, NiCads Belt clip 

Handheld Scam« 

• 25-88. 108-174, 400.512MHz 
• 13.33kliz steps for Civil Airband 
• 100 Channels 
• Frequency Searching Program 
Search. Chen Search, Direct 
Entry Search. Pre Programme i 
Service Search for Airband 
and FM CB Frequency Skip 

• Pnorrty Scan 
• Complete with Charger 6 2 x 
1800maH NiMh AA Bananas 

£89.95 

Communications Receiver 
The R30C is a compact portable 
high pedurmance shortwave 
radio 'capable of running from 
internal batteries or 12V DC I 
providing excellert strong signal 
handling high sensitivity and 
dynamic range Now includes 
Collins mechanical SSB filter 

• 100kHz - 30MHz AM, SSO. SW 
• 45MHz 1st IF, 455 kHz 2nd IF 
• 4- pole crystal filter at 45 MHz 
• 6- digit LCD display 
• Analog S Meter 
• 100 channel memory 
• 1- 18dBm 3rd order intercept 
• 455kHz IF output 
• Switchable 7 pole input filters 
• Ultra miniature sure 

8 x 2.51111x 9 01 
• Weight' 7 lbs 

i4•44; £399 diee f I° 

PECIAL 
OFFE 

CAT 
2XLT 

Yaesus Flagship 
Desktop 

'Ultra Wideband 
Scanning 
Rec elver 

• 01 to 2600 

• Tons of features 1 

LW. £479 oft,. .e10 

Compact elf mode widehand 
handheld, PC Programmable 
with ADMS-3 Software 

'f 44 95 r.ot supplied as standard 

• 100 kHz to 1300 MHz 
• ANVFIVI.WFMSSB/CW 
• 1,000 Channe, Memories 

£199.95 Abe £10 

VERY SPECIAL OFFER 
New 0 !ROM Me' 

• NEW Charge Socket 
• 0 1 - 1299 995MHz 
• AM. FM, Wide FM 
Auto select channel steps 

• 12 preset memores 
• 89 channel Memory Bank 
• 640 channel memory system 
• Slot machine game' 

Y/04011/4. 
1-44 £115 rep f10 

100 Channels with 
Switchable AMINO 

• 66 • 88MHz. 
108 - 170MHz. 
300 - 470MHz. 
806 1000MHz 

• Modes: AIWNFM 
• Memories: ZOO 

All mode, wideband handheld 
Our No. I Seller 

• 530kHr-165GMHI 
• 1000 memories 
• AM;FPWWFMISSRICW 
• Carnes complete with: leads, 
mains charger. I2VDC cigar 
leed, belt cop, carry strap 

..4.4 .C199 pr9P elo 

Handheld Scanner 
A brand new design that 
covers 2544Mliz, 108.174MHz, 
406-512 MHz and 806-956 
MHz • includes the most 
interesting action* bands 
where you can hear amateur 
radio, public inertias. and more. 
Wnh 100Memory channels in 
10 banks for Ilextle scanmng 
and yet compact enough to put 
mn a shin pocket! 

Faglein. £99.95 P11P 

Nigh 
I Performance 

presefecfor 
for MW b 
160 metres 

ULTIMATE 
SCANNING GUIDE 

F,551 
Scannng 

Directory in the 
ur 

Comprehensive 
frequency guide 
with FREE CD 

£19.99 P0P £4 75 

UK SCANNING 
DIRECTORY 

NEW 9TH EDITION 

Completehi updated with 
(00 pages Now lists 
Use. mobile , mode, 
location and user from 
26MHz - 2.5 GHz. 

£19.95 Par, £4. 75 

okra Modern Scanning Receiver 
• 100kHr  • 1300MHz 
• AWFM.WFM 
• 700 memory channels 
• Steps' 5/6.513.33:10/12 5.; 

15/20/25;30/50/100kHz 
• Auto descrambler 
• Stereo FM with headphones. 
• Battery saver circuit 
• Supplied complete with 

3 AA dry cell battery case, 
carrying strap b herible 
antenna 

£1,24-m4£99.95 pop 
litiA 

,Sruer<> 
• *era° 
710000 

• Range. 510 KHz to 2 5 MHz 
• Covers AM broadcast et 160m 
• Vastly improves reception for 
Medium Wave Doing 

• Suitable for all types ol antenna 
• Venable selectivity control 
• Switchable low noise' 
prune to 30 MHz 

• Smtchable " 5 dB attenuate 
• Bypass switch 
• Vernier lulling 
• f. ,:nu'ements and shortwave 

• SI.:e e 25'W 4.24'H x 91) 

iuu f199 rep er0 

Active Antenna wear Matcher 
I cr Receiver use only. A low 

loss antenna tuner suitable 
for most recurring antennas 
Or use as a stand alone 
active antenna. 

• Frequency: 100kHz-30MHz 

£69.95 pfrr £10 

VISIT OUR WEBSITE....EVERYTH1NG YOU WILL EVER NEED! 

ORDER HOTLINE 023 9231 3090 

NEW MARANO SCANNER 
with 8 33klir Er FM Broadcast 

• Modes AM. FM WFM 
• 87 5-107.9 WFM, 108-
. 136.9875 AM, 137.173.99 FM 
Memones. 200 
Frog steps: 5, 6.25, 8 33. 10, 
12 5, 15, 20, 25, 50, 100kHz 

• Scanning features: Pnornv, 
Lockout, Search Skip, 
programmable delay 

• 3 x AA alkaline or NMI] 
hattenes not supplied) 

(Q4 f59.95 &pf8 

A very popular Scanner 
with S pre-programmed..., 
UK Searchhands fir 4 
• Frewency range 

66 88Mqz, 
137.174MHz 
406-512MFtz 

• 5 pre-programmed bans 
• Earphone jack, BNC aerial 

socket 
• Includes rubber duck aerie 

£69.95 POP £10 

Highly "'noble Scanner with 
8 33kHr steps for AM Anna«, Et 

low VHF Itam1 
• Covers VHF mobile phones, 

civil airband marine and more' 
• 100 memones ( 10 banks of 101 
• Frequency range 29-54MHz, 
1013-174MHz 406.512MHz 

• Large backlit LCD 
• Search Skip up to 20 channels 
• Channel lockout 
• Frequency Search 
• Pnonty channel 

£79.95iv- no 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Desktop with 

trunkfracking b PC 
programming hoe 

3rd party software) • 
a MUST HAVE for 

enthusiasts 

• 50G channels 
• 25-1300 MHz (with gaps) 
• AM.FM,WFM 

Una 1 • Filzherberl Spur 

Farlington • Portsmouth 

Hampshire • P06 ITT 

• email: sales@nevada.co.uk 
• félv a.23 9231 3091 



ANTENNAS 
SCANMASTER 
Quality Antennas 

SCANMASTER 
LP1300 
WIDEBAND BEAM 
ANTENNA, 16 ELEMENT 

- LOG PERIODIC DESIGN 

• 1n5 I 300MHz 
• Gov 11 I 3e031 
• ' N' type connector 
• 500W 

f129.00 Pap. £10 

SCAN AIRMASTER 
DEDICATED CIVH. Et MILITARY 
AIRBAND ANTENNA 

• Covers II 7 137 MHz. 
224 - 400 MHz 

Antenna contains: 
• 2 dipoles for Civil Band 
• 6 dipoles for Military Airband 
• Uses IN' Type connector 

SCANMASTER DESKTOP 
WIDEBAND SCANNING ANTENNA 

A complete desktop antenna 
covering 25 - 1300 Mhz, just 
3E high with 4 ro of cable. 
fitted BNC plug with a 
magnetic crane. 

£419.35 ¡'8e 110 

SCANMASTER 8128 
AIRBAND BASE SCANNER 

A dedicated CIVIL AlRBANO 
base antenna designed to give 
long distance reception on 
11 7-140MHz. Supplied czw 
mounting tape b mast damps. 

• 'N' Type connector 
• length: 1mh 

£39.95 POP 110 

COMET High, Olney Japanese 
Handheld Replacement Antennas 

SMA Type 
RX5 .... _ Flex, Ant 118•960MHz 44cm long...126.95 
SMA3  Flee Ant 118-960MHz 25cm long...122.50 
SMA99 
Telescopic Whip 70-1000MHz 1135mm rna...f 14.95 

8iVC Type 
5H95 Flee Ant 116-1200MHz 37cm long..127.95 
RX7 Flee Type 1 18-960 MHz 44cm long .. f27.50 
Add E4,75 'be for all above antennas 

High Performance, Arrhand Antennas 

Scanmester Pilot 
A centre leaded CoilAirband optimised" 
scanne' replacement antenna 
PILOT 1:5MA) connector 40(m length. f14.95 
PILOT FEINO connector 4001 length. £14.95 
Add E475 eba tor all above antenna,: 

SSE 128 Airband Base Antenna 
Commercial grade Civil Airband antenna 
• Covers 118 - 138 MHz 
• Gain 2.1 5dBi 
• Fibreglass no radials 
• Supplied eiv N to MC adaptor lead, 

sealing tape, mounting brackets 
USE rzei E59.95 add £ 10 00 .1Le 

Wideband Pre-Amp with 
3 Bandpass Filters 

• 24MHz to 250 MHz 
• Variable gain. - 10dB to 20dI3 
• 12V DC or internal Battery 
• BNC plug it socket 
• Size 95 x SO e 33mm 
• Weight 180g 

£79.95 POP a 

ROBERTS C9950 

IDEAL FOR THE 
RADIO ENTHUSIAST 

Programmable Cassette Recorder 

• Dual record speed 
• 6 separate timed recordings 
• 6 hr recording, C90 cassette 
• Voice activated recording, timed voice 
activated recording, remote switching 
of other equipment 

£80.00 r8r, 

B Grade BARGAINS 
We ocLasimially get Mutes - unwanted 

gifts, items ordered in error. or maybe it 
didn't do what the customer thought it 
would The outer packaging may be a bit 
scruffy and the goods will have been 
unpacked but they are fully checked by us 
and guaranteed for a year. Items are 
subject to availability. 

Beaton LIBC.30XLI 200ch Scam)°, ...E49 95 

Beam UBC68/0..T 30ch Scanner ....E49.013 

Beirut 105XLI 100 channel Ad Band Scanrin...r65.95 

Boreal 180XLT 100 charted Scanner._ ... ....... E99.CC 

Beene UBC220.10.T 200 charnel Scanner... ..... ... E95.00 

Boren UBC92XLT_Wide Eand Scanner ... E89.4313 

&woe UBC 3300XLT.. _Wide Bend SUIT« .... f159.00 

Borne UBC 278CLT...Baseacckillzeio Sceener..£139.95 

Beercat UBC3000 1000chsred Scanner £ 149.99 

Maycom FI1100 Scanner  £59.00 

Merco DJX3 Palm Size Scanner...E75.00 

Crewe CN80IH 1 8-2013Mez SWR rneter £95.93 

Ewe El 0 AMTWSW Receiver £59.00 

Eton S350 AM,* VlaW Receiver ..... .E59.00 

hoer Mini 300PE AM'EWSW . Receiver £19.95 

Etce Mni1(10 AM5Wr'SW Receiver............£15.00  

Eton FR103 Red Wndup Rade 1 9 95 

Palster SPS8250 30A nentch mode PSU....... f79.00 

Panto: PS04  4 amp Power Supply £1500 

Nevada NO111  Personal DAB Radio f64 95 

Genus PR I  oArco Player   £99 00 

AMI WS201.... ..... Worldsoa:e Rule  £8500 

BPL Celeste Woddscoce Ram with AMEtEM. £9900 

Mahe MII-CIP8180M Power Rank ..... ....t39 95 

Niece EBP5MS ... Barbary (0J131. E15.00 

Used Equipment 
ALL SAFETY TESTED 

fr GUARANTEED for 3 MONTHS 

DJX10E.... .....  Hendheid Scanner AI Modes.. . 199.00 

New DJ-X2  Compact scanner AM5M,WEM _95.00 

Alnco DJ-X10  All Mode Scanner ... 1135.03 

A014 AR8200 I  All Mode Scarrer ... 169.00 

AOR CT820) CTCSS Slot Card..40.00 

AOR AMCOR Base Resew .... ... 399 00 

Corrirnttd COM21 3 1 03 Channe Scanner ...... 75.00 
ICOM RS ... ...  Hanabeld Wideband receiver .... 119.00 

'corn R20..... Mode Handheld receiver  225 00 

IC°M CS82°..- Software Deane sut Icon 1120 3600 
corn R75.. .... 1-6Metz AI Mode Receiver  49900 

Maycom FP 1)3.... Am/Fm Compect Scan RX _50 CO 
Perslel Beientee ... Personal DAB Rade 5900 

Grundig Set800....  HF Airbanl Receiver... .   349.00 

'New 11111200. Handheld Scanner ...  . 1I 5 CO 

Yaesu VR500 AI Mode Handheld Scanner..  149 00 

',teem MVT1100..A1 Moe 100001 scanner.... _ 149.(9 

Tuoteni 1,431E9000.AI mode Scan RX + case  215.00 

TRUST US TO GET IT RIGHT! 

ALL GOODS SHIPPED 
FOR 24 HR DELIVERY 

P&P. £10 foe MAIMANO) 
unless otherwise stated 

EbOE 

To Soutiionipton 

M27 

Junction 
12 
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FARLINGTON 

ecenebeery 

PORTSMOUTH 
/ 

Holm. Rood 

FR200 Emergency b Travel Hand-Crank 
AM-FM-SW Radio with Flashlight 

03.94.ih Fled Pea; 
Wien brave ieve 

• One minute of cranking provides approximately 
I hour of radio operation 'depending on volume) 

• 4 different power sources 
- horn the built in re-chargeahle battery taking 
charge from dynamo crank 

- AC adaptor loot supplied) 
- horn 3 . AA Barrenes 
- horn dynamo crank alone 

• AWFM 
• SW: 3 2-7.6, 9.2-22 MHz 
• Built-In Flashlight 
• SOS Emergency Radio 
• Heavy-Duty ABS Cabinet 
• Inputs: AC adaptrefearphone 
• Soft Carrying Case 

£24.95 PiiiP £4. 75 

S350 AM-FM-SW Receiver 

a , 

High performance held radio opening the 
whole world for your listening pleasure. Crystal 
clear reproduction from the large loudspeaker 

FR250 AM-FM-SW Radio. Flashlight and 
Mobile Phone Charger 

Stay informed erro 
prepared tor 
emergencies with this 
stla powered 3- in- 1 radio, 
Mashiuq?rl and monte 
phone charger 
batteries required. The 
Hand-Crank Power 
Generator gives you 
unlimited power loi Radio. 
huit-in Flashlight and 
mobile phone battery 1de when 
you need it most. 

• 9 band tuning - receives AM, FM, 
SW 5.85-6.4, 6 9-7.45, 9 3-1005.1 1 4-12.1, 
13.3-13.9, 15-15.75, 17.45-18.1 MHz 

• Buihan power. generator recharges the 
internal rechargeable Nu-MN battery end 
mobile phone batteries 

• Can be powered horn four different sources 
• Earphone pick - 3.5mm earphone socket 
• Mobile phone charger output jack Ivarions 

mobile phone plug tips included) 
• Incorporates a fine tuning control knob 
• Built-o 2 white LEO light source plus one 

fleshing red LED 
• Siren 

£34.95 

• 540-1600 kHz AM. 
• 3000-28000 kHz SW (wnh no gaps1 
• 88-108 MHz FM 
• Adjustable RF gain 
• Switchable IF bandwidth 
• SW low pass filter 
• 5 digit LCD frequency readout 
• Signal strength meter 
• Digital cloclu)arm 
• Buda.) antennas, external antenna connections 
• Line Out arid headphone sockets 
• Attractive metallic pewter coloured finish' 
• AC adaptor Deluded 
• Size. 26 7.16.5.8.9 cm 
• Weight 1 6kg 
• 4 x 0 ballenas loot Inc) or mauls adapter MIL 

S350DL Deluxe High Specification MW-SW-FM Field Radio 

91ending the best of yesterday It 
with the look of a retro 

'old sporting radio and military 
,tizle controls With external 
antenna inputs ideal for 
enthusiasts and features such as 
:me-level output. separate bass, 
treble. and RF gain control wide 
and narrow bandwidth liter 
controls. the S35001. puts you ri 
the command seat for tuning in 
to local and international news, 
music, and sports. 

rSAVE 
£150 

Supplied with 
stereo 

headphones 

GRADE 

• AM 530-1710 KHz , FM 88-108 MHz 
• Continuous SW coverage from 3 to 28 MHz, 

including the 1 1. 13, 15, 16. 19. 22, 25. 3'. 
41, 49, 60. 75 and 90 in broadcast hands 

• Highly sensitive and selective analogue tuner 

circuitry with AM/SW Frequtricy Lock 
• Liquid Crystal Display. LCO, for frequency 
readout and 12:24 hour digital clock alarm 

• Main tuning knob and independent line- tuning 
• Variable RF Gain Control 
• Rotary volume control 
• Independent bass and treble control 
• Low-pass hher for shortwave and AM 
• Stereo the outputs, stereo headphone socket 
• Strap type carrying handle 
• Budt in amines for AM. FM and SW 
• Sockets for AM. FM and shortwave antennas 
• Available in Black on Metallic Red shown, 
• Power Source: either 4 0 batteries or 4 AA 

batteries loot incl or AC Adapter line) 
• Size: 315 x 1 15e 89 fern. Weight 1 48 kg 

We have a limited quantity of 8' GRADE mail 
order returns - fufiy refurbished by Grundig 

and sold with a full year's guarantee , 

• 100.30.600kH2 (0.1-30MHz) for 
AM Broadcast and Shortwave 

• 87-108MHz for FM Broadcast 
• 118-137MHz for Aircraft Band 
• AM, USO. LSO modes (0.t-30MHzi 
• AM mode only for 118-137MHz 
• WFM mode only for 87-108MHz 
• Three binnan bandwidths for SW 
• ADC- Automatic Gain Control 
• CfW Oehme Stereo Headphones 
• Synchronous detection 
• Includes mains PSi 

ambia £399 Pee £ 10 

COME AND VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS OPEN MON-FR! 9 30-5 30 
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This book will not disappoint! 
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NEW THIS MONTH! 

UK Scanning 
Directory - 9th 

Edition 

The UK Scanning 
Directory 
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The UK Scanning Director is Britain's largest and best selling VHF/UHF frequency 

directory and the undisputed leader in the field. No other book dares to list so 

many frequencies and in such great detail. More details on page 63 of this issue. 

Ferrell's Confidential 
Frequency List 
The 13th Edition of 
'The Definitive HF 
Utility Guide' has 
been updated and 
includes MIL-STD-PSK 
modes, high speed HF 
E-mail services, 
extensive callsign 
listing, international 
call allocations, utility abbreviations and much 
more. £21.50 

iri\ FIDE\T1A1 
1 RFQ1 ENCY 
riT 

Kfingenftiss 2005 Guide to Utility Radio 
stations 
One of the most comprehensive, reliable and 
up-to-date manuals containing over 11,200 
frequencies, 1900 stations, meteo radiofax, 
radiotelex and NAVTEX schedules, 
abbreviations, frequency allocations and radio 
regulations. £31.50 

fli s book includes 
what's on world 
band radio, what to 
buy, how to get 
started and is 
written to make 
interesting reading. 
It contains a mix of 
articles, from an 
idiot's guide, to a 

five-minute start and ten easy catches to best 
times to listen. It also has a channel by 
channel guide to what's on the air. Everything 
the short wave broadcast listener needs to 
know. £ 17.50 

25 Simple Tropical & MW Band 
Aerials 
This concise book describes how to 
build 25 simple and inexpensive 
antennas for operation on the 
medium wave broadcast band 1550 
- 1600kHz1 and on the 60, 75, 90 
and 120 metre tropical bands. There are also 
designs for the 49m band. £ 1.75 

111 
Ar Introduction to Radio Wave Propagation 
This book provides a broad, yet dear picture of 
radio wave propagation in a consise way without 
the use of too much technical language or 
mathematics Included are explanations of the 
phenomena that is propagation dealing with 
everything from the Sun, through the ionosphere 
to noise. £3.95 

APRL H;indhouk 
Radio amateurs and professionals rely on The 
ARM. Handbook for current antenna theory and a 

World Radio TV Handbook 20t.i'i 
A handy reference book that contains the 
names, addresses, 
programmes and 
frequency details of 
radio stations all round 
the world. Radio 
stations are listed under 
the country and all 
countries are split up 
into continents making 
it much easier to turn to 
the station you need. 
Also included are 
articles on HF broadcasting conditions, radio 
reviews and a section on how to use the book. 
E22.50 

Klingenfuss 
Shortwave Frequer 
Guide 
This 2005 edition 
contains a new, clearly 
arranged alphabetical 
list of stations and user 
friendly listings in 
convenient frequency 
order. There are over 

10,000 entries covering broadcast stations 
world-wide and 11,000 envies covering utility 
stations world-wide. (24.50 

Radio Listeners Guide 
This handy annual publication contains radio 
product reviews and general information for 
listeners. Frequencies and locations of radio 
stations all over the UK and Ireland are given 
for BBC and commercial radio stations, as well 
as DAB services. All- in- all a very handy 
reference guide. £5.45 

wealth of practical, how-
l() construction proiects. 
This 20th edition is 
extensively revised and 
includes contributions 
from leading antenna 
experts. Many designs are 
the result of the latest 
advances in computer 
modelling. (32.00 

Antenna Tnolkit 
This book acts as a miniature antenna manual 
with very good technical explanations without 
ever over-doing the maths for the not- so-keen 
mathematicians! The drawings and illustrations 
are very dear and the section on instrumentation 
is very helpful. £25.00 

RSGB Yearbook 
There are almost 500 pages in the 2005 
Yearbook, eight more than last year, but only a 

AIRBAND RADIO GUIDE : abc) 6th Edition  122 £8.99 ABRG6 
AIRBAND RADIO HANDBOOK (Sutton) David Smith  190 £12.95 ABRHB 
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL   £8.99 ATC9 
AIRWAVES 2005 ( Photavia)   144 £10.95 AIR25 
AIRWAVES SELCAL CIVIL & MILITARY DIRECTORY 
(Photavia)  176 £11.95 AIRSEL 
CALLSIGN 2005 ( Photavia)   2005 £10.95 CAL25 
CIVIL AIRCRAFT MARKINGS 2005 (abc) Alan Wright ..368 £7.99 CIVAIR 
FLIGHT ROUTINGS 2005 Williams   180 £10.00 FR25 
MILITARY AIRCRAFT MARKINGS 2005 ( abc) 
March Si Curtis   £7.99 MILAIR 
BRITISH ISLES ATLANTIC TRANSITION CHART 
(AERAD)  1020x520mm £9.00 UKH6 
BRITISH ISLES LOW ALTITUDE CHART 
(AERAD) 1020x520mm £9.00 UKL2 
NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTE CHART (AERAD).. 1020x520mm £9.00 NATHL1 

Frequency Guides 
UK SCANNING DIRECTORY 9th Edition  544 £19.75 UKSD9 
FERRELLS CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY LIST 13th Ed 540 £21.50 FERR13 
KLINGENFUSS GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS 2005  552 £ 31.50 KFUTIL 
KLINGENFUSS SHORTWAVE FREQUENCY GUIDE 2005 504 £24.50 KFSWFG 
KLINGENFUSS SHORTWAVE FREQUENCIES CD 2005  - £17.70 KFSWCD 
PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO 2006 (IBS)  592 £17.50 PASS26 
RADIO LISTENERS GUIDE 2005  160 £5.45 RLG25 
ULTIMATE SCANNING GUIDE & CD Richard Allport  464 £19.99 USG 
WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 2005 (WRTH)  688 £ 22.50 WRTH25 

Scanning 14 Short Wave 
BUYING A USED SHORT WAVE RECEIVER • 4th Edition 
F. Osterman  78 
RECEIVING ( VALUE) STATION LOGBOOK (RSGB)  80 
SCANNERS 4 SCANNING INTO THE FUTURE 
Bill Robertson  245 
THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO SCANNING Martin Peters... 108 
THE SUPERHET RADIO HANDBOOK I.D. Poole (Babani)  104 

Antennas/Transmission 
Unes/Propagation 
25 SIMPLE INDOOR & WINDOW AERIALS 
E.M. Noll ( Babani)  50 £1.75 BP136 
25 SIMPLE TROPICAL & MW BAND AERIALS 
E.M. Noll (Babani)   54 £1.75 BP145 
AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION 
J.G. Lee Babani)  116 £ 3.95 BP293 
ANTENNA FILE ( RSGBI  285 £18.99 ANTFIL 
ANTENNA TOOLK IT 1inc. CDROM) Joseph J. Carr  214 £25.00 ANTOOL 
ARRL ANTENNA BOOK ( inc CDROM) 20th Edition  944 £32.00 RRAB20 
BACKYARD ANTENNAS Peter Dodd G3LDO ( RSGB) .... 200 £18.95 BYANTS 
BASIC RADIO PRINCIPLES & TECHNOLOGY 
Ian Poole G3VWX  262 £15.99 BRPRIN 
EXPERIMENTAL ANTENNA TOPICS H.C. Wright  70 £3.50 BP278 
HF ANTENNA COLLECTION Edited by Erwin David 
G4LQI : RSGB;   233 £19.95 HFANTC 
INTERNATIONAL ANTENNA COLLECTION 
G. Brown M5ACN (RSGB)  250 £11.95 IANTC 
INTERNATIONAL ANTENNA COLLECTION 2 
G. Brown M5ACN   200 £11.95 IANTC2 
MORE WIRE ANTENNA CLASSICS (ARRL)   200 £10.50 MWANTC 
PHYSICAL DESIGN OF VAGI ANTENNAS (Hardback) 
David B. Leeson W6OHS (ARRL)  200 £15.50 PDYAG1 
RADIO PROPAGATION PRINCIPLES & DESIGN 
Ian Poole G3YVV X  102 £14.95 PROPPR 
RECEIVING ANTENNA HANDBOOK Joe Carr ( HighText) 189 £ 17.50 RXANHB 
UNDERSTANDING.BUILDING & USING BALUNS 
(CO Publications) Jerry Sevick  125 £ 18.95 BUBALS 
VHF UHF ANTENNAS Ian Poole G3YWX (RSGB)   128 £13.99 VUANTS 
WIRE ANTENNA CLASSICS (ARRL)   200 £10.50 WANTC 

£5.95 BUSWRX 
£4.95 RX LOG 

£9.95 
£6.00 
£4.95 

SCAN4 
EGTS 
BP370 

very small handful are the same. Everything you 
need is covered within its pages: contact names, 
addresses, phone numbers, websttes and E-mail 
addresses. A major new feature for this Yearbook 
is the RSGB Contesting Guide, which was formerly 
published in RadCom. f16.95 

Your receiver is only as good as 
your antenna or so says the 
author of this book. It is a 
complete guide to high 
performance receiving antennas 
for long wave all the way to the 
upper end of the short wave 
spectrum. The designs aren't slightly modified 
amateur transmitting antennas but ones intended 
specifically for receiving purposes. £ 17.50 

The Amateur R3clio Operating Manua, 
This new edition of the RSGB Operating Manual 
reflects the huge impact in the past few years of 

licensing changes and the 
ubiquity of PCs and the 
internet. To deal with 
these, the author has 
taken a completely new 
look at the content and 
approach. For example, 
some of the traditional 
demarcations between HF 
and VHF and between the 
various operating modes have been overturned, 
but new and comprehensive chapters on topics 
such as PCs in the shack and Operating Modes 
added. £19.95 

With both the basic theory and constructional 
details for many antenna designs, the reader is 
taken through the essentials in an easy-to-
understand way. All kinds of antennas are 
described from dipoles to Yagis and verticals to 
log periodic designs. £13.99 



mail order...huge range in stock fast delivery... 

Beginners/Licence/Manuals 
ADVANCE! THE FULL LICENCE MANUAL 
Alan Betts GOHIO & Steve Hartley GOFUW ( RSGB)   
AMATEUR RADIO EXPLAINED. Ian Poole G3YWX 
(RSGB)  
AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO 
I.D. Poole ( Babani)   
FOUNDATION LICENCE NOW! 
Alan Betts GOHIO (RSGB)   
HF AMATEUR RADIO Ian Poole G3YWX ( RSGB;   
INTERMEDIATE LICENCE BUILDING ON 
THE FOUNDATION Steve Hartley GOFUW (RSGB)   
SECRET OF LEARNING MORSE CODE Mark Francis ( Spa; 

Foundation licence Now 
A 32-page soft-covered book 
that takes you through the 
syllabus, reinforcing what 
you will learn on the 
foundation Course. The 
course has been designed 
and introduced for people of 
all ages and abilities. To take 
the course you need no 
formal qualifications. f4.99 

I 01 N.I) Si III`, 
II( 1 '`..( 1 

Intermediate Licence Building on the 
Foundation 
The second course book in the Mfrs series, 
which is structured to progressively obtaining an 
Amateur Intermediate Licence, this book 
contains practical exercises, broken down into 
half-hour worksheets. The ideal companion book 
for all Amateur Radio Intermediate Licence 
students. £6.99 

1!1, 

This is the third 
course structured to 
obtain an Amateur 
Radio Licence. 
Advance is the final 
stage in gaining the 
full licence and has 
been updated to 
suit the new 
syllabus structure 
Broken down into 

logical sections, it's presented in an easy-to-
understand way, making it perfect for home 
study. £ 11.99 

104 £11.99 ADCFLM 

150 £9.90 AREXPL 

150 £4.99 BP257 

32 £4.99 FLNOW 
120 £13.99 HEAR 

76 £6.99 INTLIC 
84 £6.95 SOLMC 

HF Amateur Radio 
This could be the considered as the natural 
'follow-on' volume to accompany Basic Radio 
Principles & Technology. Aimed at the more 
active radio amateur who is just beginning to get 
to grips with their new HF transmitting station, à 
will also appeal to the newcomer £13.99 

An Introduction to 
Amateur Radio 
Amateur radio can 
be a fascinating 
hobby that has 
attracted many 
people all around 
the world. It 
encompasses a 
wide range of 
subjects from the 
historical to the 
latest technology 
and from operating to construction Perfect for 
the fledgling enthustast. £4.99 

srhs teste-
LIt trieM )4.1 
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Don't be be fooled, the 
requirement for Morse 
may have been 
removed, but Morse 
code still has a place in 
the scheme of things for 

 the radio amateur. It can 

consistently be used to 
'talk' to others around 
the wodd, you don't 

even need to speak their language to hold a 
conversation. f6.95 

t"rde te ep one: 
0870 224 78313 FAX 

224 7850 
BY FAX - 

Send cheque, credit card details, or POs made payable to: PW 
Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, 
Dorset BH18 8PW. 

POSTAL CHARGES: 

UK: £ 1.75 for one item, £ 2.75 for two or more items. 
Overseas surface: £ 2,75 for one item, £4.25 for two items, three 
or more add an additional 75p per item. Airmail prices on 
application. 

If it's ordered before midday and it's in stock, we'll 
post it that day. • (Royal Mail 2nd class - enquire 
about 1st class prices). •UK only 

Binders 
Practical Wireless   £6.50 BINDPW 
Short Wave Magazine   £6.50 BINDSW 

Design 8r Construction 
COIL DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION MANUAL 
(Babani)   106 £3.95 BP160 
LE EXPERIMENTERS HANDBOOK (RSGB)  112 £18.99 LFEXHB 
PRACTICAL PROJECTS G. Brown M5ACN (RSGB) 208 £13.95 PRPROJ 
PROJECTS FOR RADIO AMATEURS & SWL 
R.A. Pent old ( Babani)  92 £3.95 BP304 
RADIO & ELECTRONICS COOKBOOK 
(RSGB-Newnes)  319 £16.99 RECOOK 
RF COMPONENTS & CIRCUITS 
Joe Carr (RSGB-Newnes)   398 £22.50 RFCOMP 
TECHNICAL COMPENDIUM (RSGB)  288 £17.99 RSTECO 
THE ART OF SOLDERING 
R. Brewster 13abani)   84 £3.99 BP324 
UNDERSTANDING BASIC ELECTRONICS (ARRL)  314 £15.50 UNDBEL 

Buying a U:••• 
Shortwave • 
Receiver 
Buying a 
second-hand 
radio can 
provide great 
savings if you 
have the facts. 
This book 
provides the 
information you 
need to 
intelligently 
select the right 
short wave receiver at the right price. It 
contains information on the 100 most 
commonly traded short wave radios both 
portable and table top models. £5.95 

Buying A Used 

Shortwave Receiver 

. ?- 1 CD 
For those not familiar with Scanning 
directories, this book provides a simple way to 
work out exactly who is broadcasting on a 
given frequency. The reader is provided with 

clear guidance 
as to what is 
available to 
listen to and 
what should 
be avoided. 
This makes 
the Radio 
Today 
Ultimate 
Scanning 
Guide the 
most accurate 
and useable 
directory 

available. The book also contains a free 
searchable frequency CD. If you are a long 
standing scanning enthusiast or new to the 
hobby then you will find this book a 'must 
have' for your book shelf . £19.95 

Scanners 4 
Scanning into the Future 
Scanners 4 Includes radio spectrum changes 
and frequency allocations so you know exact}, 
where to listen. Chapters 
are devoted to Low-Earth 
Orbiting satellites, the use 
of personal computers 
digital and computer. 
controlled radio 
communications, as well 
as a comprehensive 
section on available 
scanners and acessories. 
f9.95 

The Essential Guide To Scanniiiq 
Aimed at beginners to scanning this 108 page 
publication should help you to get the most 
out of hobby listening. Topics covered include: 
Choosing a scanner and undetstanding its 

features, 
antennas, 
accessories, what 
to listen for and 
where and much 
more. f6.00 

The 

Essential 

Guide To 

Scanning 

14IPM hrberà 



the 
publishing 

Shack Essentials 
AMATEUR RADIO MOBILE HB. P. Dodd. (RSGB)  114 £14.99 
AMATEUR RADIO (VALUE) LOGBOOK (RSGB)  80 £4.95 
ARRL HANDBOOK 2005 inc CD   1152 £32.00 
ARRL OPERATING MANUAL 7th Edition (WSL) 420 £18.50 
DIGITAL MODES FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
M. Greenman. : RSGB)  208 £ 16.95 
GREAT CIRCLE MAP (PWP) 400 x 400mm £1.50 
LE TODAY - GUIDE TO SUCCESS 136kHz 
M Dennison iRSG13)  128 £11.95 
RADIO AMATEURS MAP OF THE WORLD • £8.00 
RADIO AMATEURS WORLD ATLAS (A4 size) ( DARC) 20 £8.00 
RSGB AMATEUR RADIO OPERATING MANUAL (RSGB)... 224 £19.95 
RSGB PREFIX GUIDE : RSGB:  34 £8.95 
RSGB YEARBOOK. 2006 Edition : RSGB)  504 £18.95 
CALLSEEKER GB AMATEUR CALLSIGN LISTING CD 2006... £14.95 

MOBHB 
TX LOG 
RRHB25 
RROPM 

DM FAO 
GCMAP 

LFTOD 
ARMAPW 
ARWAT 
OPMAN 
PFXGDE 
RSYB26 
CALLCD 

Air Traffic Control 9th edition 
Apart from visits to airports, the only contact point between the enthusiast and the actual world of 
air traffic control is through an airband radio This book has been written to give the reader an 
underaarrliro of the voice messages you hear. £8.99 

„ees 
er SELCAL 

THE CHI. MID A.LHA, 
SELCAL DIRECT' OPT 

Military 
,Aircraft 
'Markings 

? 2005 lesEe. 

Airwaves Scical 
Containing over 13000 civil and military aircraft Seicals this 
publication is a must for all aviation listening enthusiasts. The 
nformation is provided in three different ways: Selcal order, 
Airline/Operator then registration order and airline or Operator 
Decode. A handy reference book that should be sitting next to your 
if, receiver order yours today! £11.95 

Air Band Radio Guide rith Fditirin 
Fully updated, this is a comprehensive handbook for the well-
informed aviation enthusiast on the subject of air to ground radio. 
The subjects covered include the legal position of the listener, 
airband receivers, antenna systems, HF radio, an airfield directory, 
en route frequencies weather broadcasts and 8.33kHz channel 
spacing. £8.99 

A.ICI rtq, 
This annual pocket favourite has been revised with a huge number 
of changes that have affected military serials over the past year If 
you can see it or hear it, MAR 2005 will tell you who runs it or 
owns it! The accuracy of the contents can be relied on. £7.99 

(allego 2005 9th Edition 
Civil and military aviation callsign directory, fully updated with 
over 3000 additions and changes. It's AS and spiral bound for ease 

' of use and contains over 8000 aviation callsigns. f10.95 

Civil Aircraft Markings 2005 
Now fully revised for 2005 this 
book lists the UK civil aircraft 
callsigns alphabetically as well as 

overseas aircraft too. Details such as the callsign, type of aircraft, 
the owner or operator and any extra notes that are applicable. 
£7.99 

Airwaves 2005 11th Edition 
This AS, spiral bound book has been updated with all the latest 
airband information for the civil and military aviation enthusiast. It 
contains frequency information, airfield information as well as 
military frequencies and VOLMET information. £ 10.95 

Air Band 

Radio --.7° 

Al; 1:,;•;r1 
For over 15 years The Air Band 
Radio Handbook has been regarded as the essential reference 
source for ground-based air band listeners and flyers. Now fully 
updated this book is an indispensable guide to every air band 
enthusiast. £ 12.95 

Flight Routings 200'> 
The A to Z guide to airline flights within the UK. Now in its 15th 
edition, this book continues to pack its pages with all the 
information air band listeners could ever wish for. Flight details for 
airlines including schedules, charter and freight flights. £10.00 

g..- ee.e. r›g.. or- e 

We have a limited selection of back issues. However, if you are looking for 
an article or review that you missed first time around and we don't have the 
whole issue, we can supply a photocopy of the article. 

▪ Getting The I 
Most From Your 
Muitirneter 

pr. 
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Getting the 
Most from 
Your 
Multimeter 
The 
multimeter's 
capabilities are 
often 
overlooked by 
many owners, 
there's much 
they can do 
other than 
continuity 
testing! The 

book discusses how you can choose a meter, 
the advantages and disadvantages of 
analogue and 
digital types and 
then leads you 
through the 
many tests they 
can perform. 
£4,99 

Pop Went the 
Pirates 
This book sets 
out to produce 
the definitive 

Microwaves 
AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROWAVES 
F.A. Wilson ( Babani)   
INTERNATIONAL MICROWAVE HANDBOOK 
A. Barter : RSGB-ARRL)   

history of pirate radio ships, with a 
comprehensive account from the earliest 
pirates in the 1930s to the present day. The 
text is illustrated with 230 black and white 
photographs, many of which have never been 
published before. You can find out about the 
ships and forts that played such important 
roles in 
changing radio 
broadcasting 
into the format 
that exists 
today £ 14.99 

Crystal 
Receiving Sets 
This handbook 
deals, in a 
simple, 
straightforward 
manner, with 
the making oi a 
number of 
different kinds 
of crystal sets 
representative of those in present-day use. 
Basically, everything you need to know 
regarding valve and crystal sets and how to 
make components. 
£7.95 

CRYSTAL RECEIVING 
SETS 

COIF 
LOW POWER COMMUNICATIONS - 2nd Edition (ARRL) ..240 
LOW POWER SCRAPBOOK : RSGB)  320 
ORP BASICS. George Dobbs G3RJV (RSGB)  204 

VHF 11 Higher 
ALL ABOUT VHF AMATEUR RADIO W. I. Orr W6SAI. 
(ARRL' 
GUIDE TO VHF/UHF AMATEUR RADIO 
Ian Poole G3YWX (RSGB)  
VHPUHF HANDBOOK Dick Bidduph G8DPS (RSGB)   

Crystal Sets 
THE XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER 
Volume 1 & 2 Combined. Phil Anderson WO XI  
THE XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER 
Volume 4. Phil Anderson WOXI   
CRYSTAL RECEIVING SETS & HOW TO MAKE THEM 
:Lindsay)   
CRYSTAL SETS. The Xtal Set Society Newsletter. 
Volume 5. Phil Anderson WOXI  
CRYSTAL SET BONANZA Vol 9. 10 & 11 
Xtal Set Society Newsletter   
CRYSTAL SET LOOPERS. A THREE TUBER & MORE 
Volume 8 Xtal Set Society Newsletter   

Historical 
100 RADIO HOOK UPS 2nd Edition : reprinted)   
1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL 
Edited by Hugo Gernsback ( Lindsay Publications; 
(WSL)   
AMATEUR RADIO - A BEGINNERS GUIDE ( 1940 REPRINT) 
(Lindsay Publications; Douglas Fortune W9UVC 156 
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS - 
THE VACUUM TUBE ERA R.S. Moore   141 
MARCONI'S ATLANTIC LEAP ( H/B) Gordon Bussey 
(Marconi:  96 
POP WENT THE PIRATES Keith Skues 568 
SAGA OF MARCONI OSRAM VALVE (Paperback) 
B.Vyse & George )essop  346 

Valves 

134 £3.95 BP3I2 

474 £24.95 IMWHB 

£13.95 LPCOM 
£12.99 LPSC RA 
£14.95 ORPBAS 

163 £8.95 A.AVHF 

180 £8.99 GTVUHF 
180 £ 22.00 VUHFHB 

96 £14 00 XTNL12 

88 £7 00 XTNL4 

124 £7.95 XTHTM 

88 £7.00 XTNL5 

226 £ 15.00 XTBONZ 

128 £ 10.50 XTLOOP 

48 £3.35 100RHU 

260 £11.85 I934SW 

£7.70 ARABG 

£17.95 COMR XV 

£6.99 MALEAP 
£14.99 POPPIR 

£25.00 SMOV 

HOW TO BUILD THE TWINPLE X 
REGENERATIVE RECEIVER T.J. Lindsay   63 £6.75 HTBTRR 
HOW TO BUILD YOUR FIRST VACUUM TUBE 
REGENERATIVE RECEIVER T.J. Lindsay  127 £8.25 HTBFVA 
HOW TO BUILD YOUR RADIO RECEIVER (A4) 
(Popular Radio Handbook No 1(   100 £6.70 HTBYRR 
HOW TO MAKE A NEUTRODYNE RECEIVER 
Webb 63 £5.95 HTMNRX 
SECRETS OF HOMEBUILT REGENERATIVE RECEIVERS 
C F Rockey  127 £8.75 SHBRRX 



mail order...htige range in stock.. fast delivery... 

Electronics 
ELECTRONIC PROJECT BUILDING FOR BEGINNERS 
RA. Penfold ( F3abani)   110 £4.95 8P392 
GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER 
RA. Pent old ( Babani)   102 £4.99 8P239 

VVSL - While Stocks Last - 
please call to check availability 
before ordering 

The Amateur Radio 
Mobile Handbook 
Every aspect of 
mobile vvorking is 
covered from basic 
bicycle mobile to the 
maritime operations 
for the keen sailors 
who abound in 
amateur radio. 
Extremely well 
illustrated with 
many photographs, 

diagrams and charts. f14.99 

Great Circle Map 
A Great Circle map centred on London, UK. 

Find direction and distances to any part of the 
world quickly and efficiently via the shortest 
hop. Invaluable shack aid El 50 

Radio Amateur,. 
World Atlas 
Each country has 
the respective 
prefix shown on 
both the map 
and in an 
alphabetical list. 
Sixteen pages of 
maps from the 
North to the 
South Pole! 
£8.00 

maimi=crm 
WORLD 
ATLAS 

L7. 

how to order 
By Post: Write to the Book Store, remembering to include your name, 
address, daytime telephone number and payment details (Sterling, cash 

not accepted), at: 
Book Store, PW Publishing Ltd., Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. 

By Telephone: Call Clive G4SLU in the Book Store, Monday to Friday 9am 
to 4pm. Outside these hours your order will be recorded on an 
answerphone. Call: 0870 224 7830 
By Fax: If you wish to FAX your order to us please mark it for the attention 
of the Book Store and send it to: FAX: 0870 224 7850 

By E-mail: clive@pvipublishing.ltd.uk 

Photocopies & Back Issues: To order a Back Issue please call the Order 

Line to check availability. We can photocopy articles from issues that are 
not available and we have a Review List going back years! 
Back Issues (non-current): SWM @ £ 5.00 ( 15.50), PW @ £4.75 (£5.25), 
RA @ £4.60 (£5.10). 

Postal Charges: (UK) one item £ 1.75 / Two or more items f2.75. 
EUR/RoW: One item £2.75 / two or more items add 75p for every item. 
Review List: £2* (* includes P&P - add a further £ 1 for EUR/RoW) 

Photocopies / Reprints: (Articles over 3 years old) £3.00, UK £4.00 

overseas 
E&OE 

order libiem 
Photocopies are acceptable 

Please send me the following books: 

 Code   Price (£)  

 Code   Price (£)  

 Code   Price (£)  

 Code   Price (£)  

 Code   Price (£)  

 Code   Price (£)  

 Code   Price (£)  

 Code   Price (£)  

Total cost of Books Ordered:  Price (£)  

Postage Charges 
I Please remember to add postage to your order. 

UK 

(£1 

£1.75 P&P for one item, £2.75 for two or more (UK) I 

Airmail 

I £2.75 P&P for one, £4.25 for two, 75p extra per item for three or more 

1 
1   

I Total cost of order including postage Price (£)  

Send this completed form to. 

Book Store, PW Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court, 
Station Approach, Broodstone, Dorset BH18 8PW 

Payment Details. Please note: For security purposes, you 
must include your house number and postcode. 

Name  

Address  

Postcode  

Telephone (Daytime)   

I enclose my Cheque/Postal Order for £  

(Cheques MUST made payable to PW Publishing Ltd.) 1 

A•E:Prt-:$ VISA 

or please debit my Access/Visa/Amex 

-111E 1111ED E]] 
Expiry Date  Security No. TIT 
or please debit my Maestro/Solo co Le 

Tim tium EEn—  EJJ LW ' 
Expiry Date  Security No. rEET-1 

Start date   Issue No ( if on card)  

Signature  

Orders arc normally despatched by return of cost but please allow 28 days 
for delivery Prices correct at the time d going to press 
Please note: all payments must be mode in Sterling, cosh not accepted 

s. 



SHOWROOM & MAIL ORDER 
Unit 1, Purfleet Industrial Estate, 

Off Juliette Way, Aveley, South Ockendon, 

Essex RM15 4YA 

TEL: 01708 862524 FAX: 01708 868441 
or 01384 481681 

Open: Mon-Frt, 10.00am-4.00pm. Sat: Clo 

NEXT DAY DELIVERY TO MOST AREAS, f10.0 

r 
= 

IFOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO ORDER 
ON-LINE VISIT 

www.havdoninfo 
FOR OUR ON-LINE CATALOGUE, ETC. 

708 862524 oriv38 
search the airwaves and listen in for more info visit wwvv.haydon.info 

ALINCO DJ-X7E 
A &spat wafer thin pocket wanner 
covering 0.1-1300MHz 
(AM/FM/WM) supplied seedy to 
go with fidsuim ion battery and 
drag« 50 programable aearch 
bardos, 1000 armories. Attenuator, 
AM bar antenna. PC compatable 
(requires lead). 

OUR PRICE 1 29'99 

RE PSR-225 
25-550/760-

MHz. AM/FM 
. Was £199.00 
NOW 

1111.1111111e 
Gîia, A brand new state-of-the-art 

scanner with 8.33kHz spacing 
1 on aid:task. Covers 25-

-Z 9605111z (with gaps). Includes 

- bat t. tery and cRack-lhir .  display rger. aiong8.33kHz 

- with alpha-numeric tagging. 
RRP £.129:95 

01 Ft PRICE £99.95 
Includes free telescope antenna & In-cet holder 

149.99 

• 

,111111Pir- 7100 

MUM.. 
1•1•141•1•1 

111. ,Malt. 
«11111.1•1•1 

M.11M•11 

r-Wideband hand-held scanner covers 
á001ribe.165014141. 
>dudes tricadicar durger: 

/anterma. Extremely mer-
:triendly handheld reciner with 
,Mnitantfing perfannance. 10pdonal 
;(rase £19.991. 

OUR PRICE (£ 1 89.99 

UBC-780XLT 

Free RH-770 « in-car holder 

New comptehenedve 

scanner (15412 
806-956/ 124043 

we AM FM TWFM. 
SEND SAE FOR REVIEW £21 ià 

80 

ALI NCO DJ-X10 
Full-featured handy. 100kHz-2GHz 

• all mode. Includes SSB/CW band 
scope, alphanumeric ásplay + loads 

- mom. (Includes batteryidropin 
charger). (Optional car £16.991. 

Inds free 08-2000 telescopic antenna 
Free in- car holder 

£235.00 Del £10,00 
YAESU VR-5000 

.1-2.6alz all mode 
eiver with (optional) 
P. Ines bandscope. 

£479.00 

ICOM IR-20 
1501tHz-3.3GHz. 
AM/FleteWFM?SSB/CW. 
Features galore. Ind's 1.4.0% 
battery & charger. 

FREE THIS MONTH: RH-T70 FLEXIBLE 

ANTENNAS • IN-CAR HOLDER 

£349.99 
£285.00 FREE NS 1100: RH-770 FLEXIBLE ANTENNAS IN-CAR HOLDER 

if 

AOR AR8200MkIll 
ever before has one hand portable 

so much. 
esa 100kHz-36111 1811 model 
puter control capaltility 

3kHz steps for the new 
and asacing * Includes 

/antenna and car 
tread cane £19.991 

AOR SR-2000 

M> Covers 25MHz-3GHz and has 
New: Frequency monitor. 

mode receiver ( I DO 
Extremely verse& all 

3GHz). . a colour spectrum display. oW 

£54 NOW 

154100 imam 
shortwave listening made a little easier for more info visit www.haydon.info 

-545 DSP 
The ultimate short wave 
receiver with De. aem, 
distortion free sound 
reproduced by digna) 
signal processing. 

OUR PRICE 

£1299.00 Del £10.00 
ATS-909 

performance all mode 
er with true SSB and 40Hz ' 

for ultra clean reception.> 
1501&11-30MHz1811108MHz. 
pull-out antenna, 

case + FRIEE PSU. 

£139.95 P&P £ 10 

', REALISTIC DX-394 
* 0.2.30MHz (all mode) 
* Selectable tuning steps 
Idawn to 100Hz) 
* 240 or le 

(), e BM SELUNG SHORT SAVE 
RI C FIVER UNDER £500.00 

£199.95 Mt 0 
;end SAE ' or retit,‘ 

SANG EAN ATS-505 
Excellent small short wave 
receiver (digital). 105-3140kHz 
520k117.-305£111/88-1081411z (AM. 
SSB, CW, WM). 88-108MHz FM 
stereo. Includes carry case. 

n'oPPI' £79.95 (P&P £10) 

SONY SW- 100E 
* Station pews for 50 frequencies 
* Single side band system 
* Synchronous detector * Tuning in 
100Hz + 1 kHz steps * Truly 
remarkable SSB performance 

OUR PRICE 

210V t21 £159.95 P&P £10 

SANGEAN OSR-1 
Voice activated desktop 
recorder with quarter 

speed record. 
IHrhull, HAVE power supillt 

OUR PRIC1 

£69.95 Del ill/ 

AT-2000 A NA TUNER 
Deluxe SW AIL 
04051Hz. S0239 fittings. 

(Probebl the last ,i7t annee 

ONLY £89.00 P&P 
PL-259 to P4259 patch lead (0.6m1 £5.99 
PL-259 to PL-259 patch lead (4m) £3.99 
BNC S0239 adapter £3.95 

DX- I0 (R.F. SYSTEMS} 
A superb quaint active antenna old, a 
very high intercept point ideal for weak 
signal reception without inatmes in 
radiated noire. fief 1001d1z-30MHz. 
90an long, mains PSU + controller 
supplied 1031LI optimal). 

SEND SAE FOR DATA SHEET 

£149.95 Da f11.00 

LOW LOSS 
DS 
50.911 

oss con 
P&P MO 

L Price 
PL-259 • PL-259 -0.6m ..£5.99 
P1,250 • PL•259 m £6.99 
PL•259 • P1,259 ...4m  £9.99 
BNC-BNC im £6.99 

DX.I PRO ( R.F. SYSTEMS) 
Includes indoor (kw noise 
controllee. Ideal for the 
serious enthusiast. (201diz-
545111e. 

£359.95 



IIZ Hdotope 
_ PL-3017 WA-50 'AM 

1 

A superb hinged ( rotary) telescopic 
antenna (0.2-2GHz). PL-259 fitting. 

shortwave listening accessory specialist for more info visit www.haydon.info 

(PRO) MLBA ( R.F. SYSTEMS) Cè«TEK STEALTH SR.60 DE 
END SAL FOR DATA SHEET high quality 

a -rag Combiner allows two 
SEMI SAE FOR DATA SHIFT .. SW receivers to be 

Broadband amplifier for 50k1k: connected to one 
501.111z. 10dB gain. Superb low antenna without 
noise =Peer. Ideal for short c an he used in renne interaction. 501diz-
Wave ingrovement Requires I2V 301.(ffl, (g0.239 mike  
(150mA). 

NOW £69.95d,igid  59.9   54.95 POST £5.00 

Low noire reception on 
"••••! LW, MW &SW ( 1001[111- 

421:2 «finitude front 
6  i 

Maneticsll coupled treader ortem eegn.suret 
etotit aáe levels kú hunter to earth 
iSiihject to being earthed). 

air Rani 
Covers 0.2-505IFIL Superb, filuldstranded heavy duty 
ready annaribled wire antenna flex-wean wire. All parts 
intent. Not only is this end fed replaceable. Stainless steel 
for ene of instillation, it litho ___, 
constnteted from extremely high "`"" Plunied finings-
gunny components. Antenna Double size - 200ft ( 16040m)  

length up to 20m. (Feeder suppfied up to 10m). 

£49.99 DEL £10.00 

£84.95 
Full size • 10211 (80-10m)  £42.95 
Half size Sift. (40-10m) £ 6.95 

In-line noise filter 

24 hour quartz 
dock. Major cities 
shown on rim. 

4. World map on 
.).. 4.ig.aie-/ face. "Know what 

time it is aroimd 
the world". 

U- 9 9 5 
  map 

we stock a superb range of scanning antennas and accessories for more info visit www.haydon.info 

(25MHz-2GHz). A superb flexible BNC 
antenna (20cm long). Ideal replacement 
for 

£16.95 p... 
DB-2000 

61an open ( 14cm dosed). Ideal for all 

scanners. £14 99 

BNC 4 
(Ra:- 25h1112-2.9GHz). 

IDEAL FOR 
AIRBAND £24.95 P&P L3.00 
SUPER-GAINER RH-9090 (S 

(› 25341z-2. 

SMA 40an flexible 

IDEAL FOR 2 89 
AllULAND O. SIELJ‘ 

LLO 3041111111.11EK D.C.-2500 DISCONOMMIN.11111D 2000 
A brilliant new compact indoor 
antenna that covers 0.1•3GHz and 
is just 24" when collapsed. 
Features *horizontal or vertical" 
adjustable elements. Ideal for table 
top mounting or by the window. 
Patch lead with BNC plug fitted. 
(Frequency range: 0.1.3GHz). 
PL-239 converter available ....£3.99 

A high performance wideband discone offeiing 
superb performance from 0.2-2500MHz. 
Transmit range.. fins, 2es, 70cm (power 
handling 200W). Fitted with low loss N' type 
socket Supplied with mounting brackets. (N-

Iplug Be coax not supplied). Features 8 
:à horizontal/8 vertical dements. 

Conn:Dena from John Griffiths P&P f 1 I 
Padive De10010 gm. • &modem bow ail gird I wail 

mrred ARM air :we sid 

emend old of sirbmie 

An amazing vertical (gins fibre) tormear 
antenna. Quality construction with incredible 
performance. For the serious scanner 
enthusiast. 

Frrq runge: 0.5•2GHz. P1.259 fitting (not 
supplied). Lengdi 3m. Mast damps supplied. 
(Gain up to 9dB is easily obtained). Reports 
e shown this to be an excellent performer! 

1AL OFFF.R £69.95 P&P El LOO 

a small selection of our general accessories an special offers for more info visit www.haydon.info 

Superb BNC in•fnie amplifier to 
boost signals! Fits on top of your 
scanner and away you go. (Powered 
by PP3 battery • not stipend). Freq: 
2411Hz - 2GHz. Gain (•)10dB to (+) 
20dB fully adjustable. 

SPECIAL OFFER £49.95 P&P £6.00 
BNC•IINC patch lead £6.99 
Optional battery £3.99 

HHC•2 Police style holster 

0
 y A unique "stretch case" designed 
to fit snatched to your beh Or 

' ! fixed to your body sis the 3- 
point body harness (supplied 
(Ideal for hand-held/mobile 

phones:. 

10.00 P&P £2.50 2 for £15.00 SO2 

New station log books (M) £2.99 P&P £2.00 
5 Logbooks £ 12.00 P&P £6.50 

pact - indoor/outdoor scanning antenna. 
Milz-2.6GHt). Superb en fine 

. Ideal in areas affected by "nosey 
syndrome". This antenna can be put in 

loft or outside on the building. SO-239 socket 
(PL•239 plug needed) 1.3m long (mast damps 
supplied). 503flit-2.6GHt and under 1.3en long 

SPECLU. PRICE £29.99 DEL HI 
OS-300 

A fully adjustable 
desk top stand 
for me with 
handbelds. 
Fitted coaxial 
lead with BNC + 

39 connections. 

£12.50 P&P f4 
3 for £30.00 P&P £730 

£4.99... 
3 for £10.00 P&P £4.50 

(Airband base) 
Prof quality base antenna for 
(Civil & military). With 
long). Gain 4.517dB. PROFESSIONAL 

OLIAUTY 

SPECIAL OFFER £59. 00 

AIR44N As above "N-type" fitting..Now £64.95 

AIR-33 (As above) Im long. Gain 3/6dB. 

NOW £39.95 P&P £8.50 

EP-300 
A high gull, 

'Pace 
earpiece 

hangs 
the ear 

comfort. 
(3.5rnm straight plug fitted). 

£9.95 
3 for £20.00 P&P £2.00 

i7 I 

10-2500MHz. High ' 

Two way combiner. 
one antenna feeds two 
scanners (without 

U110 SAE FOR DATA SIMI 

£64.95 
BNC - BNC patch lead I IT1 £6 
BNC plug - SO-239 socket £3.99 
BNC socket - PL-259 plug £3.49 

MAST HEAD PULLEY COPPER ANTENNA WIRE ETC 

Ale 

A simple to fit 

but very bandy 

mast pulley with 

rope guides to 
avoid tangling. 

(Fits up to 2" 

mast). 

£8.99 
30m padi maim guy  

fiveriffied (50m foe ‘16.95 P&P LS 
Hard drawn dém roe  P&P f3 
Miniaraided ((ser PVC) DOni rot -03.95 PM' D 
Flexiteave IN duty 50 Ms -f30.00 P&P D 
Heroine H dun ( 18 man) -f15..ei P&P B 
Herneate int anted 18 algal f 18.93 PM' £5 
Fleaarate (PVC toted 50 mbs) ¡MOO P&P £6 
Spend 850mu roll PVC toted Ileatiarie----09.00 P&P £t0 
Capper paned endi Ind O(t) - r13.00 P&P f6 
Copper plated eat nod (4ft) + endi whe.....-£1939 P&P 56£  

t50 New RF grotonflog oar dam pick) PVC cioned-f 1230 P&P S 

Frequency counter 
. covers IONIHOGIft. 

Ind's idead. charger. 
,antenna. 

PRICE RLDL (110N 

£39.95 
P&P f.6 

Optional padded case £7.50 



• Martin peters ;! jitnert Oree. Kea4trea 

• email: ;en5@nwouviiskieg.itcl.uk 

T
he biggest news, this time, 
comes from the BBC 
World Service. On 25 
October, Director Nigel 
Chapman announced the 

biggest reorganisation of the service 

since it's inception over 70 years ago. 

A new, Arabic-language TV station is 

to be launched in 2007. The channel 

will be free-to-air, predominately 

satellite delivered, and will initially 

broadcast for 12 hours a day. BBC 

World Service Arabic TV would hope 

to win over viewers from Qatar-based 

Al-lazeera and other pan-Arabic 

services. For it's part, Al-lazeera 

plans to open an English-language 

service in the spring. 

The £19 million required to fund 

the BBC's project has had to be 

found from within its existing budget. 

To this end, no fewer that ten 

language streams are to be 

discontinued in the near future. 

Bulgarian, Czech, Greek, 

Hungarian, Kazakh, Polish, Slovak, 

Slovene and Thai will all cease by 

the end of March next year, and, 

taking other restructuring into 

account, 236 jobs will be closed. The 

BBC estimates that the new Arabic 

TV service will create around 148 

jobs. 

The complete £30 million 

package includes more investment in 

so-called New Media, increased 

funding for global f.m. distribution 

and the possibility of Persian and 

Spanish television partnership 

ventures in the future. 

BBC World Service attracts 149 

million listeners each week, 20 

million of whom listen solely on line. 

Readers' Comments 
B A Watt writes Dom veest London 
with a couple of questions. Firstly, 

why is reception of Holland's Arrow 

Classic Rock possible during the day 

but Radio 10 Gold is not, given that 
the latter is broadcast at a power of 

400kW whereas ACR's power is a 

'mere' 100kW? 

Part of the answer may lie in the 

fact that lower frequencies propagate 

a little more efficiently than their 

higher frequency counterparts. This 

usually goes unnoticed within any 

particular short wave band. However, 

medium wave embraces 

transmissions from 531 to 1700kHz, 

well over a factor of three times in 

terms of frequency and so different 

parts of the band are affected 

differently by the various propagation 

modes. 

That said, in this case it's more 

S o Look out for LM&S in raclifouera' on sale on 22 December with new 
author Chris Brand. 

From now on, please send all your logs and reports to Chris at 
19 Granby House, Granby Row, Manchester M1 7AR 

or via E-mail to 

chris@sutton-brand.freeserye.co.uk 

Long, Medium & Short Nave 6o/ids 

likely a result of the fact that the 

directional antenna used on the 

1008kHz transmitter is not optimised 

for the south of England. 

Mr Watt also asks how it is 

possible to hear USA radio stations 

despite the fact that they run only 

5kW power. Again, the answer is 

probably two-fold. Firstly, the 

relatively high frequency of 1700kHz 

exhibits some of the characteristics 

of short wave transmissions, 

inasmuch that it will be enhanced by 

sky wave propagation. 

Secondly, the 1620-1700kHz part 

of the medium wave, known as X 

band, is not available in Europe so is 

void of strong co-channel 

interference. I hope that answers 

your questions. 

Incidentally, conditions across the 

Atlantic have been exceptional 

during the last few days of October, 

with USA stations right across the 

medium wave well into the morning. 

Freddy McGavin from Dublin has 
been experimenting with a new RF 

Systems DX-Pro Antenna coupled to 

his Drake R8E receiver. After much 

experimentation outdoors with the 

new antenna, interference levels 

were so high that the best 

compromise solution was to mout it 

in the attic. Freddy says that, apart 

from the odd blind spot, the results 

have been promising. Some 

interesting catches include a number 

of low powered South American 

stations and KJES from Vado, New 

Mexico. 

Freddy still takes delight in the 

performance offered by his trusty 

Roberts RC828 portable receiver and 

its ability to null out unwanted 

medium and long wave signals by 

simply rotating the set - something 

we talked about in a recent ' LM&S'. 

Simon Hockenhull in Bristol 

bemoans the spread of DRM to long 

wave. With almost continuous DRM 

transmissions from the Oranienburg 

transmitter on 177KHz, its sidebands 

spread down to 171KHz. Simon says, 

"I suppose this is the way things are 

going, and like death, we will just 

have to accept it". Steady on, old 

chap! 

Winter Conditions 
On medium wave, stations from the 

Middle East are being heard once 

more - a sure sign that winter 

conditions are approaching: a 

sentiment shared by Eddie McKeown 

in Newry when he says that his 

ability to hear Radio Vilnius English 

service on 666kHz at 1800UTC 
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heralds the end of summertime propagation. 

Bernard Curtis (Slalbridge) has been 
gleaning DX news from Glenn Hauser's World 
of Radio programme. According to one item, 
the 300kW, 243kHz transmitter at Kalundborg 
may close down in 2007. Log it while you can. 

L Jeeson provided a couple of pictures 
showing his immaculate listening post in 
Alford, near Aberdeen. We don't have room to 
print one here, but I can tell you, quite apart 
from the array of equipment, Mr Jeeson would 
appear to enjoy unspoiled views of the Scottish 
countryside from his vantage point. 

Last time I promised you some English 
schedules for the current 
6-05 plan. So here they are. 

Radio Polonia 
1300- 1400UTC 9325, 11.850MHz 
1800- 190OUTC 7.265, 7.220MHz 

Radio Bulgaria 
0730 - 080OUTC - 9.500, 11.500M Hz 
1230 - 1.30OUTC - 11.700, 15.700MHz 
1830 - 190OUTC - 5.800, 7.500MHz 
2200 - 2 i0OUTC - 5.800, 7.500MHz 

KNLS - Alaska 
0800-0900. 1000-110OUTC 9.615MHz 
1200-130OUTC 7.355, 9,615MHz 
1400-150OUTC 9.655MHz 

Radio Canada International 
2100-22001JTC 5.850MHz 
2100-220OUTC 9.770MHz 
2230-220OUTC 1179 kHz 

Radio Budapest 
1600-163OUTC 6.025, 9.565MHz 

(Sunday only) 

2000-203OUTC 
2200-223OUTC 

Radio Tirana 
1945-2000 UTC 
2230-2300 UTC 

Radio Slovakia 
1730-180OUTC 
1930-200OUTC 

Kol Israel 
0430-0445UTC 
9.345, 7.545MHz 
1030-1045 UTC 
1830-184.5 Li TC 
2000-2025UTC 
15.640MHz 

3.975, 6.025MHz 
6.025MHz 

7.465, 7.530MHz 
7.110MHz 

5.915, 6.055MHz 
5.915, 7.345MHz 

15.640, 17.600, 6.280, 

15.640, 17.535MHz 
9.345, 7.545, 11.590MHz 
6.280, 17.590, 7.545, 

Voice of Greece 
0500-060OUTC 7.475, 9.420, 5.8651v{Hz 
0600-070OUTC 7.475, 9.420, 5.865fv1Hz 
0700-080OUTC 15.630, 9.420, 11.645MHz 

Radio Bangladesh 
1815-190OUTC 7.185MHz 

Radio Japan 
0500-060OUTC 
0500-070OUTC 
1000-11(X)UTC 
1700-1800 UTC 
2100-220OUTC 

5.975MHz 
7.230MHz 
17.585MHz 
11.970MHz 
6.090, 6.180MHz 

HCJB 
1100-133OUTC 21.4.55MHz 

Radio Mongolia 
1000-103OUTC 
1500-153OUTC 
2000-203OUTC 

12.085M Hz 
12.015MHz 
12.015MHz 

Radio Prague 
0800-083OUTC 
1130-1200UTC 
1700-1730U TC 
1800-183OUTC 
2100-213OUTC 

7.345, 9.860MHz 
11.640MHz 
5.930MHz 
5.930MHz 
5.930MHz 

Radio Ukraine International 
0100-020OUTC 5.910MHz 
0400-050OUTC 5.910MHz 
1200-130OUTC 9.925MHz 
2200-230OUTC 5.840MHz 

Radio Taiwan International 
1800-190OUTC 3.965MHz 
2200-230OUTC 9.355MHz 

Following last month's item concerning Big L 

Radio London and their quest to provide an 

alternative transmission provider, it seems that 

the station is hoping to be part of the London-

wide, 26MHz DRM tests, set to take place 

early next year. Big L's Roger Davis informs us 

that if initial results prove positive, the 

broadcaster will be invited to take part in 

phase 2. World Radio Network is closely 

involved with London's DRM experiment. 

The logs in this issue refer to stations heard 

in September. You may notice that the short 

wave table is missing the SINPO reports. This, 

dear readers, the result of your overworked 1!) 

scribe deleting the aforementioned column at 

the last moment - sorry! 

Medium Wave Table 
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\Len_  SUL 500 C  
San Sebastian  E 10 A' C 0'  
Mang I 01115 ID 
Liege _ _131i_11.2 C-,..__ _ 
Many G 0.5-2 BCD  
Marseille F 150 A' CO'  
FLIsberg F101-___10 A' C 0'  
tileanunsier _ . 0.____X16_ __AL' CZ_ _ _ 

_ _ 
E 5-10 e C'  
E 10  
E 20 0' 

kHz Sunken Lieention Country kW 
1305 RNE 5 Mom  E  10-25 
1314 NRKEuuropakanalen_ Iviti9v_  leP 1200 

. 1323 Rack) Sartec _ _ _ _Motet-Non_ _ _ _ _.1)_ _ 800/150 
1323 Voice of Russia _ _______Wentrutin_ _ _ _MU_ _ 800/150 
1323 BBC World Serve, _  Limassol G/CYR 100 
1332 RAI Una Rom___ I 3Q0 

_ I_Ml_ M.asver Radio _ _Stele HNG 135  
_ 1341 88C Radio Ulster . _ _LiinbailnelY__ _ 6_ _ _100 

_ _ 1350_ Radio Orient _ _Nasal_ _ _ _ _ lee __XII  
1359 REX 3 Madrid  ___E___61X 

_MO_ Wank Radio Dogglas.10M 1 20  
1377 France Irfe U.  F X(1  

__131X _C_hirg Rode] ly'l Silken._ __ 161/131__56 
_ 1355 Radio Tirana F1IBto _ _ ___ _ __ALL.__ _ _ 

1395_ Irites_WelOado Mate  MCO/A113 500 
1404 Francs Info Brest  F 20 ACD 
1413 RNE 5  Marry .  E 5-10 V D'  
1422 Deutscitlandltrk en Heusweiler  13 1200/500 e D  Di 

_ le o _Rif en.a Fledio International Marnach KliNDLIA_ ._12%/3110 _ _r_C DI' .. .. 
_ be RAID,» *-wan:, _ _- Jo - - - -c.. - - 

1449 Ober Radio FAsura-a  LBY 20 01" 
1449 EDC Radio 4  Redmcss  G 2 8  

Romanies LC_ Trans World Radio MCCUE 1000 C D'  
_ BA. RadIQ14l6 _ _ _ _ Vienna _ __ _PAII____60_ _e_C_ _ _ _ 
_ Let Vince cf Buss_a_ _ _ Krasnyy likir _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

 _F___2(t_ ______ALFLir_ __1494._ Fix« Into _ Clermont-Frrand 
1543Piestia_Serisre C 'RN 500 &glair 
1512 Radio VlaanderenAlinbo Een Merriam __Oute_ A1181  _  203000/2 AC  

_152.1__&30 . Radio 
_ 1521 faced Cameo_ ____ _ _ CW100_ _ _ E 2_  _ 
_115551 CF,reaiceingelitsrfiti_llkneet_ __ __ MarliMerl_ _ _ _ _0 _ _ 2»_ 00/1.-KL.- - - 

Neo  F 300  e C 0 
1575 RN Um "  
1575 .. Radioitwreleolekcios___PGaerniao va  1 50  e  F 5 e  

E __  C  
. 1593_Vcicee Arnerea._ _ __ _ StroWil_ _ _ USA/KWT 150_ _ __ _S_____ ._ __ _ 
1593_fladio_Clui_ _Sleet REM 7  e  
1602 Radio %flora _Yrenia E 25  

ge 1602_ Radio Sean Harlinn I  HIX 1  C  

Llama 
C•D•   
A•_C•jr__ 
D. 
A CC__ _ 
K   
D. 
A' 
A' 8 0 
A 0' 
A• O• 
A*800. 

D 
A. 

• . dark 

Listeners - 
A Shen Hockenrk.II, Bistci 
B LJessrar.Aterdeen 
C Eddie McKermn, Never 
0 David Bul.cck. Kdburt Derbyshire 

Local Radio Table 
Mils Senile's Sao ame/TX Wu kW SWL 

558 Spectrum Crystal Palace 1 A  
_543._ Sieleal_Ga.l4 Linlebourne _ _01 _ 

_1180C13 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ LifirSt _ _ _ _ _ _ 02 _ A_C_ _ 
_657 _ BBC Radio *feel _ _ _ _ _men_ __ 2 __ _. K _ 
660 BBC Radieo rk _ _yark,___  0.5 C  
668 Classicko .. Eater  0.34 A  
738 BBC Hereford & Worcesier Worcester _  0.037 A  
756 Magic Maley+ Newumn 0.63 A  

__715__Igelituss____ Cralsmford 0.5 AC  
. 7/4_138C_Asan Nerwork  _ 0.5 C  
_ 792 _ Class.c Gold   6fidford_ _ _ _. 0.275 A 
__1X1_ _BBC Racio Devon Damstaele_ __ _ 2_ .___ A _ _ _ 
_626C es r_G old  027 A  hum emote 
___626____C als_e5old  trey 112 A  

928 . 9.9C Asian.11eterdrk  1VcWertia-pten 0.2 A C.   
037 B8C Asan Nelwark _ Le_oslie _ . C.5_ _._AC. _ 
855  BBC Hen No-tole Norwich '.5 e  

__KiC &Till > MI P yino.in _i_ ___A. 
_ 1155_ _ S£sbine155_ 1..11,..., _ 11.5_ __ _A_ _ _ _-
_ 8/9_ _85C 810/No_rfolt _ _ _ _ _ West , ern 0.3 _ _ __C _ _ __ 
9% _Fresh_AM_ _ _  _Dipton 1 
945 Get& Gold_ _ _  Behd _ _ . _ 0.7._ .A _ _ 
945 Classic Gold _. ._ __Dery _ __ _ 02 C 
954  Classic Gold _ ._ _Tole__ oil A  
IrdCWssic kid Hereford_ 016 A  

As an_Cle _ _ _ Hackney _ Be  A  
_ 3.71 _ Apo_ C hit  Southall 1 _. _ _A_ _ _ _ _ 

990_ _ BBC fladieievw _ _ _ _ _ _Emile:._ 1 A. , 
_ 590_ _ Classic Gold _ _Wo verainolor _ _ __DM __Al _ 
_ 69131Xdio SOent Fareham _ _  1 A  

993 Ye les Radio Ebbw Vale 0.3 A  

999  Music God GEM  Nettrgham 025_  C  
_1.017___Clessic  God  ..rooshife 0.E3 A_Q 
1920 _ BBC Radio Jersey TreiN   
1026 _ B8C Radii) Shereld _ ___ __ _SPOIlleit_   - -. I _ C_ 
in _ 98C Radio Cambridses.hire Cambridge ___15___ _&___ _ _ 
1__ rIsrial Reg Crystal Peace _ 1 it 1 _ _  

98Ci_Asi an Wadi  Sheffield 
_ Ka _ ferzi Sound 2  _Mewl_ 0/8 _ IL__ _ _ - -

1110 . Valleys %Mg  Ebbw Vac  1 A 
 Dee__ 1 AC 

9ones______03__ _ A 
London  33.5 e  

MEL :: C Radio Certy 
1116  BBC Rao° Guernsey 

jisj_ _çpgiteLeold 
1152 Ciassidels tAMIN! -1 Birmingham 3- 

_ _ Nt_ arirnc_ _ _ 043-  - 

kW flanks !We eme/TX sit. kW rm. 
1161 Tay AM  Dundee  14 8  
1170  Swansea Sound  _Swansea _0,58 A  
1170 ClasucletAgge (9s10.0 028  e  
,- 1170 _ Signal's Elie AM  Stoke on Trent 02  _C  
__11713_ _Setae Geld . _ fontrutt_ _ _ _ _ 012_ __ ..8. _ .. _ 
_L151_ _Ctaesir..0214 AMY _ Bury Si Earnests _ _ _LA_ _ Jr___ _ _ _ _ 
_1250_ _Slapir,G2Id _ _Bpsioi L5  9  
1280_ 380[14_,Sceed_  _Lebec! _ _ 0.29_ __ 

_ 1278 Classic_Gc4s1 _ _ __thee  _. . 0.43 _ . L  
_1296 Relc XL  Eerminahem 10 AC   
1323 Cap-tal Gold  &ate  0.5  A 8 

_1359_ _ Classic Grid _ _Ceeentre_____  027 C  
J.351_ (IfelcuMenaumjes Radio Duvriurst__  01 e  
_ 1113_ __ 1319C Beata Gigiagesser _ _ _ _ Bourran/Berneley_HeeIh_ _131_ _IL_ 
_ 1431 CI850c 0D10 Pon_ _ _ _ _ _Seethed _ _ 0.35.. _ _It!Ji _ 
_MO BBC Asian %wort _ _Matzos! 011______(115_ C 
1458 Sunrise _ Ictrne_  125 A  

1458 BBC Asian %Mk_ 0,rrnme110-5--A-C 1455 88C Radio Devon Torbay 2 A  

1458 __ Caw« Gold_ _ __  Wrens*, __D____  
1485 Casio God _ _ __ _Needier_ __ _ _ _ _1 .. A_ _ _ - 

_1503 _ BBC Flacio Stiete _ _Slothrnitire_ 1 A Ç _ 
_1521 _ Cassc Gala %gate _ _ _ _ SQL __ ..._e_ . 
_Da _ Ezree otemrlommullyesea _ . *Hoe 
1530 CIUSC Gold  Husk:entitle_  074 8  

_ 1510_. _ Capital Cott _  %rumor 0.52 A  
1530 BBC Reg Wes   lop_t_hand _ 015_  C  

_ 1548 Earth 2  Edinburg))  2.2 8  
_1548 Magic _ _ _ belie SL _ 0.74 C ---
_155.7 _ _Classic Gold _ Northaree _ _ _ _Ali__ e_B_C . 

_1559 _ .C.isielv_Souter_ _ _ _ Guile/ _ _ _ _ --011---A-3 1566 _ BEIC.SornesseScsitia_ _ _ _ _ 7 artœ _0.11_ _ 

1584 BBC Radio Nothneen   ClifillOne_ _ _1 C_  
1584 BBC Herelced & Worcester_  Woofferton 03  A 0 
1584 Turkisti Radio _Wen 02 e 
1602  880 Rode Kern %stall  025 e  

_1102_  Oa Radio_ _Simnel  0.07 e  

dark 

listeners ., 
AS,mon Hockenhull. BniIoI 

91. Jesson Abereeeh 
COavic Bellac‹. < retell. Cerblishine 
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MHz UTC Ionia Cemituy Lan SRI 
11105_16V Redo kern Ird. F  41 SH 

1724 _ _ _ Radioftaite111._ _ F --Eat_ _Mr.i___ 
17.610 1510 MIRA  USA 8C_  
17.720 1740 Radio Pleas HIL Tag FM 
17.770 1%6 _CMOntiAtua _LUS_ JAL_ N __ 
17.830 1729 %%Wed $en.iça 0_ Ere FP  
_17.65515101312_11octrl USAANIC Ere BC 
1820 _ _ 1791 __Weft _UM R0 _EC_ 
2.1,4e  1705  WYFR USA WI  SC  
21A70 1E25 BBC World Serets G/ASC  Ere 91   
2.700 _ 17.10_ __Banc LLtei Gr de Espana 

wa.1900 
_ 55:0_ 1840 R& Slovakia 
_ 1915 _ 'Relic kenning— _ 
_ 1821_ C4na Rain let 
_ 11055  18E6 Ric io Sired ft1-
6.216_ _ h. Re' Sete ard Mav  • 

E SPA EC 

Set  RV FP 
ALIT Ger SR  
DIN _ 
SVL Eel FP 

gee! Ern 91  
M.0 

_622_ 1855 I« Wald Stowe , 
_rel mo _Pee 9svelde  el  ç Or Erg SH  
_ 1210 _ _ 1845_ Race . run _ _ ALB _ __ _E1C — _ .21_ _ _ 
_ _1410 _ 1.1131_AtIndS Redd PA Erg W 
7530 . 1845_____theiss nniciantner CriN W  

_91.111____12M BBC % II Se•-• ce G&W Era SH  
_ _I.F20 WI«, of Amu _ _._ _ _ _ 

au 1845_1orsvoy<I KCC USAAW2 EN FM  
9510 1815 BBC Mid Sennco G/CYP E118. W  

__ 153à _____11E1_____47i0 Cerlea lir CANA Erg _ EM_ _ _ 
9832 1E03_ __Been 9unergeit. ROU Eng. et  
9.775 1828  Voice if Armenia MM  alA FM  

_ _AM_ _ _1512 ____ lited.eada III_ 
_ 37_S_ _ IMO __ Vace o' kiddy 

9830 1808 *ED ce Purse 
I« 126 Atpde Ia9ro _   

_11312 _ _ los3 _ __ VacecePuss,a 
11.625 MO  Vntar Raid 
111E6 1809 Re*o_Nederkonc 
11103_ _ MI_ Reda_Rarnafts11„ 
lam 1651 Voce or Gretee GPe  Ern 91  

CZE SDI W  
TIP _Or VP 

_ 
CAM) Ella_  SH  

11793 1845 CI, iralloe In  CHN Erg W 
KI3t ___EDD 

eALAUT   RI 
F Its 21 

WASC 60 21   

I _ 
1311 641 _W . 

  Wr Pm_ W 
_ _ Ere_ _ __itt  
Ba _ 81/1___ __ ___ 

I Erg Gri 
HP16 En1_ RI  
PPIG . _ 

FH 
I  Ini W  
G 
9.8 .EneFIA 
1 i-A  Era liG  
IAN _Era _ 

1,-..1A  Fee W 
9.9  Ern MC  
EtI Erg 91  
CH.N_ 
llUb Ern W  
RUS E112 FP  
elei Fre PP 
16.13____  Eno GG  
MIS  Erg FP  

 KU Cie mG _ _ 
LK Ge W  
GRC Gm YP  
GM Eno mC 

KG Erg GG  
Eill FM _  AUS  

CVA Erie _ _ _PP 
ON FRO 5C 

I EEO_ _Me 
CM _ __W 
Fril____Fte_ FM 
_Blft__ ink _ _ 19-

BMEre MG-. _ 
Eat___ _w_ 

IND  Eitt e 
HOLM 66 MC 

Oft _ _ _bdiL _ _ W _ 
EGY ka  W 

11590 1815 RXkO Prague 
JIM _ _ 1120_ __Vim al Turlei 
_j_1(65___ 1511)_ Olio flee hr. 
1173D 1815 Rojo Carlotta et 

15215 1855 Vilm of Kfrw 
15.755 1826 Redo >lade int 
15293 Arlrenn1Warear.n__ 

_15.3XL MO Radio Irate let 
21470 1832 BBC.eirle SENiCe 

1880210   
_ 5735 _ FPS 

_6114) 1935 NO° Berea 
5850  1915 Residerane08131._ 

_5E05_ _ _1930 _ _ _ Vow:elk'« 
_MD Bulgaria 

5160 1942 RAJ Int. 
_ 6_015 _ _ 1$18 Fla« Budapest 
_ 5925 _ - Rae Ear 

UM 1933 Rads 64Wlei 
_61.30 1935  RAI Int 

__122 aricexid Service 
___710Ei_ 1955 RadeBee.s. 

7.155 1900 Radru Pra land 
_ /AL _ cd_ Ise,IC of» dim' 
_ 7250 _ _ MO_ _ 

7280 1910 Redo Bear w 
_ _ 

_  • . _ _ _ 
7.310 1940  Mice of Rdssia 
726 1913 ‘ricke Ruraio 

_L3:41_ 1215 Cline POO_Iri. 
7330 1900 *ice of R.ssia 
726 1916 Vçice Flesia 

_ Genii/ 
9325  1931 Voice or Korea 
9.431 190) Váce I Greece 
9.43) 1416 Beioug 

_set_ 1%0 arm %Jon 
9.415 1913 AA Ind Radid 
9.« _. 1215 NPDAuttala _ _ 

_ 2731 _ _ 1933_ _ _ . Vcice Vied-

9.775 1925 Yinzan Redd 
4800 1993 V  dr 41and: Ate re 

___1925_____Cenen munwnrre 
9890 J41.4.___YetsitPoin_n  

TLP Ertl SH 
RuS  Ern We 
IND 
flIgl_ 
CVA 1.41  

HOL4JOGErg  MC 

S Ens 

_ 91E6 '92o Yu« u' Fusua   
_ ale _ _ _ffide Nederland 

S. 1942 VP' earn; RED 011,71  
11.590_ _ 1915 Col Woe. 

1920 Koi War, _ _ 
lueo 1910 Alunds Red o  

_IKE__ le* Redo Nederiain_  
jut_ _ _Chira Role Ir _ 
_1220_ _ 1220_2019 CWQ_   

f,t4(1 At lino Ratio 
_ _ __Ft» o Canpflailt_ 

15.345 Mortsca_ _ _ _ _ 
15 365 1943  GS Wort 
15400 1945 BOO war, Service 
15505_ _ _1917_ __Redd Lean 

Vioce cl iiroeiCd 
1526 1993 Rao o Fraxe ht 
_ _ j.. Verse cf Greece 

s_e40 1922 isrwal 
17110 192 Rad Neeerard 

211043ML 
Sere axe Radii.] Garda ht._ 
5920 2015 Rode Piave 
520 2021 Crtne ROLM— 

_727i zo7 Nteme Wort Redo_ _ _ tiSALBES__ 
7236 2015 V 11 Isar* Read kr  MN Ere__ 

IND Eno  
CAN  Fie 

KOP1  
G/ASC 
IQN1_ Are 

USA/DOT Era 
Fee Rl 

RL 
RI 
RI 
DL 
RI 
RI 

En_ 
611 Erg 
HOL Erg 

Rl 
91 
GG 

CAWS Fie L1 
Era oc 

DII  Era RI 

72(6 2103 Chna Rod o lot. 
_1,420____11e__N29 Smiler 
7«  2103 Rain Lkaine In  
7.500 2109 Fenn Buena 
7590 2145 ARM. 
923:1 2119  P4ckbristm_________ 

_ _ Z103 All ocia lado _ _ _ _ 
1445 2141  All ncia Radar 
8550 2345  Bee Havana Cr,tia  
_9E03 _ _2229 Owls Raffia Ire _ _ 

___9(05_23re Rain R'JITallnl EL _ _ 
1703 23»  Ikea Nee   

_ 9715 ant At word oad IL 
_4.73L _ _ 233L Radio Nacinnal de Paaquay _ _ 

9.925 7218  _CrCeae Radio  
9990 2149 Redo Coro 

__use__ _2112 _ Raio Australia 
11E0  _2102_ RA, a_Herela_rel»_ 
11.790 2117 Cline PedicAlL 

._111%._ _MR__ _3741114os 
111E5_ _ 2118 BiAlleg WM__ 
11.25 2209 FLA' Int 
15205 2118 Deresdie Mee 
15345 _ _Z101 _ _ _ 9_54)210 ,‘U.E8mirE__ _ _ 

_15695 2140 WeFR 
15.770 2108  WYFR 

_15225_ 2113_ _ _ MC_ 

Olen; 

BC Bernard Curtis Li Jessor 
De David Bullock MC M ka Case! 
EM Edie McKeown PP Peer Pollard 
EH Franco Hearne Rehodefick I'man 
Fm Paddy McGarr', SH Snnon Ficckenhull 
GG Goiaia Gen 0 rin Prier 

920 2033 Rode Puled 
_ .1175_ 1013_ Venn Radio 
_1241  3)15 Vats C Irmia 
1..625_ 201.(L_ Mice Pudic 

_Leg_ _Me Derrsche Mlle _ 
Erg FN .11Elrâ______ZEIZIL MI Irr 

11 945 11C4'. 

Ma UTC Service Ceuertry Lang De 
_7,720___2043._ in  Flea_ C/A Erg • Fil 

—_Z.21I5 _ _ 2010 Chine Radio e, _al Erg J0 
_TAG 2400 Voice cf Russia PUS  Era SH 
_Wee_ USA/MPA Ell  BC 

720 2410 We usdi_ Re W 
7 450 7045 ERT 3 GliC Co W 

_126Zg.15.______Çâoggo_nigetnrraL CM W 
9375 7020_ Weld Geer& JAC __el_ +A' 
9390 2030  Kol Israel ISR _Arne W 
2410 3130 BBC Wakl Sae> G Erg W 
9440  316 Ns Rs:robs. CM E02 Ai% 

__92/11_ ___2048 oadC EAMOr de Ewe L  Era 91  
AECO 3/31 Greve Fads ht.  EIel En W  

WA Eno  Iii 
. _ __CVA _ _  

FUS Enk _LL______ 
OVA Ere  MC   

_ _ _ _13____ 
I 

POI Pa 1.1 
_11(55 _ _ 3)13_ Raba Damn's _ ._ _ _ _S111 _ 
_13230 2091 Crone tbdio Irit. CHWU _ _ _EFC___MC---- 
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Equipment Used: 
Bernaro Curtis - Realistic DX-390 + outdoor Wire 
David Bullock - Sangean ATS505 + whip 

Eddie McKeown - Grundig YB400 + whip 
Francis Hearne - Sharp VVOT370 or Yaesu FRG-7 Vega Selena + wire 

Freddy McGavin , Dublin - Roberts RC828 + indoor wire 

Gerald Guest - Roberts RC818 + 10m wire 
j. Jesson - loom RC R75 + indoor wire or Yaesu FT-817 + half G5RV 

Michael Casey - Roberts RC828 + CTU9 + 60m indoor loop or outdoor 75m inverted dipole 
Peter Pollard - Sony ICF2001D + whip 

Rhoderick Illman - Kenwood R5000 + wire or Sony AN1 
Simon Hockenhull - Grunding YB400 + whip 
Vic Prier - Fairhaven R0500VX + Datong AD-270 or vertical 

Thanks to Martin for his sterling work in compiling 

LM&S. which has been very much appreciated. 

Look out for LM&S in reedit:mar on sale on 22 December with new 

author Chris Brand. 

From now on, please send all your logs and reports to Chris et 

19 Granby House, Granby Row, Manchester M1 7AR 

or via E-mail to 

chrisOsutton-brand.freeserve.ao.uk 
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A Christmas Cracker from bhi 
Amplified DSP noise cancellation 

speaker. Connects to the extension 
speaker socket of your equipment 
Up to 5W input 2.5W output. Up to 

35dB noise cancellation. 

NES10-2 MKII £99.95 + £6.95 P+P 
'An easy to plug-in accessory that 
can significantly improve your 
readability' RadCom Dec 02 

ri--> -riits age 

Fully featured in-line desktop DSP noise 
cancellation unit, simply connects between 
your equipment and extension speaker. 
Up to 35dB noise cancellation. 
Supplied w' power leads 

NE1M1031 £129.95 

+ £6.95 P+P: 
etersadjé !ledge 

le over £89.95 
s December 31st 2005) 

'Enter your Call sign or message 

NEDSP1061-KBD £89.95 + £4.95 P+P 
'When you are communicating with weak and noisy QRP stations, the 
bhi add-on DSP filter could be worth its weight in gold' RadCom Dec 03 

DSP Noise Cancelling Products from bhi 
bhi Ltd. P.O.Box 136, East Sussex, TN39 3WD, Tel: 0870 2407258 
Fax: 0870 2407259 www.bhi-ltd.co.uk salesebhi-ltd.co.uk 

Shown with 
optional stand 

'How did I manage without 
a DSP unit like this? 

' SVVM Mar 03 

NEDSP1062-KBD £99.95 + £4.95 P+P 
'the on air performance in improving readability of weak SSB 

signals or those in noisy conditions were excellent' 
RadCom July 2005 

E&O.E. 

Full range of audio adapters and accessories available to 
suit most types of equipment call for more info 

VISA afzu 

DEDICATED TO THE SCANNING LSCANcAr 

AND SHORIWAVE ENTHUSIAST.. _,.„„, ,. .0. ...... ws —Pon. " 

WE'RE MORE THAAVIIST SOFIWARE a Ele age 

SHORTWAVE SHOP ..ded 
18 FAIRMILE ROAD, CHRISTCHURCH, DORSET BH23 2Ij 
Phone-Fax 01202 490099 Websitc: http:,'/Www.shortwave.co.uk 

COMOdIUNICA110.1 
SOLUTIONS FROM MARINE & SECURITY 

 $HORTWAV RADIO EQUIPMENT Wee 1E Site-
El 

LATEST RANGE OF HE • • friiiies, 1 .•• TRANSCEIVERS AVAILABLE .•• 
• Ufa. ''. . 

• Tr Ill 

WORLDWIDE DISTRIBUTORS FOR 
WELBROOK RECEIVING 

ANTENNAS .... 

COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF 
ANTENNAS FOR MOBILE 
AND FIXED LOCATIONS 

SCANCATe  for Windows 
Since 1989, The Recognized Leader in Computer Control 

Once you use SCANCAT with YOUR radio, you'll NEVER 
use your radio again WITHOUT SCANCAT 

n,Por's a rnost A,. . •• •  ,. lt-dI  rad, by ADS :, - '. 
•. , IF , NFtD, Plus. Li ,..:., LC2'..0 :iio -35.ry6,16 ',If' ' 07, , , 

Lowe HF• ' 50 end Welk.. , • 

Scar' Cat -l_iites-FeL_ILIIIS 
L.1 inn i-tact Time, em1,-,9,5. iminta-cr Specie. 

Pr-091-.01117 YOLle Scam-tar 

As Easy As 1-2-3-CL_ICIK I 
SC-I_Ito Supports, F•Fro-zia, F•FiCe-9.5, PRO-98. 19C-246 

ra over 7.5 more Troohloo Scerroere 

ScenrioCen't -Gold for Wirerclo•nes 
V'errasicaurs lEt- no etsapeLss 

Support« all radicas Cr. 'ONE program - 
shara tiles with all radios. 

-Two Scanning rroodulere: 
A Simple Basic Module - for beginners 
r'l LA an — An Advanced S‘,.,inning System 

the -experts- . 

Scese•ICene-IG.roarl for Wie•cllo•nos SE 
si 59-915 

A n of CirgLA P. —Standard III tlhe foot...os 
5,caanucat" pie. additional functions". 

w Long term logging at frequencies's to hard driv•• 
• Record Audio to hard drive using sound card 
w improved spectrum analysis with several great 
graphical analyales escreena. 

WEBSITE - www.scancal.com E-mail: infescancal.com 
(..- -Purchase On-Line - Download Software Without Shipping Charges /. 

.. 

FIFTVHF,UHE VISIT: 
DAB & WORLDSPACE 

RECEIVERS FROM ICON, FOR OUR LATEST USED 
RECEIVERS 

YAESU 8 KENWOOD EQUIPMENT LISTING 

AUNCO, AOR, AND, BEARCAT, COMTEL, DRAKE, FAIRHAVEN, ICON, 
KENWOOD, JRC, LOWE, MAYCOM, MFJ, OPTO, WELLBROOK,YUPITERU,YAESU 
, ç THE COMMUNICATION --\ SPECIALISTS 

Receivers - Scanners - Transceivers 
Call & discuss which part of the radio spectrum you wish to operate and we 

will advise you on the most cost effective way achieving it 
• Full range of new& secondhand equipment available. 

• We stock all leading brands:- Airband Amateur CB, Marine Shortwave 

Licence-exempt transceivers • Business and Security Radios 
COMPUTER AIDED TECHNOLOGIES „„ 

P.O. Box 18285 Shreveport. LA 71138 
Phone:13181 687-4444 FAX 131 8i 686-0449 

Info/Tech Support 13181687-2555 (9 a.m - 1 p m. Central M-FI 

.4 MIlb FROM Bol RNES101111 INTERNAIIONAL IRPORI ON B3073 
300 YARDS FROM CHRISTCHURCH RAILWAY STATION, FORECOURT PAIIMNG FOR DISABLED 
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T
his year's Sporadic-E season finale 
was a traditional one, something 
that has not been experienced for 
many years. Activity diminished 
during the first few days of 

September after an amazingly productive 
previous month. There was an upsurge in 
activity by the middle of the month with a 
Band I opening affecting central and southern 
Europe. 

Mixed Conditions 
The season has received a mixed response 
from DXers. Many having complained that it's 
been the worst season in living memory. 
Others have praised it! John Faulkner (Sutton-
in Ashfield), and others in the Midlands, 
ourselves included, feel that activity fell short 

of expectations in our particular area for some 
strange reason. Perhaps we'll have better luck 
next year! 

Shorter skip distances have been evident 
this summer with some of the closer 

Fig. 1: The new Lkrainian TV logo. 

transmitters in Switzerland, Germany and 
Denmark becoming regular visitors, while 
Iceland and Russia have been noticeably rare. 

Reception Reports 
Peter Barber (Coventry) logged Portugal on 
the first of September between 1340 and 
1348. Activity from the Iberian Peninsula re-
emerged at 1359 with NE- 1 from the Madrid 
Channel E2 transmitter showing 'El Tiempo' 
(the Spanish weather forecast) until 1402. This 
was observed by Peter Barclay (Sunderland). 
Peter reports further signals from Spain on the 
3rd with programmes and commercials 
between 0951 and 1007 on E2 and E3. 
A Sporadic-E (SP-E) revival on the 15th 

from central and south-eastern Europe 
brought in strong signals from RTL KLUB 
(Hungary) on R2 with programmes between 
0926 and 0934. During the same period, 
Slovenia (510-1) E3 and Croatia (HRT-1) E4 
were present. 

Costa van der Linden (Rotterdam, The 

Netherlands) has forwarded us details of a 
mystery caption sighted on Channel R3 
during the summer. The centre symbol 
resembles a figure ' 3' as shown but with a 
figure ' 1' present in the lower-left of the 
screen (Fig. 2). 

Tropospheric DX 
By 2 September, the high-pressure system 
poised to the east of the Unitèd Kingdom 
created ideal tropospheric reception • 
conditions. Peter Barclay logged Denmark 
DR- 1 on E7 (Soenderjylland) and TV2 on E27 
(Ábenrà); German stations that were present 
include ARO El 0 (unknown) and ZDF E24 
(Bremerhaven/Cuxhaven) and E34 ( Niebüll); 
NDR E29 (Flensburg) and E60 (Niebüll). There 
was also a string of Dutch (NED-1, NED-2 
and NED-3) Band Ill and u.h.f. signals from 
Wieringermeer and Smilde plus the local 
stations of RTV Drenthe (25, Omroep Fryslan 
E28 and N Noord E36. 
By the 4th, Norway had joined the queue 

Fig. 2: A sketch, 
from G6sta van der 

Linden. showing 

just the unidentified 

logo/caption that 

he received on 

Channel Ri. 

Fig. 3: Simple but 
effective: the BBC 

identification 

symbol, first 

transmitted in 

1%1, hut perhaps 

too simple, as it 
only lasted for 
about a year! 

of stations with NRK-1 E6 (Bjerkreim), NRK-2 
E41, TV2 E37 and E44 (all unknown sources); 
TV Norge E51; Swedish outlets included SVT-
1 E8, SVT-2 E23, E26 and [ 29, N4 [46 and 
E49. More Danish transmitters were added to 
the log including DR- 1 E5, E6, E7, El 0 and 
E57, N2 E22, E27, ( 28, E30, E32, E33, E35, 
E37, E40, E56 and E58. Conditions were also 
affecting the south of England. 
Stephen Michie (Bristol) noted NED-1 E27 

from Lopik overriding BBC-2 broadcasts from 
Sandy Heath; NED-3 E30 (also Lopik) was 
airing text followed by the Zepplin opening 
clock at 0555. In Coventry, from 0800, Peter 
Barber noticed NED-1 E4 ( Lopik) and VRT 
Ni (Wavre, Belgium) El 0 simulcasting the 
same religious service, which seems to 

indicate that it was an important'event. 
By 2038, with antennas directed towards 

Norway, George Garden (Edinburgh) was 
watching a steady TV2 signal on E44, from 
the Bokn 270kW e.r.p. transmitter. Black Hill 
E37 (Channel Five) was heavily co-channelled 
with strong Norwegian images, while on BBC-
2 on E46, Norwegian subtitles were floating in 
the background. After TV2 closed down at 
0125 with their analogue clock and pop 
music accompaniment, TV Norge emerged on 
E51 and later on E45. Throughout the day, 
Norwegian FM stations on 91.8, 93.3, 97.0 
and 97.6MHz were heard. 
On the 9th, Tom Crane (Hawkwell) 

captured Dutch locals RN Oost E22, E36, TV 
Drenthe [25, N  Flevoland E26, Omroep 
Zeeland E54; RTV Gelderland E58, RN NH 
E55 displaying a box logo in the top-right 
containing the abbreviation 'RTV' with ' N- H' 
below. 

Further tropospheric enhancement on the 
22nd produced strong miscellaneous French 
signals in Hawkwell. Essex on System L 
Channels 121, 124, 127 (all Lille), 129, 137 
(both Boulogne), 139, 142 (both Dunkerque) 
and 148 (possibly Hirson). Stephen Michie 
logged NED-2 E27 with a Parliamentary 
programme at 1006 and RN Oost (22 
showing programme trailers. 

Inverted Video 
TornCram' and Paul Foley (Newhaven) have 
both noticed a strange effect with strong 
Ukrainian signals on Channel R2. The SECAM 
colour sub-carrier resembles a System L 
(French) picture, which can be confusing. 

r-

Service Information 

Spain: Analogue N is expected to close 
completely by 3 April 2012. The switch-off 
date for the Madrid E2 transmitter was 
originally planned for 30 September 2005 
but the outlet remained on-air. With some 
luck, the authorities will have had a 
change of heart and the signal will still be 
with us next season. The TVE-2 Santiago 
E2 outlet took 19 years to finally close! 
According to Roger Bunney (Romsey), 
Class B licence holders with over four 
years of operating experience are being 
allowed access to 50-51MHz at 100W. 

Hungary: Amateurs were allowed access 
to 50.05 - 50.5MHz at 5W for 30 days in 
August for assessing interference to N 
broadcasts on Channel RI. Currently there 
are two MN-1 transmitters using RI: 
Budapest ( 150 kW) and Nagykizsa (50 
kW). The 6-metre band could be opened 
up within the next few years on a 
secondary-user basis. 

Ukraine: A new logo is reported to be in 
use by YT- 1, which resembles the old 
Russian ORT sloping ' 1' logo, just to add 
confusion (see Fig. 1). 

Our DX-N and Archive TV website can be 
found on the Internet at www.test-
cards.fsnet.co.uk 
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I } uu are interested in finding out more 
about weather satellites (WXSATs), do read 

this column. This month I reveal some of 
the background to the proposed frequency 
change for NOAA-18, and have a brief 

look at the October solar eclipse, as well as 

reviewing current WXSAT reception. 

NOM- 18 a.p.t. - A Late Intervention! 
So near, yet su tar! We were within a rew days 
of having NOAA-18s a.p.t. frequency switched 

from 137.9125MHz to the alternative 
137.10MHz, a change that would benefit 
many monitors in Britain that suffer badly from 

pager interference. Darrell Robertson - the 
NOM representative who monitors the 

WXSAT forums, and responds to our queries 
had even advised us of the forthcoming 

change, when everything ground to a halt. 
There had been an objection to the change of 
frequency. 

The situation up to mid-October can be 
summarised: METOP-1 EUMETSATs first polar 

satellite in the new Initial Joint Polar Orbiting 
Operational Satellite ( IJPS) system is scheduled 
to transmit the new image formats including 
Low Resolution Picture Telemetry (LRPT) 

requiring new reception equipment, on 
137.10MHz, a frequency unlikely to be 
significantly affected by interference. NOM-
18 was allocated and currently transmits a.p.t., 
on 137.9125MHz, a frequency known for 

years to be badly affected by pager interference 
(due to very bad frequency planning by the 
then UK authorities) in Britain. 

Fig. 1: Simulated a.p.l. front 124211TC 

October h.r.p.t. image. 

The problem is that EUMETSAT conditioned 
their concurrence on NOM vacating their 

frequency when METOP launches. NOM 
does not recall giving the environmental 
frequency away so this must be evaluated. 
Essentially, EUMETSAT had apparently stopped 

it happening. I contacted EUMETSAT to 
enquire further about the problem as they saw 
it. The Operations staff (the Help Desk)' 
appeared to have no knowledge of the event, 
so they suggested that I should contact the 

delegate office from the UK Meteorological 
Office to present a formal request to 
EUMETSATs Director General, Dr Lars Prahm. 
Although my initial reaction was to suggest that 
this course of action was somewhat beyond 

my scope, I decided to do so anyway. The 
Operations staff told me that they were not 

actually aware of EUMETSAT having made any 
objections to the proposal. 

I contacted the Met Office and was referred 
to Stewart Turner, who kindly invited me to 
summarise the situation for him to present at 

the EUMETSAT Scientific and Technical Group 
(STG) meeting on 11 October. The group 
represents the interests of the UK in the 
EUMETSAT partnership. rather than just 

Fig. 2: Solar eclipse weather over Britain from 
METEOSAT-8 at 0945UTC 3 October 
EUMETSAT 2005. 

Fig. 3: Solar eclipse on 3 October from webcam 

courtesy Carsten Amholm in Norway. 

representing the Met Office. I quickly provided 
him with a summary of the situation regarding 

the interference to NOM- 18 a.p.t. suffered by 
large numbers of UK amateur WXSAT 

monitors, and also provided him with the 
EUMETSAT contacts. 

Following the meeting, a preliminary report 

sent to me implied that EUMETSAT were not 
aware of any such concerns having been 
raised. Finally, in mid-October the situation 
was clarified: NOAA users had requested a 

delay in the frequency switching until after the 
hurricane season, apparently due to some of 
the a.p.t. receivers only catering for the upper 
frequency. The switch option will therefore be 
reviewed in December. I remain optimistic. 

Meanwhile, Fig. 1 shows a simulated a.p.t. 
image produced using David Taylors HRPT 
reader because I cannot receive clear images 
on 137.9125MHz. 

Solar Eclipse Under Cloud 
Much of Britain was clouded over during the 
whole of the solar eclipse (annular in places in 
Europe, elsewhere partial) that occurred during 

the morning of 3 October. Although I had two 
telescopes available for solar work, neither can 

see through clouds! 
Most of the country was covered in cloud or 

thick mist, see Fig. 2, although the extreme 

south-east had gloriously clear skies. The cloud 
front was moving slowly westwards along the 
south coast, but the METEOSAT animation 

showed that it would not clear Southampton 
until near noon, shortly after the end! 

Fortunately, other observatories had better 
conditions. Fig. 3 shows the eclipse seen over 

Norway using a hydrogen-alpha filtered 
telescope. 

Scotland faired better, as seen in Fig. 4 from 
Les Hamilton in Aberdeen. In Fig. 5 yob can 
see the Moons shadow during the annular 

eclipse, imaged by METEOSAT-8 as it travelled 
across north Africa. The view from there must 
have been spectacular the outer ring (annulus) 
of the sun showing around the dark moon. 

EUMETCast (METEOSAT imagery) to expand 
coverage 
Iut redsiti numbers of European WXSAI 

monitors are setting up DVB reception systems 

for EUMETCast data. METOP data (the new 
European polar WXSAT to be launched next 

year) should also become available within the 
EUMETCast data stream. METOP is most 
unlikely to be monitored directly in the same 
way as the NOM WXSATs due to the 

considerable costs of setting up new systems 
for its reception and decoding during the early 
years, so EUMETCasts plan is highly 

encouraging. 
EUMETSAT also intends to broadcast high 

resolution AVHRR data over EUMETCast. 

Closed-user tests are taking place now with 
CEO members. As an example of the 
antic ipated coverage, see Fig. 6 from David 
Taylor. 

David explains that this data comes from 
two EUMETSAT h.r.p.t. receiving stations. The 

data is at full h.r.p.t. resolution ( 1.1km) and 10-
bit digital quality; the screen-shot just shows 

the coverage area. My understanding is that 
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this data will be free to amateurs and 
educational establishments. David suggests 

that it is possible that we might see h.r.p.t. data 
via EUMETCast by the end of year. 

Current WXSATs 
I admit to being a little puzzled about one 
announcement made by NOAA (National 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) 
In late August. It concerned a change of the 
frequency allocation for NOM-16 from 

right-hand circular polarisation to left! This 

apparently minor change immediately 
prevented an estimated 95% of all h.r.p.t. 

users from receiving good data! 

Historically, NOAA h.r.p.t. has used right-
hand circularly polarised telemetry (r.h.c.p.), 
with the exception of a short period following 

Fig. 5: Moons shadow over the Sahara during 

annular eclipse 3 October EUMETSAT 2005. 

launch. Normally the switch to r.h.c.p. would 
be made within a few days, enabling users all 
over the world to start receiving good quality 
data. A polarisation change is not the easiest 

operation to perform on the huge majority of 
tracking satellite dishes so such a change was 

not anticipated by most users. 
My own checks on NOAA-16 h.r.p.t. 

confirm that the signal is weaker and subject to 
drop-outs, but can be decoded for various 
periods during each pass see Fig. 7. Close 
examination shows that images still have the 

wavy section fault to some extent. 

Fig. 7: NOAA-16 h.r.p.t. 1441UTC 13 October 

(left circularly polarised data received using 

right-circularly polarised antenna) 

Fig. 4: Solar eclipse from Aberdeen courtesy Les 

Hamilton. 

NOAA-14 continues to provide high 

resolution (h.r.p.t.) data though it has been 

showing variable quality see Fig. 8. The effect 
of the fault varies rapidly with time. Sometimes 
the image is as shown, with interference of 

various shapes seemingly randomly crossing 
the image; other times there is just one narrow 
stripe along a side, and just occasionally we 

get a clear pass as reported by Mike lupp on 

, 16 October. 

Getting into NOAA WXSATs 
Setting up a system to receive and 
decode NOM a.p.t. (low resolution 

automatic picture telemetry) has never 
been cheaper or easier. It was my first 

entry into WXSAT decoding and, for the 

cost, is a very economical yet satisfying 

project. The signals are received directly 
from the orbiting satellite so are subject to 

varying degrees of interference due to 

physical obstructions such as trees or 
buildings and to possible radio interference. 

Reception requires a suitable antenna 
(designed for WXSAT signals), a suitable 

receiver (again, one designed for WXSAT 

signal processing), and suitable decoding 
hardware and software. A laptop computer is 

ideal for receiving and decoding WXSAT a.p.t. 
data; much software is free in its basic form 
and can provide live images. It is ideally suited 
to educational applications for schools. Typical 
costs are £35 to £40 for an antenna, £25 or so 

for cabling, £100 for a receiver kit (for those 

Fig 8: NOAA-14 h.r.p.I. 0949U1C 9 October 

from Southampton. 

AMVII 

Fig. 6: Possible METOP coverage via 

EUMETCast courtesy David Taylor. 

suitably equipped for construction projects), or 

£250 (or so) for a ready-built receiver. Future 
editions will explain the options in full. 

The View From America 
Chuck Vaughn sent Fig. 9, a superb image 

he received from the Chinese WXSAT 
FENGYUN-1D. He comments: As soon as 
Southern California gets a Santa Ana 

condition, the fires start. This was received 

on 29 September and shows the dramatic 
smoke plume. A few days earlier, Patrick 

Prokop produced this thermally calibrated 

image of hurricane Rita, showing how low 
the temperature reached near its centre. 

Satellites for Disaster Management 
Leading national space agencies have decided 

to build a unified system to deliver real-time 
satellite pictures to monitor the impact of 

natural calamities world-wide. The eight-
member International Charter on Space and 

Major Disasters, that includes NASA, the 
European Space Agency, Japanese Aerospace 
Exploration Agency, and the Indian Space 

Research Organisation, has announced the 
decision in the Indian capital Bangalore. "We 

have proven the relevance of space in 
alleviating human suffering caused by such 

calamities," charter board member Jean-Luc 
Bessis said at a fifth anniversary meeting. The 

charter was formed in November 2000 and 
has been activated several times to assist with 

information on emergencies such as floods, 
volcanic eruptions, oil spills, hurricanes and 
earthquakes world-wide. 

Fig. 9: Smoke plume from California imaged on 

29 September by FENGYUN-1D from Chuck 

Vaughn. 
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Earth observation satellites provide 

comprehensive, synoptic and multi-temporal 
coverage of large areas in real time and at 
frequent intervals, revealing the nature and 
impact of disasters, said Bessis. The charter 
was at the forefront in providing space 

information during Hurricane Katrina after 
floodwaters submerged parts of New Orleans 
on 29 August. When the tsunami struck 14 

countries across South Asia and Southeast Asia 
on 26 December 2004, member countries 
swung into action to release about 200 images 
from their satellites. 

News from the WXSAT Groups 
Francis Bell of GEO (the Group for Earth 

Observation) tells me that they have been 
particularly active over recent months 
because of changes in the reception of 

weather satellites, and the anticipation of 
new ones. With the WEFAX service from 
EUMETSATs METEOSAT series ending in 

early 2006, GEO is offering a new service 
to members to supply the receiving 

hardware and software plus help with 
licensing for METEOSAT-13 (MSG-1). Their 
advice is Prepare now rather that wait until 

the WEFAX service is turned off. GEO will 
be attending the EUMETSAT conference in 
Helsinki in 2006 where we have been 

invited to submit a paper. NOAAs next 
conference will be in mid-2007, and again 
GEO will be there. GEOs own conference 
will be held on 29 April 2006 at the UKs 
National Space Centre in Leicester. 

Regular contacts between GEO and NOAA 
help keep the membership up-to-date with 
existing satellites, data formats and future 
plans. GEO has members in the USA and 

south America using these satellites so we do 
keep up to date with these changes. 

John Tellick tells me that David Taylor and 
another GEO member have been involved 
with EUMETSAT in initial tests of AVHRR data 
(including high-resolution NOAA-18 images) 
disseminated over EUMETCast. This allows 

evaluation of the system and software 
requirements for this extension of the EARS 
service, which was described at the GEO 
Symposium in April this year. 

A member of GEOs management team 
listened to NOM-18 reception during his 
recent travels across Europe, and confirmed 

little background interference. It is unfortunate 
that pager frequencies in the UK are so close to 
the downlink from NOM 18. GEOs website is 
geo-web.org.uk 

The HUT System Finally Working Again 
The long saga of my h.r.p.t. (high resolution) 
tracking system was finally cracked in mid-

September. The hardware (cabling, pre-amp, 
receiver and ancillary units had been checked 
out by the supplier (Dave Cawley of Timestep) 
and found to be working well. I had re-

installed the returned modules and tested some 
passes but the fault remained very noisy passes 

throughout. 
I left it alone for a few days to ponder. I had 

a walk around the tracking dish and looked at 

it carefully. Hmm! Shouldn't that feed be 
absolutely vertical? 

Fig. 10: Hurricane Rita 

20 September from 

Patrick Prokop. 

I examined the 

helical feed at the centre 
of the dish. Nothing 
obvious was wrong, but 

it seemed very slightly 
off-centre. I removed the 
entire feed system and 
gave it a clean meaning 

that I removed a spider 
from the central tube to 
which the feed is 
attached. This (the 
spider) itself would not 

have any effect. 
Then I very carefully 

replaced the feed, taking 

care to align the central 
tube pointing towards 
the central hole rather 
than leaving it off-centre. 
I also lightly oiled the 
supporting bolts. 

There was no pass for 

a few hours, but NOM-
15 was imminent so I set 

it up for that. NOM-15 
does not provide a good 
test due to the current 
configuration on the 
WXSAT it is using an 
mini-directional 

antenna instead of the RCHP antenna. (Omni-
directional - no preferred direction.) To my 
great relief and surprise, I received good data 

for much of the pass leaving me very optimistic 
about the forthcoming good NOM-14 pass. 

As hoped for, it was excellent with minimal 

noise except near the start and end where I 
have trees seemingly reaching the clouds! This 

was a very satisfactory end to a long check-out 
history that had seen virtually every 
component tested. Subsequently satellite 
passes have been received with excelled 

strength. 
This edition marks the end of a very 

eventful year in the WXSAT calendar. I wonder 

what surprises next year will bring? 

Frequencies 

a.p.t 

NOAA-I 2 and NOAA-15 transmit a.p.t. Ott 137.50MHz during overlap periods, NOAA-12s 
a.p.t. may be switched off. 
NOM-17 transmits a.p.t. on 137.62MHz 
NOAA-18 transmits a.p.t. on 137.9125MHz but 137.100MHz is an option for 

December/January. 

h.r.p.t. 
NOM-12 transmits on 1698.0MHz 

NOM-14 (often faulty) transmits on 1707MHz 
NOAA-15 transmits (omni-directional) on 1702.5MHz 
NOM-16 transmits on 1702.5MHz but I.h.c.p. (see text) 
NOM-17 transmits on 1707MHz 

NOM-18 transmits on 1698MHz 

FENGYUN-1C (faulty) and ID transmit on 1700.5MHz 

WEFAX: METEOSAT-7 (geostationary) transmits WEFAX on 1691 and 1694.5MHz and 
Primary Data on 1691.0MHz until early 2006. 
METEOSAT-8 HRIT, HRIT and other formats transmitted via HotBird-6 at 1 3 east on 
transponder 117- 10853.44 MHz as EUMETCast data. 
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F
. ollowing up on my September 
column, a few days after it was sent 

to the editorial office I began to 
receive further reports regarding the 

re-activation of the Bulgarian beacon 
KL (291.5kHz). It was being heard by several 
listeners in different parts of Europe and 

would seem to have become permanently 
active. 

In these days of beacon closures it's 

refreshing to hear of a beacon coming back to 
life again. Dr Matthias, from Germany, kindly 
sent me a picture of the location as he had 
apparently visited that area last year. The 
photo, Fig. 1, shows the station building and 
the antenna. Dr. Matthias tells me that there's 

a meteorological station there and radar to 
watch the ship traffic towards the ports of 

Varna and Bourgas. 

Official Information 
A major problem for maritime beacon 

listeners, is the lack 
of official 
information 
regarding NDBs that 
are still currently 
operational. Official 

documents such as 
Admiralty List of 

Radio Signals Vol. 2 
and nautical 
almanacs stopped 
carrying details of 
NDBs a couple of years ago. Fortunately, my 
own database is kept up-to-date with listener 
reports and the regular checking of aero data 

regarding the aeromarine NDBs. 
My beacon booklet is now probably the 

most definitive guide available for active 
marine beacons along with the tables 

produced in this column. The guide contains 
details in an easy to use format of over 3000 
marine and aero NDBs covering the area 

from the east coast of Canada to the Red sea 
area and from the Arctic to almost the 

equator. Please contact me, enclosing a s.a.e., 
or visit my website 

www.kilkee17.freeserve.co.uk for details. 
Another useful data source for beacon 

listeners is www.beaconworld.org.uk The site 

owner runs a private reflector Group that has 
well over 100 members from the British Isles, 
North America and Europe. Being a private 
list it is not subject to spam but the free 

membership does require approval. For more 
details about joining this excellent friendly list 
please contact the 
webmaster@beaconworld.org.uk The list 

caters for beacons listeners at all levels and 

not just NDBs but also amateur beacons, 
Navtex and DGPS stations. 

The beacon list has regular fun listening 
events, where members listen to various 
sections of the band over a weekend and 

report their findings that are then complied 
and published to list members. One such 

event was held the weekend I was preparing 
this column and involved listening to 
frequencies in the beacon band that ended in 
0.5kHz (e.g. 292.5). This event provided me 

with an excellent opportunity to get a 
snapshot of which marine beacons were 

audible in various parts of Europe. The most 
common marine beacons received over the 
weekend listeners in the UK and Western 
Europe were BA 292.5 and Fl 296.5 (Spain) 
along with KN 299.5 (Norway) and with BT 

and BK on 312.5 (Baltic). Listeners in the 

more northerly and the central parts of Europe 
managed to receive EYa, TR and SW from the 
309.5 Black Sea chain. 

ihg I. 

Spanish Beacons 
A ( oinbination or the short summer nights and 

the approaching solar cycle minimum, due 
early next summer, probably accounts for the 

lower number of Spanish beacons reported 
this time around. By the time you read this we 

will be back to the dark nights and hopefully 

some half decent DXing. 

Bo Nensén from Sweden went of an 
expedition to Parkalompolo in northeast 

Sweden to try beacon DXing from there. This 
location is actually north of Iceland and he 

was hoping to log some of the Russian Arctic 

beacons and managed to log a few marine 
beacons. 

Nearer home Brian Keyte from Surrey 
managed to log BA 292.5 during daylight and 

KN 299.5 just before dusk. From his location 
in Lancashire Alan Gale managed to log DA 

305.7 and NA 283.5 in the early hours. 
Moving across to the east coast Arnie 

Nessbitt reports receiving AB 381.0 during 

daylight on his FT-81 7. Roelof Bakker from 
the Netherlands successfully logged TR, SW, 
EYa on 309.5 while from Sardinia Girogio 

Casu also managed to log TR. Girogio had 

managed to receive KL (Bulgaria) at the end of 
June just after I had compiled my last column. 

Finally, Tony Moore reported a lack of 

Spanish beacons at his Redcar location but 
managed to log DA 305.7 from Iceland. 

LW Maritime Beacon Chart 
KHz C/S 

283.5 NA 
284.5 MA 
289.5 MY 
292.5 BA 
293.5 MH 
294.0 Fl 
294.5 VG 
296.5 Fl 
299.5 KN 
300.0 GA 
300.5 KS 
309.5 TB 
3050 KA 
3057 DA 
306.5 MV 
306.5 SC 
308 GR 
309.5 Eya 
309.5 TR 
309.5 SW 
312.5 BT 
312.5 BK 
314.0 SN 
337.0 MY 
372.0 OZN 
381.0 AB 
404.0 NL 

Location 

La Entallada 
Cabo Machichaco 
Cabo Mayor 
Pt Estaca Bares 
Mahon 
Cala Figuera 
Ostrov Zhizhginskiy 
Cabo Finistare 
Skrova It. 
Malaga 
Mys Kanin Nos 
Mys Teriberskiy 
Klaipede 
Dalatangi 
Morzhovskiy 
Sosnovetskiy 
Grimsey 
Mys Yevpatoriyskiy 
Mys Tarkhankutskiy 
Mys Khersonneskiy 
Mys Taran 
Baltijsk 
San Sebastian 
Myggenes 
Prins Christen Sund 
Akraberg 
Noslo 

Country DXer 

Canaries 
Spain 
Spain 
Spain 
Baleric Isles 
Majorca 
Arctic Russia 
Spain 
Norway 
Spain 
Arctic Russia 
Arctic Russia 
Lithuania 
Iceland 
Arctic Russia 
Arctic Russia 
Iceland 
Ukraine 
Ukraine 
Ukraine 
Baltic Russia 
Latvia 
Spain 
Faeroes 
Greenland 
Faeroes 
Faeroes 

Items marked • received during darkness. 
All others at dusk/dawn or during daylight 

Al 
B) 
C) 
DI 
El 

G) 
H) 

Robert Connolly, Kilkeel, N. Ireland 
Roelof Bakker, Zealand, Netherlands 
Giorgio Casu, San Gavino Monreale, Sardinia 
Arnie Nessbitt, near Whitby, England 
Tony Moore, Redcar, England 
Alan Gale, Rochdale, England 
Brian Kwte, Surrey, England 
Bo Nenen, Parkalompolo, Sweden 

A• B• C• E• F" 
A• 
A• 
AB C*D•E• F" 
A* 
A* 
H• 
A• B" C• D" 0* 
A* B* D• G• Fl• 
A• 
H• 
H* 
A• 
A• rD E" F• G• Fl• 
11* 
H* 
H" 
B" 
A" B" C* 
B" 

11* 
A* Fl• 
A" 
ABD'E" 
A* B* 
ABDE" 
A* B• D" E" 
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W
hat price for a blessing from God? 
Had readers been watching the 
religious 'event' transmitted from 
Charlotte, NC, USA during the 
evening of 9 October then they 

wuuld kituv, the answer to that question. 
A quite remarkable programme feed over Atlantic 

Bird- 1, 12.5° West for 'The Inspiration Networks' 
championed the need for three Atonement Offerings at 
£67 per month, the offering would be placed on the 
altar and you'll receive God's blessing in a 'double 
portion'. "No man shall stand before me empty 
handed" was liberally quoted from the book of 
Deuteronomy as the OK to ring up the ' Prayer 
Ministers' to give them your credit card details, if the 
line is busy then ring again, this shows that we are all 
talking to God! A remarkable commercialisation of 
religion and absolutely no indication of where your 
'Atonement Offering' cash was going ( in their pockets!!) 
Carried in the Channel 3 Globecast bouquet, 
11.106GHz-H (SR 20145 + FEC 3/4). 

Curiously the following night another religious event 
'Be the Best' but with 'KICC Lagos', Nigeria linking with 
Dallas, Texas and offices in Hemel Hempstead, UK, a 
true international production, which appeared to be 
another cash collection, asking viewers to ring the 
prayer line +44 020 8525 0000, the KICC and Dallas 
transmissions carrying a recorded 'Atonement Offering' 
item from the same presenter as the previous night - for 
a minimum £50 offering you received an 'Ark of the 
Covenant' and bonus DVD'. 

It was pretty evident that the 'Atonement' cash 
would not be going to the victims of the Bali bombings 
early October, the first dramatic pictures of which were 
carried over the W1, 10° East downlink of the APTN 
European distributor - 10.972GHz-V (4167+5/6). 
Pictures originated from the Metro News Bali' agency 
showing the bomb aftermath seconds after the 
explosions, followed 30 minutes later with casualties 
being carried into hospitals and treated on-site. 

Later a live feed, ex-Bali, appeared over WI with 
'BALI 05 PATH l' - I0.967GHz-V, though this is likely a 
relay of the original via C Band (4GHz) capacity, it 
didn't appear on any Ku band satellite though an 
extensive search was made anticipating that PAS-12 
45° East might be carrying Bali bombing content. 

Whilst I was checking over PAS- I 2, I tracked my 
dish onto the 55° East Russian AM-22 sat to establish 
any changes in the numerous channels available at 
good strengths into Europe. Activity can be found at 
11.046GHz (29812+3/4); 11.083GHz (3750+3/4); 
11.099GHz ( 10492+ 3/4) and 11.186GHz (11109+3/4/-
formally 8882+3/4) - all are vertically polarised. The 
latter 11.186 slot is used by the 2 educational channels 
SGU TVI and TV2, all the others carry entertainment 
other than 11.083, which is identified as 'FEED' and 
several times a day carries live news broadcast (with 
rehearsals!) as distribution to terrestrial networks around 
the Black and Caspian Sea region. 

Early evening of 30 September and a poor soul had a 
gall bladder operation 'somewhere' in the UK, the 
procedure was televised and transmitted via Eutelsat 
W2, 16° East courtesy of the 'BT TES 28' sat truck. The 
downlink - 11.144GHz-H. Whilst TES-28 was at the 
hospital, the sister truck 'SSN BT TES-43' was outside 
the Manchester United ground awaiting the latest 
happenings in the football world. Sky Sports News 
(11.137GHz-H). Once the report had been transmitted 
the truck went quiet and disappeared into the night. 

Over to the West at 341/2' West you'll find Intelsat 

Saetellite 
V ew 

903 and carried regularly carrying 'hook-ups' between 
London and Dublin for the Irish national broadcaster 
'Radio Telefis Eireann'. 'RTE SMU2 LBR' appears at 
11.153GHz-V (4699+3/4) using MPEG 4:2:2, and 'RTE 
LDN HBR' is at 11.137GHz-V (5632+3/4) running 
MPEG-2. The latter slot carries pictures of a busy news 
room, reporters and editors checking out copy, 
watching monitors, the other carried normal TV 
programming, which may be a reverse cueing video 
circuit into their London presentation studio and for 
carrying the Dublin based interviewer when 
transmitting a '2-way' live with London. 

Of great interest to all satellite enthusiasts is the 'DR 
DISH @ TV' show transmitted via Intelsat 10-02, 1° 
West, 11.538GHz-V (5632+3/4). 'The unique world-
wide TV show to promote communication' airs the last 
Monday of each month from about 1800 hours GMT in 
English and German, then is repeated immediately. The 
show itself runs for 80 minutes and is produced and 
uplinked from the NS teleport in Bonn. Content of the 
programme is newsy and there's a live Q&A where your 
phoned/E-mailed questions on satellite are answered. 

A strong signal received on a 900mm dish and 
upwards across Europe. Intelsat 10-02 carries a 
considerable loading of Scandinavian cable channels, 
check for infrequent news and programme feeds over 
the 11.550-11.750GHz-V spectrum - a 24/7 news 
circuit can be found at 11.676GHz-V (5632+3/4), 
which is the NTSC feed of 'ABC SCOPUS' out of 
Baghdad, a few news reports are carried back into the 
NY studios, at other times a locked-off camera shot out 
of the rear window shows a live day or night picture of 
nearby Baghdad rear gardens and palm trees! 

"Nice one from Prague" writes Alan Richards 
(Skegness) with the Czech Republic y Netherlands FIFA 
World Cup 2006 qualifier match, carried over Eutelsat 
W2, 16° East in clear PAL with both French and English 
commentaries - GLOBECAST UK3'identification at 
11.181GHz-V (6111+3/4). Another football match also 
over W2 but a threshold level signal was the Tunisia 
Morocco event via 'DSNG TUN001' - 10.998GHz-V 
(6111+3/4) with both Arabic and English commentary. 
And still more W2 footie with 'HEADLINE Tv Ser', thk 
time Belgium y Spain at threshold on 12.555GHz-H 
(5632+_) in 16:9 format with commentary in French 
and sound FX only. Rugby seems to be a regular feattni 
over PAS- 12, 45° East every Saturday afternoon from 
about 1400 hours and always on 11.525GHz-V 
(5632+3/4), courtesy 'GLOBECAST AFRICA' 
.Transmission usually ends around 1700 hours. From 
45° East to 45° West and a disorganised sports 
transmission was carried over PAS- 1R from both ORTM, 
Mali - 11.656GHz-V (5632+3/4). 

Roy Carman (Dorking) monitored the recovery 
operations from the Katrina and Rita hurricanes that 
struck the Southern States in September. 'DAD-I' was a 
news feed over Telstar-1 2, 15° West, which produced 
remarkable pictures of a Blackhawk helicopter involved 
in rescue attempts. What was unusual for this American 
sourced news feed were the transmission parameters - 
11.525GHz-H (the SR a very low 1499+FEC 7/8). These 
parameters were even lower than a 'SIC.PORTUGAL' 
sports feed over Hispasat, 30° West noted mid-
September with an SR 1520 + FEC3/4. 

A new BLIND SEARCH 'free to air' receiver, the 
Manhattan ST- 100, is recommended by Edmund Spicer 
(Littlehampton) as a satellite DXing tuner. Just enter the 
required Ku bandwidth to be searched and the tuner 
finds all transmissions, stores and advises all the digital 
parameters. 
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A reverse feed hack to 
Rumania from ITV London at 

Kings Reach ( WI). 

Fleii-cam live pictures over 
LA during a major power 

outage ( !. 

Test card from the Bali 
bombing site ( W)). 

TV facility company colour 
bars (NW, AB-)). 

(1, MILITARY AIDS VICTIMS re 

Rlackhawk helk.opter, note 
air refuelling probe on the 

nose. 

Racing from the United 
States. 

.3 Ñigdiejdidit 

Polish cycle racing. 

As the Israelis withdraw from 
Gaza, you can almost see the 
jubilation on the Palestinian's 

II, es. 
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How to use the Propagation Charts 
The charts contain three plots. The lower dashed line represents the 
lowest usable frequency (LUF), or ALE (Absorption Limiting 
Frequency). The chances of success below this frequency are very 
slim. 

The middle line indicates the optimum working frequency (OWF) 
with a 90% probability of success for the particular path and time. 

Lastly, the upper dashed line represents the maximum usable 
frequency (MUF), a 50% probability of success for the path and time. 

50 
South America ( N) II 

2 

8 10 12 14 16 18202224 

Time (UTC) 

South Africa  

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 

Time (UTC) 

To make use of the charts you must select the chart most closely 
located to the region containing the station that you wish to hear. By 
selecting the time chosen for listening on the horizontal axis, the best 
frequencies for listening can be determined by the values of the 
intersections of the plots against frequency. 

Good luck and happy listening. 
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Ron Ham's barometric pressure chart, taken at Storrington, W. Sussex, October 2005. 

October 2005 
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Day of the Month 

September Data 10.7cm Flux 

E Eff. Sunspot No. 

L AP Index 

111 -Log X-Ray 
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; 
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30.6 1035 
30.5 1032 
30.4 1029 
30.3 1026 

Îg:Î 11FI9 
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193 IgM 
29.7 1005 
29.6 1002 
29.5 998 
29.4 995 
29.3 991 
29.2 988 
29.1 984 
29.0 981 
28.9 978 
28.8 975 
28.7 972 
28.6 968 
28.5 965 
28.4 961 

guide 
to the 
chart 

The 10.7cm solar radio flux is 

used as an indicator of the 

general level of solar activity. 

The K and AP indices are 

measures of geomagnetic 

activity. 

The K index ranges from zero 

Ivary quiet) to nine Iseverely 

disturbed). 

K values of five or greater 

correspond to geomagnetic 

storm conditions that can 

relate to poor propagation 

conditions. 

The AP index ranges from O to 

400. An AP of 30 is the 

threshold for geomagnetic 

storm conditions. 
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A
s this year draws to a close, I 
thought I'd have a look back 
over the range of topics I've 

covered to see if there were any 
„ins. Surprisingly, I did find 

one al ea, su ill put that right for a start! 

I've spoken a lot about filtering over the 
years, but I've concentrated mainly on the 
best use of conventional receiver filtering or, 
more recently, getting the best out of DSP 

filters. 
The area I've not really touched on is the 

i.f. shift that's fitted to many of the better 

communications receivers. I was reminded of 
this recently when I borrowed a Yaesu FT-897 

transceiver for a Scout JOTA weekend. The 

FT-897 is an excellent rig with a top class 
receiver section that combines the best of 
analogue and digital filtering techniques. It 
also features the if. shift tuning that I wanted 
to cover here. 

Why Filter? 
You may be wondering why we need to filter 
digital signals at all when we use a 
communications receiver. Communication 

receiver designers have to make lots of 
compromises in order to produce a 

commercial design that will suit a wide range 
of different uses. 

One of the compromises occurs with the 

bandwidth setting of the i.f. stages of the 
receiver. The i.f. stage normally provides most 

of the filtering so is crucial in determining the 
overall bandwidth of the receiver. 

Over the years. it has become standard 

practice to start by designing receivers to 
handle s.s.b. speech signals. As a result, the 

receivers usually have a bandwidth of around 

Lost race • The Universal stand-alone decoder. 

300Hz to 3kHz - the standard speech band. 

However, experience over the years has 
shown that the full 2.7kHz bandwidth 

covering 300Hz to 3kHz is not really 
necessary and it's common to find 2.4kHz 

filters in many receivers. Whilst the filtering 
quality has improved significantly over the 

years, we are still normally faced with a 
2.4kHz bandwidth for our data signals. 

So how much bandwidth do we really 

need? It all depends on the mode because 
there's a huge range to consider. One of the 
most bandwidth hungry modes is h.f. FAX and 

a bandwidth of 3.5 or 4kHz will help deliver 

fine detail when you have a strong and clean 

signal. 
At the other end of the scale are the very 

narrow modes such as the amateur PSK31. 
This low speed text mode boasts a bandwidth 
requirement of just 31Hz so the 2.4kHz s.s.b. 
filter starts to look a bit hopeless. 

If you are fortunate enough to own a 
top-end receiver you will probably have a 
selection of i.f. bandwidths to choose from. 

However, those with mid-range receivers will 
probably have a fixed i.f. but may well have 

i.f. shift tuning. With a modicum of skill, the 
i.f. shift can be used to provide an adjustable 
receiver bandwidth. 

IF Shift Tuning 
Before I talk about how to get the best from 
i.f. shift tuning, we need to know a little bit 

about how it works. Rather than get too 
technical, it might be better to create an 

analogy to explain what's going on. 
Imagine you're stood in a room looking 

out of the window at a wonderful rolling 

landscape on a bright summer's day. The 

scene is then spoilt by a dirty old lorry parking 
in the road. Although it's only on the edge of the 
scene, it completely spoils the view. 

Now imagine you have a second window 
frame that you can move around in front of the 

main window. If you were to move the second 

window frame to one side you would be able to 
obscure the lorry whilst only losing some of the 
view. This is exactly how the i.f. shift works, i.e. 

you move the bandwidth around to cut out 
interfering signals that are at the edge of the 

pass-band. 
As in the example above, when you use the 

shift you do lose some of the bandwidth (view), 

but the interference rejection compensates for 
the loss. For data signals we use the inverse of 

the intended effect, i.e. we use the shift to 
narrow the bandwidth rather than to get rid of 
an interfering signal. In other words we want to 
restrict the view in our earlier example. This 
involves a bit of repositioning or re-tuning, but 

you can often achieve significant bandwidth 
reductions. To use the technique, tune in to your 
data signal and then juggle between the main 
tuning and the i.f. shift setting to reduce the 

bandwidth. 

Does It Work? 
One quite neat way to see the effect of a filter is 
to tune to a section of the band that's free of 
signals but has lots of white noise (hiss). 
Connect your receiver to the computer and your 
decoder and start-up your decoder's spectrum 
analyser. You should see a fairly wide trace 

showing the noise. Now try adjusting the i.f. 
shift and see the effect on the display. You 
should see a dramatic drop in the high or low 
frequencies depending on which way you tune 

the i.f. shift. 

UNIVERSAL M-900 DECODER 
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INTO 11% 'OW 

46 41111V 
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340 
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PCM 

I've shown a couple of 
examples in the photos in 
this column. 

You will notice that the 

low shift is by far the most 
effective for reducing the 
bandwidth. This is because 

when you move the 2.4kHz 

bandwidth down in 
frequency it very soon 
reaches the lower limits of 

the audio stages. In the case 

of the FT-897, the low shift 
reduces the effective i.f. 

bandwidth to around 
1.3kHz. 

However, when you shift 
high, you may find that the 
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Yaesu's excellent transceiver - ideal for dala. 

bandwidth doesn't reduce, as is the case with 

the FT-897. This is because this receiver has 
an extended audio high frequency range to 
allow the reception of f.m. broadcast signals. I 
would recommend that you take the time to 
test the results as described here so you know 
how to get the best results when dealing with 

real signals. 

Not Too Much! 
As with many things, moderation is the rule 

when it comes to using any filtering to help 
utility reception. If you get too ambitious you 
will find that the filtering will start affecting 

the decoder and deteriorating the error rate. 
Most decoders and data systems are very 
sensitive to phase errors and filtering too 
tightly is a very effective way to introduce 

such errors. 

Update On HFDL 
Having published ' tike L's excellent HFDL 
frequency list last month he has pulled me up 

on just one point (quite rightly). I suggested 
that Shannon would be the best station to 
monitor for UK based listeners - wrong! In 

fact, the best signals are usually those from 
either Reykjavik, Al Muharraq or Las Palmas. 
Another tip from Mike is to head for the 

higher frequencies in the morning and then 
work down to the lower frequencies as the 
day progresses. 

In case you missed the main list irom last 

month, here's a repeat of the frequencies for 
the three stations that Mike recommends: 
REYKJAVIK: 17.985, 15.025, 11.184, 8.977, 

6.712, 5.720, 3.900, 3.116 A MUHARRAQ, 

BAHRAIN: 21.982, 17.967, 3.354, 11.312, 
10.075, 8.885, 5.544, 2.986 LAS PALMAS, 

CANARIES, 21.955, 17.928, 13.303, 11.348, 
8.948, 6.529, 5.589, 2.905. 

New Listener Help 
this month I received a letter from a reader 

asking for some basic help to get started in 

utility listening. He was really asking how to 
start completely from scratch i.e. no computer 
or Internet, just a radio. 

vainim 

111111FnliffleM 

IF Shift High - Note the bandwidth is not reduced. 

IF Shift Low - Note a useful bandwidth reduction 

e1=11111111117 

IF Shift Disabled - Normal s..s.b...t. reyonsc 

A few years ago that would have been an 
easy question as the only way to get involved 
would have been to get a stand-alone 

decoder. I probably would have said to get a 
Micro-reader or maybe one of the Universal 
decoders that output directly to a monitor. 

However, time has moved on and I tried 
looking around for a stand-alone decoder, but 
with very little joy. All the usual suspects have 
moved-on to PC based designs and t couldn't 

find a single stand-alone decoder suitable for 

a newer listener. It seems there is little choice 
but to dive into the PC route. This is no bad 

thing really because a degree of computer 
literacy is becoming an essential ingredient 
for modern life. As this is such an important 

skill, there's lots of basic training around to 
help people get started and I would 

recommend the first step is to get enrolled for 
one of the free basic computing courses. 

One of the fastest growing computer 

training schemes is the European Computer 
Driving Licence (ECDU. A 'phone call or visit 

to your local college or library should provide 

all the information you need to get started. 
Once you've broken into computing, utility 
decoding becomes a breeze with stacks of 
free or shareware for you to try and or buy. 
The only kit you need is an antenna, receiver 
and a simple cable to link the PC to your 

radio. 

More Decode 
Although this is the last Decode in SWM, I'm 
happy to say that the column is transferring to 
the new combined radiouser magazine that 

will grow out of the merger of SWM and our 

sister magazine Radio Active. Utility 
decoding has changed enormously over the 

years that I've been involved with it. 

In the early days a decent Creed 78 
teleprinter was like gold dust, as was finding 
someone who knew how to set them up 

properly. There wasn't a computer in sight 

and the only clever bit was the terminal unit, 
of which the infamous ST-5 was the master. 

Although successful decoding was far more 

difficult than with today's auto-tuning 

software, there was a huge range of material 
available to monitor. 

When I first started there were no 
satellites to move the news around the world 

and h.f. radio was still used to broadcast press 
pictures from far off lands. There were lots of 

weather stations and RTTY stations galore. 
Now we are in a situation where decoding is 
really only possible with the aid of a 
computer, but the quality of the software is 

excellent. 
Life is still tricky for the utility enthusiast 

because decodable signals have become 
more difficult to find, but computers have 

revolutionised the way we can enjoy the 
information we receive. A good example here 

is the excellent ACARS decoders that can 
deliver the photo of an aircraft on your screen 

just a second or two after you receive the 
transmission - amazing! Finally, I look 

forward to seeing you all next month in 
radiouser. 
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T
he ICE' flights to the United States 
Antarctic Research Program base at 

McMurdo have been monitored 
during October on the well 
reported frequency of 9.032MHz. 

These flights leave Christchurch, New Zealand 
and deliver personnel and supplies to 

McMurdo landing on an ice runway within the 
base facility. 

Some years ago I had a conversation with a 

well respected radio professional, a veteran of 
many expeditions to both polar regions and he 
reckoned that it was usually easier to work the 
Antarctic on h.f, than the Arctic. It's worth 
devoting some monitoring time to that 
frequency. 

French Pirate 
At the conclusion of my October SWM offering 

I asked if anyone else had heard the French 
pirate who transmits almost anything on 
6.660MHz lower side band. It seems that I was 
about the only individual in the western world 

who hadn't heard him before! 'Big Ears' reports 
that he has heard him frequently interfering 
with traffic on the h.f. airband. 

Mike from Enigma 20(X) kindly contacted 
me, saying that this Frenchman has been there 

for at least 20 years, transmitting up to 18 hours 
every day. Mike reports that the pirate often re-

Did vota hear the 
French pirate on 

6.660MHz lower 
side hand? 

Is it easier to work the 
Antartic on hi'? Ben 

Hogan says its worth 

keeping an ear upen. 

The SAS units 

operational in the Cult 

War were using 

PRC319s. 

transmits loop recordings of other programmes 

and services including emergency traffic and 
h.f. air communications. 

Interestingly, Mike muses that despite the 
rumours that he is believed to be in Southern 
France this may not be the case as at Mike's 

location in South Wales the nuisance is 
invariably an extremely strong signal ( 10db 
over 59). The signal remained at that strength 
even when an X-17 solar flare took out almost 

all signals in mid-September. Is this French 
speaking oaf in southern France or is he 
somewhere closer? 

Bravo Two Zero 
If you have read the book Bravo Two Zero by 

author Andy McNab in which SAS units are 
operating in Iraq during the first Gulf War, you 
will recall that they didn't have much luck with 

their hi. radio. To be fair it was not the fault of 
the radio, the frequency issued to the patrol was 
not being monitored. The tactical radio in use 

was the PRC319 manufactured by MEL of 
Crawley, Surrey. Operating between 1.5 and 
40MHz s.s.b. with 50W maximum power, the 
radio has an Electronic Message Unit (EMU). 

The EMU, that looks like a biggish hand-held 
calculator, is operated remotely from the 319 in 
order that an operator can encode a message. 

The EMU is simply plugged into the 

transceiver and the encoded data is sent in a 
fast burst. The PRC319 has a built-in antenna 
tuner and the set can be controlled remotely 
from a distance of up to 50m. 

The PCR319 was used by special forces in 

the UK and USA and possibly New Zealand. 
The question now is: "What 

are these forces using now?" 
because PRC319s have been 

released for sale to civilians. 
Yes, the full set including the 
EMU is available from several 

outlets in Europe. 
The cost of a PCR319 is 

around £900 but when these 
gadgets were new in the early 
1990s they cost many times 
more than that. I know that 

some radio amateurs are 
purchasing them. It would, 

nevertheless, be interesting to 

track just where some of them 
will end up. 

Monitoring Amateur Bands . 
I spend some time each day monitoring the 
amateur bands. You see the 'authorities' in 
differing countries don't pay too much attention 

to the amateur band plans when they feel the 
need to use frequencies for any official purpose. 

It may come as no surprise to readers that the 
Italian military are exponents of this practice. 

In early October an Italian military net 
(thought to be Navy) was in full flow on 
10.1155MHz u.s.b. One of the callsigns in use 
was 'Delphine'. This identifier has, apparently, 

been in use previously by the Italian Navy and 
this is why it is thought that they were the users. 
Other callsigns in use on the net, which lasted 
for a few days, were MND, GRT and HXP. 

Monitoring 5.438MHz u.s.b. on the 11 

October proved to be very interesting indeed, t 
was hearing numerous stations, which must 
have been an exercise net. Well, if it wasn't a 

military exercise net, then there must have been 
a pretty large war going on that was missed by 
the news media. There was a mass of talk about 
minefields and diversionary attacks and the like. 

There was plenty of radio traffic regarding 
car bombs and civilian casualties. One of the 

'Head Sheds' appeared to be a chap with a 
South African accent. I have a marvellous 
recording of him saying, "Do not slow the 

tempo, we must catch the enemy while his 
attention is directed towards our diversionary 
attack." And other stuff like that. 

Has anyone ever heard similar exercise 

radio talk on 5.438MHz? The traffic was in 
what can only be described as 'extremely clear 
speech' meaning that there was little or no 
attempt to cloak any information at all. 

Perhaps the participants were using radios in 

the clear knowing that 'for real' they would 
have access to encrypted sets? Or maybe it was 
cadet traffic from a CCF station? It's a bit.of a 

mystery I'm afraid. With the southern African 
accents it quite took me back to the 'Green 
Leader' recordings of the Rhodesian military 
during Operation Gaffing, when terrorists were 

neutralised during an attack on Westlands Farm 
on the Zambian border. 

A few days later the Irish Army were on 
4.990 but it wasn't as exiting as the other net! 

Hurricane Hunters 
Correspondent Roy Smart from Midlothian 
kindly wrote in with website details for the 

Hurricane Hunters. He'd obviously picked up 
from my ramblings that I was interested in 
weather monitoring and suggested that I might 
find the Hurricane Hunters web page of 
interest. Well, thanks Roy, I did. 

This page is on the site run by the 53rd 

Weather Reconnaissance Squadron of the US 
Air Force Reserve. These people actually fly into 
hurricanes and other extreme weather systems. 

Without rattling on too much about the 
Internet in what, is after all, a radio magazine, if 
you possess a computer and Internet access and 
you have an interest in monitoring the aftermath 
of hurricane events, then this page is worth 
adding to your favourites list. Thanks very much 
for the tip Roy. 

If you've read Bravo Two Zero you'll recall the trouble the troop' had 
with their h.f. radio. 
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'II start this month with the news that 
'Amateur Bands' is 501 - well that's not 
quite true. In fact, I've no idea how many 

years SWM has featured the column. What 
is true though, is that this is the 50th 

'Amateur Band' column that I've written. 
Cause for celebration? Perhaps. Certainly a 

good excuse for reflection. So what's happened 
to amateur radio in the UK over the four and a 
bit years that I've been writing this column? 

The change that has had the biggest impact 
was the introduction of the Foundation Licence 
nearly four years ago. It now seems much 

longer than that, which is perhaps a measure of 
how far it has been assimilated into the fabric 
of amateur radio. A sure indication that it was 

a good idea, and that it works. 
From my position over 20 years ago, having 

just obtained my G4 call, of being pompously 

indignant over the idea that someone could be 
allowed onto the amateur bands without 
passing through the same hoops that I did, I 

now firmly believe that relaxing the access 
requirements benefits everyone involved. 

When I became licenced the Radio 
Amateur Examination was accredited and 

administered by City and Guilds, and amateur 
radio licensing was handled by the Department 

of Trade and Industry. Today over 7000 people 
hold Foundation licences, and the number is 
always growing. A positive sign for the health 

of the hobby. 
Very recent changes to the examination 

system have moved the accreditation and 
moderation under the wing of the Radio 

Communications Foundation. Since 2003 
Ofcom, HMG's Office of Communications, 

which took over the DTI's 
Radiocommunications Agency, has, through 
SSL, looked after licence issues. Not quite here 

yet, but expected very soon, is the ending of 
the requirement to pay an annual fee in order 
to maintain the validity of an amateur radio 

licence. Instead, licences, once issued, will 
perhaps remain valid for the life of the holder. 

The route to a Full amateur licence has also 
changed. The Foundation licence exam must 
be passed first, followed by the Intermediate 

licence exam, both of which have practical 
components. No longer can just a single exam 

with no practical elements, be taken, which, if 
passed, would allow an operator to be let loose 

unsupervised at the controls of a 400W 
transmitter without necessarily having seen or 

touched a single piece of amateur radio gear 
before! 

More Space to Play Radio 
A plus point for the h.f. bands has been the 

doubling of the 7MHz band allocation, which 
now covers from 7.0-7.2MHz, bringing 

consistency to the band around the globe. 
Previously allocated to broadcast stations, it 
will still be some time before they leave and so 
give amateurs in this part of the world clear 
access to the extra 100kHz. 

Also on the subject of frequency allocation, 
in August 2002 UK amateurs, subject to 
permission, were allowed to use frequencies in 
the 5MHz band that are generally used by 

military cadet units. The official reason being 
to allow research into Near Vertical Incidence 

Skywave (NVIS) propagation, the squirting of 
r.f. as straight upwards as possible in the hope 
that it will, having bounced off of the 
ionosphere, come back down to earth fairly 

close to where it was sent up. The object being 
to create a close-in signal footprint with no 
dead ground between the end of the ground. 

wave and the start of any Skywave. 

Goodbye to Samuel's Code 
Any ruview or licensing wouldn't be complete 

without mention of the end of the requirement 
to pass a Morse test to operate on the h.f. 
bands. The change in international regulations 

meant the end of A and B class licences, and 
gave all amateurs access to most or all of the 
h.f. amateur bands depending on licence type. 

Although no longer a legal requirement, not 
all countries have dropped the Morse test, and 

even in the UK there's still a Morse component 

of the Foundation licence exam, but it can 
hardly be called a test. It's an 'appreciation', 
and as such, can't really be failed. 

Plenty to Interest Everyone 
When I looked back over the subjects covered 

in amateur bands, it left me in no doubt that 
the hobby has something for every enthusiast. 

There are always plenty of people organising 
DXpeditions to every corner of the world. 

From north to south poles, to tiny islands 

not used to human visitors in the midst of vast 
oceans. The reason for such DXpeditions to 

activate callsigns that only apply to those 
locations. Special event stations on islands are 
certain to produce a great deal of interest and 

activity from amateurs world-wide. 
Keeping to a nautical theme, many special 

event stations are set up at lighthouses across 
the world. 'Collecting' lighthouses, which 

means making contact with those amateur 
radio stations, is another aspect of the hobby 
that attracts a great deal of interest. 

Something else that many amateurs 'collect' 
are squares on Ordnance Survey maps. In the 

same way as with islands and lighthouses, 
Worked All Britain enthusiasts want to contact 

stations that are in as many different locations 
as possible, and so collect the numbered grid 
squares in which the stations' locations appear 

on maps. 
Sticking with the map theme in September I 

joined the competitors taking part in the Top 
Band ( 1.8 MHz) direction finding final near 
Winchester. Loonies hiding with transmitters 
being hunted by similarly mentally afflicted 

souls carrying receivers, maps, and compasses. 
It was a great day out with friendly people who 

made me really welcome. If you're a little bit 

into radio fit doesn't require an amateur licence 
to compete), can read a map, and enjoy 
running around the countryside, this activity 
has everything going for it. The world needs to 

know more, and I shall be finding out. 
Thanks to everyone who's supplied me with 

inspiration for this column each month, and 
special thanks to all of you who've read my 
column over the past four years. I hope you've 
found my efforts interesting and informative. 

Thinking of Taking Up Amateur Radio! 
c Ft IST NI S Mai S Flt IFe-I-ION CO IF E 

With Christmas just around the corner how 

about this for a great present for you or a 

fellow hobbyist? 

Subscribe to Practical 

Wireless today and 

get a free binder! 
Offer valid from 24 November to 

16 December 2005 inclusive. 

Contact our subscription agency: 

Preece' Wireless Subscriptions. 

PO Box 464. Berkhamsted. 

Hertfordshire HP4 2UR. UK 

Credit Card Orders taken on 

(014421 879097 tehyeen 9am - 5pm. 

FAX Orders taken on (01442) 872279 

Internet Orders can be placed dt 

won v. webscribe.co.uk 

,r via E-mail to pw@webscribe.co.uk 

Please noto cheques should be made 
payable lo PW PUBLISHING LTD and CASH 
in NOT accepted. 

Subscription Rates 
UK 
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If you want to meet with others with a radio passion, then please use this guide to assist... 

Part 3 of a rotating series of 3. 
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noners I.elt,14. e • . L0 te. Jetss...1 

5WALL: an. 345140 68514E. Meets at the try WM Club. 
Dom Street Srtertgbotme. Kent. DolaI, r..-rn 
Pohe PACAKA 7e ICI795. 6655.0  

Hi SIDebt SXOCXF. Meets et The Fee Wants 
Mimed Hal, Swaney/Hombre Red. ltemos Im-n Ken 
SI3CIA. 7e 0208•116 211.14 

81ST PENT S'lI.73040S Meets at pie Si. Martel Schaal 
• Tunbrloge Wells. Went. :erdta frcen 'tla rem--
Sheeted Gent Tsi ; 31852. 6522°2. 

NORFOLK 
\ 1.1/41ELEV Seel US. GOIAv. MIMS et mile TV. 

Newell NR1 3/0. Details Tom MP IN, 
iL'OS 23. 819151. 

Groett YARMOU1.1 RS, 130140 Meets at the Bradwell 
Ccerene4ty Centre. likaerel. Greet Vermouth. Norte. 
Delete 'rem At 611. &mitre GSNHU 

GRESHAM'S 531/004 ARC ae-SPXO. RM. 
1.6 Vtescon .e-. CL3,90. 

RINGS Lores ARC. 03112. Detail' Ran Deck Parker 
11,21414. 

LORFOte AFTS. 14ARN. Meets M Noroleh Adellte Centre, 
Nome anon. CCU. s 'Km %%adman GOV2D. To: 
IC1953•. 604719. 

,..ORth NORFOLK ARG. GB2MC. Debits hen, eddy Sorer 
G4F/U. E meti gestererneceree.co.et 

SUPPCILK 
FILRY 51, EDMLNUS ARS. rorn Meets Mille Weed 
School Ceore, Bury St Edmunds, SuliohL Cell- in 'mon, 
Cede 'Noah CALM. 

95110510810 OURS. CAPP. Meets al the Orwett Park 
School. Notion. Neer losen. ()cams ho- Pa./ Athena. 
CATCC. Ti,, 914031 e42595 

FRAM.INGNAV CO.LEGE ARC. vocan. Tel:1017281 
727232, 

Pert> PUDO C-UB. 14100. Meets at re Gotten lire. 
Name Road 2roWeanesetes at The Holies. 
Eluckleear Street ROM». Cesar. Lelsh 
▪ 6.1CY e7:1226. 

LLGIUN ARC GMES. Mee as sestet Tow Athlete 
Min., Vttory Road. Weston, Suffolk 11,10 Fa.' 
Can.e. even V31elei Tel:101728. 746C.1.1. 

LOWESTCfT DRS. 13.PM. Meets it The George Barrow 
Holm, Outten Rood. Unveils& ire Pn1nnnnr 
CDISG Tri ; 315:12; SP.S4-4,3. 

VARRESHALI PG G4VETS Meets at the BT Latennees. 
Merosehern Neem, Imench. Surrolk. >Fe ,. frn Tom -'e 

1.4: : 31472- 644.105. 

SUDBURY & IDOl , 0050. G7SRA. Meets at de Ofe 
School. Web Hal Reed. Greet Comore, Suebury. Sena, 
>Idle. 'Fern An.ar Pelan 

SLIFFOIN Dord. GROUP. 0571.011. Detala Fern Peter 
Reeko G860E. Tel t014731 631313 

NORTH WALES 

CLWYD 
CONWAY VfLLLEY ARC 0.981'.' Meets at the Seed, 
Rennes Rare, Colwyn Et,/, Crowd. s fin •. Mr P W. 
Fors GW6PMC. Te .. 01 . 451 05913614 

V0.05 DPC. GW3FIRG. Meets at the Mold Rsgay 
mot, One». Detn Is I.nn. Ley Chosrers 0066ELC. Tel 
01244' 54 elee, F.mad: male-ea...testae ei Fed e 
Mee,o, 01190.11 Tel :31202 789334. 

NORTH WA.ES RS. Grols.SYR. Meets ut the Old YMCA. 
.reerie Dee, Coe» Bay, ape. Decals Id^ Ted 

Sroreco GWOOS.F. IC. . 01 1451 336939 

'APf »UN SAS 06400554, Meets at Me Commune/ 
Germ, Mauer Road, Wrexham.;Tre.a. ern ',ir P. 

CiWYNSCO 
veRce. AIlS GAML7P. Meets et Me Rchel Step Hotel, 
Dolgellau. Gwynedd. 0074Is hem Gryam, Ct'aesse 
1.1beilfil. Tit 4212.2F. 

PORTHe*D3C P. DABS. GWCF.e.T. Meets at The Yacht 
Club, The Herber, Porrtmecog. &womb. Crta In re M: 
G. Celeolacr LIWIDFN. 

Off DRAGON ARC 064116 Mews at Me Eberezer 
Church Mall, Lon Foel Grog. Llenrolped, ero of fogesey. 
>Ise. Teen Meade adte Gesell le d(1141, 
362229. 

POVVYS 
eChVYS ARC. GWOHYN Meets al the ATC HQ, Pero Lane. 
Hempen. eels Detest. xt , At, oe,u ;eel nu 
Tel-116146, 643814. 

SOUTH WALES 

CYNIC 
ABERPOTCh YMCA. GAMS21.. Meets at he Hut 517, The 
Anted. Abercorth. Ddtads fro, P.4,1 * outer G'Aellf11. 
Ye . C.1239, 811239. 

ABERSYSTWYTH & DAPS. GWCIARA Meets M the SeoLt 
Hut. Pletcn.g Avenue. Aberystwyth. ...>01314 Iron. Arr 
'r.'oac wed 21961)K. F019/31 99tedb: 

CARVARTHEN ARS. GWAYCT. Meets at re nentrwl Care 
Nome, Carmangershre Carty Cenell, Deg", Rolo, 
W itmer«, Carmarthen SA31 305. Detes Fan, M. 'o.• Lt. 
',tees cieueu. 231459. 

FDDAtl A95. GWOSYG. Detads, eon "neer Pe.o. 
C.W4xf), Tai: 161646. 6.67729. 

1 trussi 31e5 Centlf 70. Meets n the Faroe. 
Co-m.rey Hol, Furnace Square, Liarele Dr, s e-
ns; eves 1..33.10213. Tel . 91554. 92021. 7 

PEMBP04ESHORE RS Ge10EJE. Meets at Fray Paro 
Cormelly Centre. Furry Pam. lerheedwest 
Pernerckeshre Cotads nun Ian V. JI-co M'SOCAE, fc 
t C1437 103729. 

civvaNT 
AelliGAVLNLY FIS, GWAGFL Meets Fe. Ine Reodential 
Colege, Per 1•Pountl. Abergbertmj. Goren ,..At 
Fee Fl et-ex FIWODere Tel i 911 .1h1.18.6 

PlaCKYFFOCO LOIRS, 049.6.2.e.' Vets at Ile Oakdale 
ComershereMs School, Oekda/e. Blackwood Gwent 
Detads ern !eh Etars GWETI Tel, 01495. 22!:; ,. 

ESRA":ALE COLLEGE RS. GWONY Metes at tre Gterr. 
Tertey College, (56898e Cantous, College Rottl, EDO* 
Vale, Owes. DdIai rro, Mr 7. ii,3400 >.• 
167,495 30'4132, 

LEWPOPT Lee, le,541,03. Meets ot /re Bortgas 
Carman  Cense. Elytos Read. ençurt. Seen. 
Cre,s 'n,111 "au N, 0:k 

K:PF [VFW. 445, Ger3fiN i Meets MUM Settlement. 
1104khdl ROW, Pontypool. Gwent .tete, s ado 9s. a-
time. SiOreeZ 

MCMGLAMORGAN 
BRIDGEND & CARC. GW4LNP Meets at the Club 

,,,,,5,411 4.l',,frr,cs Tel 1676543. '21574, 

..00oEF. VERSell. ARC. 0031406 Mets at Me Hoed 
Setts Peden, HOOs50l39,, Pentreasch, Mealy 143011, 
Merl Gammon. ..Fetels -fee 

VID (itiFV0111.1A111 STACCNA %Mete at Spectate 
Sporte D Sloe' CU. orb. Is 1,111 Melvyn Cale, 
lee IC1.656. 034868. 

SOUTH GLA.MORCiAA1 
BAFIRe ARS 02.331,0, Meets at Sully Spats & Usiure 
Club. Seth Road. lily. S. Giamegan..A•to.13 'roe 
• j Mad Fryd GW.16.4. ,1..4 .-.P.76•C 

kietimELDe Age, G',34LFC. Meets Al INC H ddleICS 
reslcaly Hardened Centre, Ai 0n011004 ROM. Card It. 

49n:42 

WEST GLAMORGAN 
,of+- 'Al HOT (BS PIC, ARS. . 41 1.111. wets et me 
BiT sil Steel PLC Sports & Sec do a Cl., 140095111. Poli 
Talbot, West Glamorgan. 7.er Y. 

0016512 ARS. CA4CC Meets at the Appled Scéerees 

Etu kiln* Simmers timerety. Del,, 1,1 dn. F,In• Boson'.1,3883 E. TC -01°32; 390235 

sCarLAND WEST & 

WESTERN IELES 

CRINITISAL RUCMON 
rALIfterf P. DURS. CAPIFPC Meets eery Morrow at 1930 
e the 62nd Forth Valley Scouts Kee (»nay Reed. Laden. 
• Fraber, Leton Yen Da. 4. VIAUlsaLl 1 el: • 
395659. E-mts Release Gib uchaece.eo 

STIR), NG & DAPS, GYM& fblete M Blieleero »Jule a 
Estate. 77reek. \r. Selm& Crete's horn 3011. SneeL 
CF.118.73. To .013241 8247C9. 

DUMFRIES GALLOWAY 
TWGTOWNSH RE epc.. GV4P1.1 Meets et the Ace Vert. 
Starnes Academy, Serra«. lertrante reel COMMOrt 
Rose Dees .rorn Ills Gasto' . Tel : O1771: 820413. 
..1•10,811e.w*s.'b,plI4Io' cool 

STPIATFICLYCZ 
AYR ARG, GVOAYR. Meets at de Unsettle's. el Paddy, 
Unnerety Campus, Bled' Gene. Aye KM CHN. Dotes 
front jC11. .1 4.15598, 

CENTRAL SCOTLALD RI GROUP. RS38728. Dees fro, 
7•11,0,• Stellee C.V7T7L Tel •.01691e 6) 6793. 

CALM' ARG, ISMOARG meets at The te. le WIN Cows 
Po Street. Droy. :Tess ern Alen *Scheme 1.800213/.1. 
let 911294. 823295. 

DLNOON & OARS. GMCCOO. Meets M roe Etta« Srolert 
Corneuror Centre. Eroded Street, Dube. Deeds from 
AU •Itmor &MOW_ 7er . 01369. 84:11217 

eELENSBURGH ARC. GI44.4E- Deis fr. fer G Caned 
CA11048. Te 411436: 675922 

NeLIFCLYDE ARG GMOGrot. Metro at the Carers* Ber, 
Caresell Road, Gowan. Stramoycie. Dets is her AMR,' 
Cm '6 CA.1.3vOR Te rri..47.5- 638226. 

eLMARNOCK & LOUDOLN ARC. 01,143635 Web al the 
Hunford Cernrnumy Centre. Costume Road, Hurtled, 
Det,,,srrnrn Sete Cafte-el CL14CGS TeL 12,1564): 
4839(13. 

JAGS & OARS, GMCVKG. Dees fror Mt J. Cede 
GLIUMOD. lei -014751 5298,13 

1.0Fes ARS, 01001.14,9, Ores from PA's S fActeman 
01..10Etni. Etned entOesearoldlex•em et, GVStALAI 
QOM 

VID LANARK An, GM3P31.. Meese( the Nerarthill 
Commureb Ed. Carl, He, Street. Lewerthe. Mothered*, 
Larierkshre 141 50141. Deters tru- o Nee,' 1010'.16 

tr:16%. 822911. 

✓ILTDIX OF CAVPS1E ARS, GMOVOC. Meets et The Rec 
CMOS Hol, WrIontelordt Dete s Foul .. r 
GMO-U.I. To: .013691 312964 

%sire ARC GVOPYV Meets at the Parsley YMCA Mae 
5 New Street, Paisley PAD Detaris ho'h Ar, (7,4; 
(.1.10T<DA. "e. C.141 889 EFEC. 

SCOTTISH DIGI'A. COMMS. GRP, GM1ySR. Drees mho" 
liados Cheit •0169er.ttlese3 

'NEST OF SCOT 4,01365 cS442e. Meets at me lare 
Ctstural Centre. 21 Rose Street, Glb54,CAN. Pelt, f sen 
HO', Se 

SCOTLAND EAST Si 
HIGHLANDS 

BORDERS 
.4..4313175 Meets et Me St. Joe 

Ar tuln, ue Hal, Benvick,por•Tweed. Or1,1,4col 1", 
Te ,,11•4477, 

CAI ASHIP & (MRS. 31.14YFQ %Teets el the Fee 
Carole. Gelashels. r").-1 I.n. P1,1,11 741.17LLN 

4E150 ASS. 0%44011S Meets at Me Abbey Row 
Corrnunity Comte. Nebo. Detail* fro- Margaret Cestmcdt 
O140.e.A, Tel 011°31 226372 

APE 
GLENRO-FIES8,. UARC, GM4CMC Meets at Use Football 
Peden, Suwon Reed, Thornton, Ele. !rr.to 
• F., 4 Gyrrn. • ..11442. P731,74 

CIRAMPIAN 
ABOMEEN ARS. GLI3B5.2 Meets at tre Re Cross HQ. 
22 Queens RS30, Menem Detau 1.0 4-1 eta, 
Ill: 1(1234' 81,1,514.2. 

B.,F3F 1: 50640. GM0P-E Meets et Me Peens Reed 
Pero FOOlball Game, Corderence Rcom. rDeserorere 
F.C.'e. flee. Leta, s eel Glee Itu Ant, liI.I.11-11à1  Ill 
:31888 adl..“ 

VORAY FIRTH An. 09,431100. Meets et the Gnus Arms 
Hotel, Rehab«. Dees ode God Crneam 1.1071,13. 
De:1E1542r 882818. 

MICEILANC RZGION 
room 'Anew APG. GMONIG. Delon ern R. elestene 
GA11.G'.' Tel 91337: 703046. 

lettOblESS ARC. fil.ro"PF Meets et The E 
°Menem Centre, Inverness feet« hey r'sed tLeile Ys t)  
lea, ern I teem GPACLesZ Tel 014631611701 

1-0THIAN 
COCKEN219.  & PORT SETON ARC, RS:77035 Meets et 
the Terrine Ions. Lowee Ber. Od Cockerte rerth Street. 
Caserta, E. Lothien...elA tern Vr 8th •:.U.`,4.`,. 
C104.02. Te .0187G, 011723 

.0TH ANS RS, GM3HAYI Meets at tre Hahne Room, 
keel EttrIck Motel, Ettnck Road. EtlebLrer.I.Fcla rod. 
Toro Seer LIVOISS en c671.39, 142361. 

ORIGIZY 
ORKNEY ARC. 115181.749 • '•95 Terry Preso 
T.A. elem. 741211 

SFIRTLAND ISLANDS 
R1,. ti.I.,1.n1 Meets at the steseursh 

Corr merry Cerr.o. Wm Herod Sund, Lenore. Shetland. 
• SICO, an t; li'.' al....1. le 1.14,01.1C.C.31,1; 

TAY SICS RSGION 
OLNDFF ARC. 314.1.40E Meets at me Duna* College. 
Groner, Sheet Awes. Ourdee. Dora in f 'Sam, 
-figro blMODUN. 1-n 2iPlf C.,. >RC 6.-1 • 

504 CO2 

PERTH P. DARG. GAI4EAF Meats at tie Perth Sports & 
Soots cie. 18 Leortrd Street, Perth. ;Jet., is Po,' R44 
Har,z•ss .311311.1 Td: . 01738. 643436 

STFIATeLFORE d DARC. 01,43187, MORS at 2131 Seal 
MC. 1 Laredo Rood, Fees reels teen Graham 
Gcedeed V010951 tel  :',1131.1.; 46941.3 

N. IRELPJVCI 

CO. ANTRIM 
AN WV 4, Meets al the Geystone 
Centre or the Beneregy Reed In term or Andre 
(lew, 3 ern >red Hatch nee 1441 414 II ,nAt 
NW,...g14111,1•CC.-4, 

BAL.VME1A RC, WEFT Mena* 70 %ebb Row. 
GrecerH, Ballymera, Co. Mole'. Dos H. 1.on. »en 
0 a..Fr 011.014. Tor rrt1266. 9.51716l. 

CARR CYFERCLS APG CCILIX. Meets M the Downstio 
COmmuker Seed, Dodder, Rose Ceroeferge. 

t. eon. arc Peruel 1,1,09) Te 0116.111072r6 

GLE s. GORMLEY C.ECTRCISCS ARS. (ware. Meets M 
10100110, Lodge, 236 Uw 90 e, •4• Gene Mom'. Co 
Artem. Deter's re Term roe>. - 1 
ROCIrE,renerlecern 

LAGOS VALLEY ARS. 54110 Meets at the Harrony Hall 
Arts Grim, Hennony bill, Latour.), Co. Andre : 014,13 
ern Roe 1.1.,Ceerroy G14 \ TO. 

MARCONI RRDeC GROLP. Meats on In. first Thursday Of 
eech moron et 2000 el the Ebbed* Mélos'. Castle 
Street, Belteestle, N. rode. Dcta I 1.der Alelm. I, ne 
MATM59. Ter. C282C 741693. E me: 
moon nutetett-temetern 

ROYAL NAVY ULSTER. ARC, GIDURN. Cl-h elided to tra 
Rbe Nary Ameter Reno Soc my. Delos '4rn Am Matcr 
61e3f9. 

CO ARIAACEI 
ARMAGH L °ARC. BOADD Mesta et County Amuse God 
Club, 7 Mon Role, Anne& Pte. hnrn on' A. 
Mule>. le 0283- 152 21-53 

CO. GOWN 
9674109 & OARS. Glaitle9. Meets ea The Stades. 
Gesornspelt, Co, OCIMM. In, t,',. P. 7•1155. 
lel 9299.1z 39e41. 

NCAPY & MOURNE ARC. 0141490. Meets at Me 
Snaffle Social Club, Fleury, 

ULSTER DX ARG. MIOUDX. feels rem br P G. Meer 

CO. PERLINt/A014 
L.01.4.1 ERNE MAATELP RAMC CLUB GIOLEC Meets et 
tile Reamer HOtel, EMMA Street [rookie. Co. 
%mane,. Des Fs torn ! feriae Groner. G1,11.112 
02856 3s7751. 

TYRONE 
TdE FOYLE & OARS. vIumti... Meets at 159 tectoes Road. 
e . Co. >one. Detatt loe". Ire,,, Canted. 10111100 
TeT.t87 134 5405. 
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Royal Navy Amateur 
Radio Society 
(RNARS - GB3RN, 
G3CRS, G1BZU) 
Enquiries to Secretary Philip Manning 
GI LKJ/M3LKJ, I Wavereley Gardens, 
Ash Vale, Surrey GUI 2 51P Tel 1012521 
334929, E-mail: g 1 lkj@amsat org or visit 
www.rnars.org.uk 

Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society 
(RSARS - G4RS) 
More information from General 
Secretory, HQ RSARS, Cole Block, 
Blandford Comp, Dorset DTI 8RH. 
Tel: (01258) 48281 4, E-mail: 
gensec@rsors.org.uk or visit 
WWW.rSCIrS org.uk 

The Medium Wave Circle 
Details from clo C. Rooms, 59 Moat 

Lane, Luton LU3 IUU. E-mail 
contact@mwcircle.org 

World Association of 
Christian Radio Amateurs 
Listeners M1CRA 
Details from Membership 
Secretory Derek Chivers 
G3XNX, 51 Alma Road, 
Brixham, South Devon TOS 

8C)R. Tel 101803) 854504 or 
visit www.wacrolorg 

International 1r.. e 
Radio Clubs G•° 
AMSAT-UK (GOAUK) 
Information From Jim Heck G3WGM, 
Badgers, Lefton Close, Blandford, Dorset 
BHI I 755 E-mail: g3wgm@amsat org 
or visit www uk amsat org 

British Amateur Rodio Teledata Group 
(BARTG G4ATG, GB2ATG) 
Contact Membership Secretory Andrew 
Thomas G8GNI, M5AEX, Dame School 
House. 103 High Street, Stony Stratford, 
Buckinghamshire MKI 1 I AT, E-mail: 
members@bartg.demon co.uk or visit 
www.bartg.demon.co.uk 

British Amateur Television 
Club (BATC - RS38114) 
Enquiries to Dave Lawton 
GOANO, 'Grenehurst', 
Pinewood Road, High 
Wymcombe, Bucks HP12 
4DD. Tel (014941528899. E-
mail: memsec@batc org.uk or 
visit www.botc org.uk 

0> e 

Egekrogen 14, OK-3500 Vaerioese, 
Denmark or visit www dswci.org 

Group for Earth Observation 
Information pack from GEO Info S. 34 
Ellerton Rood, Surbiton, Surrey KT6 7TX 
or via info@geo-web.org.uk or visit the 
GEO website at www.geo-web org uk 

International Short Wave League 
(ISWL - G461C) 

Information from Honorary 
Secretary Bill Mackie 

SMORt G-9137/G4AIE, 
4 23 College Park, 

Horncastle, Lincs 
LN9 6RE. 

re Email: 
bill.mackie@ 

pr: zetnet co.uk or 
visit 
www iswl org uk 

Military Wireless 
Amateur Radio 

Society (GOPTZ) 
Further details from John Taylor- Cram, 7 
Hart Plain Avenue, Cowplain, 
Waterlcoville, Hampshire P08 8RP. Tel: 
0239-225 0463. 

British DX Club IBDXC-UK) 
Enquiries to Club Secretary Colin Wright, 
126 Bargery Road, London SE6 2LR. E-
mail: secretary@bdxc.org.uk or visit 
www bdxc.org.uk 

Danish Shortwave Club 
Information from Treasurer Bent Nielsen. 

Radio Amateurs Invalid and Blind Club 
IRAIBC - G4IBC, GBOIBC, GB1IBC1 

Grand Prize Competiton! 
Great Prizes to be won in our bumper competition - 
Airband, Amateur, CB, DAB ana PMR 446 Prizes - 
Something for Everyone! 

Enquiries to Honorary 
Treasurer/Membership Secretary Mrs 
Shelogh Chambers, 78 Durley Avenue, 
Pinner, Middlesex HAS 1.1H. Tel 0208-
868 2516 

Radio Amateur Old Timers' Association 
Enquiries to Membership Secretary Ted 
Rule, G3FEW,15 Norwich Rood, 
Lenwade, Norwich NR9 5SH. Tel: 
1016031872309, E-mail: 
edit@raota.fsnet.co.uk or visit 
www rooto.org 

Remote Imaging Group (RS88803) 
Further details from the Membership 
Secretary John Din, 59 Woodend Rood, 
Coalpit Heath, Bristol B536 2LH FAX: 
1014541887880. E-mail 
membership@rig.org uk 

Royal Air Force Amateur Radio 
Society (RAFARS - G8FC, 
G8RAF) 
Details from the 
Administrator, HQ 
RAFARS, RAF 
Cosford, 
Wolverhampton WV7 
3EX. Tel: (01902) 
372722, E-mail: 
administrator@ 
rafars org 

RAIIID ACTIVE December ISSUE 13111 SALE 113 Nov 
va//able from all good newsagents or direct by calling 0670 224 7E130 priced at only £2.85. 
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Next Month in Practical 
Wireless, the magazine that 
brings you Amateur Radio & So 
Much More.... 

IlradlCal wireless 

THE UK'S BEST 
AND ONLY 

INDEPENDENT 
AMATEUR 
RADIO 

MAGAZINE 

CAN YOU AFFORD 
TO MISS IT? 

DOING IT BY DESIGN 
Tony Nailer G4CFY invites 

you to join him once more at his 

designer's desk as he aims to 

gives you a hands-on approach to 

theoretical topics. 

HERITAGE Fit 
HISTORY 

Rob Mannion G3XFD 

continues with the occasional 

series that looks at historical and 

significant radio sites that have 

played a part in shaping Amateur 

Radio and communications as we 

know it today. 

ANTENNAS 
Taking his turn in the Antenna 

Workshop' David Butler 

G4ASR shares some antenna 

designs with readers. 

PROJECT BUILDING 
K is for Kilve, which in Morse 

means 'over to you' and that's 

exactly what Tim Walford 

G3 P CJ says to readers this 

month as he encourages you to 

have a go at building the Kilve - a 

simple direct conversion single 

band receiver. 

Plus all your regular favourites including: 

• Amateur Radio Waves • Bargain Basement 
• Club News • Keylines • News • Radio Scene 

• Valve & Vintage 
and much, much more! • contents subject to change 

JANUARY 2006 ISSUE ON SALE 8 DECEMBER AT ALL GOOD 
NEWSAGENTS • PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY! 

Also available direct for £3.00 by calling 0870 224 7830 

PHOTAVIA PRESS 

AIRWAVES 2005 
THE 12th ANNUAL EDITION OF THE UK's MOST 

COMPREHENSIVE HF I VHF I UHF CIVIL AND MILITARY 

AVIATION FREQUENCY DIRECTORY - A5 / SPIRAL BOUND 

TOWER - APPROACH • RADAR - GROUND - AIR TO AIR • RANGES • ATIS 

GCI • SQUADRON OPS • AIR REFUELING - VOLMET • AIRLINE OPS - AWACS 

AIR DEFENCE RADAR ( UK d EUROPE j • AEROBATIC TEAMS - SEARCH & RESCUE 

UK CIVIL & MILITARY AREA RADAR - MILITARY AIRFIELD STUDS - VARIOUS MAPS 

4 LETTER AIRFIELD CODES - RUNWAYS - SSR CODES - UK BASED MILITARY UNITS 

MAPS OF - UK PRIMARY AIRWAYS ! SECTORS REPORTING POINTS OCEANIC ROUTES 

JK TRANSMITTER SITES ; FREQUENCIES - MILITARY TACAN ROUTES • AWACS AREAS 

AIR REFUELING LOW ALTITUDE AREAS - MAJOR WORLD AIR ROUTE HF AREAS 

COMPREHENSIVE CIVIL MILITARY HF LISTINGS INCLUDING DISCRETE FREQUENCIES 

MWARA AIRLINE OPS RAF USAF ! SPACE SHUTTLE NATO AIR-ARMS ! VOLMET ETC 

PRICE £10 - 95 INCLUDING FREE UK POSTAGE & PACKING 

CALLSIGN 2005 
THE 11th ANNUAL EDITION OF OUR CIVIL AND MILITARY 

AVIATION CALLSIGN DIRECTORY - FULLY UPDATED FOR 2005 
A5 WIRE SPIRAL BOUND - ALMOST 5000 AVIATION CALLSIGNS 
MILITARY DIRECTORY - CALLSiGNS ARC LISTED ALPHAKTICALLY AND ALSO BY 

AIR•ARM ! SQUADRON • CIVIL DIRECTORY - CIVIL CALLSIGNS FROM OVER 1I3C. 

COUNTRIES ARE LISTED ALPHABETICALLY ANC' ALSO BY 3 LETTER AIR TRAFFIC PRE 

PRICE £10 - 95 INCLUDING FREE UK POSTAGE & PACKING 

AtRietes SELCAL 
THE CIVIL AND MILITARY AIRCRAFT SELCAL DIRECTORY 

OVER 13,000 AIRCRAFT SELCAL CODES 
INCLUDING OVER 1000 MILITARY & GOVERNMENT 

PRICE £11 - 95 INCLUDING FREE UK POSTAGE & PACKING 
( SORRY • NO CREDIT CARDS ) STERLING CHEQUE'S or POSTAL ORDERS , PAYABLE TO 

PHOTAVIA PRESS I Den SW l - SUNRISE BREAK - CHISELDON FARM 
SOUTHDOWN HILL - BRIXHAM - DEVON - T05 OAE - UK 
Tel : 01803 - 855599 Web : www.photay.demon.co.uk 

JOHN'S RADIO ELECTRONICS TEST AND COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 

LARGE QUANTITY SALE EX-MOD 
MARCONI TF2019A Synthesized signal generators. 80kHz to 1040Mcis - AM. 

FM - high class with many functions - £285 each. 
HP COMMUNICATION TEST SET 8922M 10 to 11:00Mc/s GMS 83220E converter 

1710 to 1900Mc,s DCS, PCS. MS - £500. 

HP COMMUNICATIONS TEST SET 8922M OPT 010 (Dual) etc. - £750. 

TEKTONIC 2445A OSCILLOSCOPE 150M c,'s four channel - £300. 

ALL UNITS PRICED EX WORKS WITH INSTRUCTIONS - TESTED, BASIC WORKING. 

CARRIAGE AND PACKING IF REQUIRED, EXTRA. 

Phone for appointment or to request items lists, photos, site map. All welcome. 

Private or trade for sales, workshop repairs or calfibration. 

Please contact Patricia at Unit Ten, Smithies Mill, 885 Bradford Road, 

Batley, West Yorkshire WF17 8NS. 

Phone 01924 477377 Fax 01924 477373 
WO) site vvww.johnsradio-uk.com www.johnsradio.com 

Looking 

MUNI 

Distributed in the UK by 

Radixon Ltd. 
Evesham Marina, Evesham. 

WR11 3XZ, Worcestershire 

good but affordable HF or VHF/UHF receiver? 
Antennas? Accessories? Software? .1 

410111 

Tel: (0870) 446 0449 

E-mail : info@radixon.co.uk 

Quote SWM500203 for discount when ordering. 

WINRADi0 

Don't buy any before you look at WIN RADIO! 

www.winradir uk 
slIvM, ‘ecember 2005 



Please keep sending your adverts in for inclusion in racliouser 

erentm; 
Poser Subscribers free, 

et non-subscribers 

Please write your advert clearly in BLOCK CAPITALS up to a maximum of 30 

words, plus 12 words for your contact details, and send it together with your 

payment of £4 (subscribers free!) to Trading Post, Short Wave Magazine, 

Arrowsrnith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset B1-118 BPW. You can 

also E-mail your Trading Post advertisements to: peter@pwpublishing.ltd.uk (if 

you don't want to include your credit card details with your E-mail, just phone us on 

0870 224 7820). 

If an order form is not provided due to space constraints, a form from a previous 

issue can be used as long as the cornerflash or subscriber number is attached as 

proof of purchase of the magazine. Adverts appear on a first come first served basis. 

All queries on 0870 224 7820. 

We cannot accept advertisements from traders, or for equipment which is illegal to 

possess, use or which cannot be licensed in the UK. Please note that SWM are in no 

way liable for any loss incurred as a result of buying or selling via Trading Post. 

FOP SALE 

AVAILABLE AGAIN! Icom 

IC- R8500, bhi DSP unit. £750. 

Yaesu FT-920 HF+50 all 
mode T/RX. £750. Icom IC- R5 

wide-band h/h scanner. £75. 

All as new, boxed, manuals. 

Plus carriage. Tel: John 

G3XLL, QTHR, (01379) 

652043 ( Diss, Norfolk). 

CLARKE SCAM 40 
PNEUMATIC MAST, heavy 

duty with support cage, 
good condition, £250. Tel: 

Neil on (01527) 892282. 

GRUNDIG SATELLIT 2000 

receiver, very good sound. 7 

watt output. Buyer collect, 
£130 o.n.o. (cash only). Tel: 

(020) 8561 8853 (Middlesex). 

HOKA CODE 3 GOLD 

V1.62 All HF/SW options. 

Comes with book, LES 

decoder and software, £200 
ono. Tel: Craig (01592) 

860804 ( Fife). E-mail: 
kfinbad@aol.com 

ICOM IC-R20 hand-held 

scanner. As new, with 

manual, leather case with 

power supply, £ 100 o.n.o. 
Buyer collects. Tel: Paul 

Rowe (01209) 613429 

(Cornwall). No time wasters 

please. 

ICOM R-75 HF, Rx, DSP, CW. 

Narrow filter fitted. PSU 

manual, £450. DX-394 HF 

manual, £70. Boxed AT-2000 
ATU, £40. Buyer collects or 

post extra. Tel: Mike (01689) 
842223 (Croydon). 

R2000 SHORT WAVE 

RECEIVER VHF unit, Global 

ATU, manual, box. Excellent 

condition, £230. Prefer 

buyer collects. Tel: Alan 
(01704) 543423 (Southport). 

SANGEAN ATS 818 world-

band receiver. FM, MW, LW, 

SW, SSB. Digital display 

autoscan filter. Settings 
base/gain control, PSU, 

boxed with handbook. 

Great on SSB, as new, £30 

plus P&P. Tel: (01983) 874764 
(Isle-of-Wight). 

TEN-TEC RX320, mint 

condition, complete with all 

supplied accessories, £ 125. 

Also Yaesu VR-500 Scanner, 
mint condition, with 

manual, original antenna, 

£110. Images of both items 

available by E-mail. Postage 
extra. Tel: Adrian 07802 

878079. 

VALVE RADIO 

COLLECTION FOR SALE 

(due to ill health). 1930s 

to 1960s. About 50 including 

Round Ecko (restored), £850. 
Cossor Philips Marconi 

Wood and Bakelite models, 

some restored, from £30. 

Also spares. Tel: (01621) 

858043 ( Essex, near Junction 
28, M25). 

WINRADIO G303E 
SHORTWAVE RECEIVER. 

Mint condition, boxed with 

all cables and software. Also 
100m antenna wire, balun 

and 50m RG58, £325. 

Tel: (01621) 860630 ( Essex). 

YAESU FRG-100 KEYPAD 
PSU, FM board, manual, 
excellent condition. Boxed, 
£265 carriage paid. 
Tel: Gordon 2MOAVVT 
(01540) 661997 
(Invernesshire). 

ORDER FORM 
PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS 

I enclose Cheque/P.O. for £ (£4.00) 
Made payable to PW Publishing Ltd  
Please insert this advertisement IN THE NEXT 
AVAILABLE ISSUE OF SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE 

Name  

Address  

Post Code  

Credit Card Details: Card Number 

= ME: 
Signature  

Expiry date of card  

Issue No.  

Subscription Number 

(on mailer label)  

YAESU FRG-9600 VHF/UHF 

scanning receiver. 60-

906MHz, FM narrow/wide. 
AM narrow/wide SSB. Good 

condition with mobile 

mounting bracket. 

Operating manual, £ 150 

plus postage. Sony 2001D 
(although ' D' not airband 

version). FM/AM. Wide, 
narrow sync AM. Good 

condition, £85 plus postage. 

Tel: (01604) 830176 

(Northants). 

WANTED 

GRUNDIG YACHT BOY 

RADIO. Must be model 210 

from between 1970-1974. 

Must be in absolutely mint 

condition. Will pay top 

money for a set in mint 

condition. Contact Peter 
Tankard. Tel: (0114) 

2316321. No time wasters 
please. 

EXCHANGE 

AR8600 Mk11 All accessories 

+ PSU, boxed as new 

condition. Exchange for 

Icom IC- R75 + DSP or part 
exchange for IC-R8500. Tel: 

(01935) 824285 (Somerset). 

ROBERTS R-861 PORTABLE 

LW, MW, FM, LSB, USB. -

Three months old, cost £ 180. 

Exchange for good desk-top 
SW receiver. 

Tel: Dave 0191-5489103 
(Sunderland). 

J FOR SALE J W ANTED 

maximum 30 words 

J EXCHANGE 

(301 

CONTACT DETAILS maximum 12 words 
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dlemlerm Rairiels 
Essex 

WATERS & STANTON PLC 
Spa House, 22 Main Road, 

Hockley 

Essex SSS 4QS 

Tel: (01702) 206835/204965 

Fax: (01702) 205843 

Web: http//www.waters-and-stanton.co.uk 

E-mail: sales@wsplc.demon.co.uk 

Open 9am to 5.30pm Monday to Saturday inclusoe 
MAIN AGENTS - ALL BRANDS 
PHONE/FAX FOR FREE PRICE LIST 

Leicstershire 

SFEWART 

VIA HON 
Large range of 

hand-held scanners 

Callers by appointment please 

PO. Box 7, Market Harborough, 
Leics LE16 8YL 
Tel: 01536 770962 

Fax: 01536 770180 

Web she: 
hitp://www.stesarl-aviallon.co.ukirs 

E-mail: radheWslemart-miation.co.uk 

Yorkshire 

AIR 
SUPPLY 

AVIATION STORE  
For personal and friendly advice 

consult the Airband Experts 

97 RION STREET, YEADON, LEEDS 

LS1 9 7Th 
Phone Ken on 0113-250 9581 

Fax 0113-250 0119 

WEB SITE: www.airsupply.co.uk 

Essex 

COASTAL 
COMMUNICATIONS 

• Amateur radio 
• 2 way business radio 

Scanners 
• PMR Systems 
• CB radio 
• Marine Airband radio 

19 Cambridge Road, 
Clacton-on-Sea, Essex C015 3QJ 

WINW.COASTALCOMMS.ORG.UK 

[Et 01255-474292 171: 

Scotland 

Everything you need for 

C.B. Scanners 8. Amateur 

Radio. 

JAYCEE ELECTRONICS LTD 
20 Woodside Way 

Glenrothes, Fife KY7 5DF 

Tel: 01592 756962 

.Tues-Fri 
• Sat  

Closed Sondas 

South Yorkshire 

LAM 
Communications 

71 Hovland Road, Hoyland Common 
Barnsley, South Yorks S74 OLT 

www.lameemmunicatIona.nat 
salaselamcommunicationa.md 

Tel 01226 361 700 
Speciehers en amateur radon equipment. new and 

second hand. Scanners, receivers, C.B. 
radio, and taxi. 

We buy, sell and broker equipment and will part exchange. 

Opening Omer:-
Monday 12.00prn until 6.00pm 

Tuesday - Friday 10.00ern until 5.00prn 

Saturday 10.00sm until 3.00prn 

SEES. VIEWING TIMES CAN BE ARRANGED Vers LEE 

We also accept SwitchNise/CashiCheques 

Kent 

Pe   R. G. 
ELECTRONICS  

SCANNERS 
Walkie Talkies, CB Radio 
Satellite Radio, (IFS, Metal Detectors. 

?com &ERR 
DEALER. 

enacts 

STOCKISTS 

www.rgeleetronies.eo.uk 

BO (Distort:1 St., VVhitstablo, 
Kent CT5 10G 

0'1.227 262319 

Southwest and Wales 

QSL COMMUNICATIONS 
For all amateur radio and listener 

needs. 
New & secondhand equipment. 

Part exchange welcome. 

YAESU, ICOM, KENWOOD 

www.qsI-comms.co.uk 
Unit 6, Worle Industrial Centre, 

Coker Road, Worle, 
Weston-Super-Mare BS22 6BX 

Tel/Fax: (01934) 512757 

Book service 

Order your radio 
books from our 

bookstore 
0870 224 7830 

To advertise here telephone 020 7731 6222 

Classified Ads 
POPULAR SOUNDCARD PROGRAMS, SkySweeper 
(All versions), JVComm32, Log Analyser. 
Demodulator programs, SkySpy, RadioRaft, HamComm. Transmit & Receive 
demodulators. Phone for FREE data pack. 
www.pervisell.com hamsales@pervisell.com 
Telephone (014941 443033 

The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 42 pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number 70p 
extra. Semi-display setting £13.90 per single column centimetre (minimum 3cm). Please add 17.5% VAT to 
the total. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to PW Publishing Ltd. Advertisements, 
together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Dept., Practical Wireless, 
Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Tel: 0870 224 7820, Fax: 0870 224 77850. 

Advertisers' 

Index 

AOR 63 

bhi 45 

Celebrity Communications 10 

Computer Aided Technology 45 

Haydon Communications 38, 39 

How Do I Do It ( UK) Ltd 10 

Icom (UK) Ltd 13 

John's Radio 60 

Martin Lynch & Sons 17 

Nevada 2, 3, 32, 33 

Passport to World Band Radio 28 

Photavia Press 60 

Practical Wireless 60 

Radio Active 59 

radiouser 7 

Radioworld 18, 19 

Roberts Radio 64 

The Shortwave Shop 45 

UK Scanning Directory 16 

Waters & Stanton 26, 27 

VVinradio 60 

WRTH 23 
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AOR DIRECT 'Aerial magic' 

LA380 
The LA380 is a 
compact active 
(30cm 
diameter) loop 
aerial 
specifically 
designed to 
provide good 
reception when 
away from the 
main 
monitoring 
location or 
when large 
external aerials 
are not practical. Compact, but achieving 
high performance, featuring an internal 
high gain amplifier (20dB for 10kHz-
250MHz) and excellent overall strong signal 
handling ( high IP3 + 10dBm). The loop 
section may be detached from the BNC 
connection to the base unit for mounting in 
a window. The loop may be rotated for 
peaking signals. 

Usable frequency coverage extends to 
500MHz, so can be used with scanning 
radios as well as dedicated short wave 
receivers. Ranges are selected from the 
loop unit with preselection for the short 
wave bands: 

* 40kHz - for time signal monitoring 

* 60kHz - for time signal monitoring 

* 3MHz - 10MHz - preselected for short wave 

* 9MHz - 40MHz - preselected for short wave 

* OTHERS - 60kHz - 3MHz / 40MHz - 500MHz 

£189.00 inc VAT, UK carriage £10.00 

DA753G 
The DA753G aerial is 
designed to receive 
across the frequency 
range of 75MHz to 
3000MHz (3GHz) 
employing a compact 
discone configuration. 
The small size and 
relatively light weight 
design is ideal for 
installation in a 
confined space such as 
an apartment. The 
DA753G is about half 
the height, size and 
weight of other 
typical dicones 
measuring just 870mm 
high, 470mm across the 
bottom of the cone and 
690g in weight (aerial 

section only). The quality of 
construction is first class. Termination 
to the aerial is via a N-type plug, 10m of 
coax is included (fitted with a BNC plug for 
the radio). 
£69.00, UK carriage £10.00 inc VAT 

SA7000 Twin element 'passive' ultra 
wide band receive aerial 30 kHz to 2,000 
MHz (2 GHz). Supplied with 15m of coaxial 
cable and terminated in a BNC plug. 
£99.00 inc VAT, UK carriage £10.00 

SBS-1 Real-time Virtual Radar 
If you are interested in aircraft, this is a 
must have product. View aircraft in real-

time from their MODE-S and 
ADS-B transponders. Its on 
display in Matlock ( usally in 
stock), so you can see it 
operate... its fascinating. 

Simply plug the supplied lead 
into the USB connection of your 
PC, load the software (supplied 
on CD), connect the aerial 
(supplied) and away it goes - its 
that simple. 
£499.95 inc VAT, UK 
carriage £10.00 

FDM77 Software Defined Radio 
The ELAD receiver has been built in Italy and 
provides all mode reception from 50kHz to 
60MHz including demodulators for DRM 
reception. Tuning steps from 1Hz to 1MHz. 

• 
[LAO 

The triple conversion superheterodyne circuit 
features a high dynamic range front-end with 
seven band preselection and preamplifier. 

Software supplied (XP/W2000), audio lead, 
USB cable, 230V power supply. 

It's on display in Matlock lusally in stock), so 
you can see it operate. 
£449.95 inc VAT, UK carriage £10.00 

RX350D The Ten-Tec RX-350D is a full 
featured, mid-price range HF DSP receiver. 
34 DSP bandwidths provided, noise 
reduction etc. 
£999.00 inc VAT, UK carriage £10.00 

RX340 19" RACK MOUNTED RECEIVER 
Commercial grade short wave DSP receiver 
with 57 IF filter bandwidths. Three 
fluorescent displays, keypad, mains 
powered. Commercial receiver of the year 
in 2003 WRTH. £3299.00 inc VAT, UK 
carriage £10.00 

SR2000 FFT FREQUENCY MONITOR 
CATCH ELUSIVE TRANSMISSIONS FAST ! I! 

The SR2000 puts the power of FFT ( Fast 
Fourier Transform) algorithms to work in 
tandem with a powerful embedded receiver 
covering 25MHz - 3GHz continuous. 

The FFT search function enables incredibly 
high speed signal monitoring, up to 10MHz 
search in 0.2 seconds! Using the built-in 5 
inch TFT colour display, it is easy to 
monitor the images of received signals. Up 
to 10 MHz of bandwidth can be displayed in 
real time through advanced Digital Signal 
Processing. £1589.00 inc VAT, UK 
carriage free 

AR5000A & AR5000A+3 
Wide frequency reception in all modes 
from VLF ( 10kHz) through to UHF (3GHz) in 
1Hz tuning steps, impressive strong signal 
handling capabilities. Used extensively by 
government monitoring stations 
throughout the world. AR5000A standard 
version £1799.00 
AR5000A+3, as above with synchronous 
AM, noise blanker and AFC £1999.00 

' 

'weir 

RX320D PC 'black box' dedicated short 
wave receiver with 12kHz I.F. socket on the rear 

panel for DRM use (demodulation software 
required). John Wilson, SWM April 2002 ... Third 

order intercept point measured at a nominal 

14MHz was + 15dBm with a 50kHz signal spacing 
as used by TenTec themselves (handbook 

specification + 10dBm). Dynamic range was 
98dB against the specification of 90dB, so all 

better than manufacturer's figures. In conclusion, 

the TenTec RX-320 is an amazingly satisfying 
receiver to use, and despite its simple 

appearance when you look inside, it really does 

perform... £239.00 inc VAT, UK carriage 
£10.00 

11.11. 
AOR UK LTD Tel: 01629 581222 Fax: 01629 580070 t rove., 

Unit 9, Dimple Road Business Centre, Dimple Road, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 3JX 
TEN-TEC 

info@aoruk.com www.aoruk.com www.aoruk.comitentec E&OE 
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Six hours recording on a C90 cassette 
C9950 'Long Play' cassette recorder with multi event timer 

Six hour record time using standard C90 cassettes a , Multi event timer 

41111> Telephone record facility 411. Voice activated record function 

Built in microphone Stereo record/playback II. Line input socket 

Microphone socket Digital timer with LCD display 411.0 Tape counter 

41. Headphone socket 41. AC adaptor II. Size 260w x 67h x 180d 

Pull-out Handle 

Roberts Radio Limited, Mexborough, South Yorkshire S64 ElYT. Tel: 01709 571722 http://www.robertsradio.co.uk 


